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Preface to ”Tribological Performance of 
Artificial Joints”

Joint replacement is a very successful medical treatment. However, the survivorship of the 
implants could be adversely affected due to the loss of materials in the form of particles or ions 
as the bearing surfaces articulate against each other. The consequent tissue and immune response to 
the wear products remains one of the key factors of their failure. Tribology has been defined as the 
science and technology of interacting surfaces in relative motion and all related wear products (e.g., 
particles, ions).

Over the last few decades, in an attempt to understand and improve joint replacement 
technology, the tribological performance of several material combinations has been studied 
experimentally and assessed clinically. In addition, research has focused on the biological effects 
and long-term consequences of wear products. Improvements have been made in manufacturing 
processes, precision engineering capabilities, device designs, and materials properties in order to 
minimise wear and friction and maximise component longevity in vivo.

This book investigates the in vivo and in vitro performance of orthopaedic implants and their 
advanced bearings. Contributions are solicited from researchers working in the field of biotribology 
and bioengineering.

Amir Kamali, J. Philippe Kretzer

Special Issue Editors
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Abstract: Ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) wear in total knee arthroplasty
(TKA) components is one of the main reasons of the failure of implants and the consequent necessity of
a revision procedure. Experimental wear tests are commonly used to quantify polyethylene wear in an
implant, but these procedures are quite expensive and time consuming. On the other hand, numerical
models could be used to predict the results of a wear test in less time with less cost. This requires,
however, that such a model is not only available, but also validated. Therefore, the aim of this study is
to develop and validate a finite element methodology to be used for predicting polyethylene wear in
TKAs. Initially, the wear model was calibrated using the results of an experimental roll-on-plane wear
test. Afterwards, the developed wear model was applied to predict patello-femoral wear. Finally, the
numerical model was validated by comparing the numerically-predicted wear, with experimental
results achieving good agreement.

Keywords: wear; TKA; validated model; FEA; patello-femoral joint

1. Introduction

Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is a surgical procedure to replace the worn-out, native knee joint.
In particular, the cartilage-meniscus-cartilage articular surface is replaced by an ultra-high molecular
weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) insert in a metal backing for the lower leg component, which moves
against a polished CoCrMo component for the upper leg. This combination of materials has been in
use since the early 1960s [1]. Although mechanical failure of the UHMWPE insert has been rare in
clinical practice, due to its low wear rate [2], studies have continued to show the adverse effects of
wear particles in the joint space surrounding implants, which can lead to clinical failure of the implant
(which comes loose) or to pain [2–10] and, ultimately, to a revision of the implant. The number of
primary implants is exponentially growing, but unfortunately, also the relative number of the revision
implants is increasing [3,4]. With the recent trend of rising numbers of total joint replacements being
implanted in younger, more active patients, the wear of the UHMWPE bearings has been a large

Lubricants 2014, 2, 193–205; doi:10.3390/lubricants2040193 www.mdpi.com/journal/lubricants1
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concern, and understanding the wear mechanism has been of utmost importance to ensuring long-term
patient satisfaction and implant survival [11,12].

Hence, it is crucial to be able to pre-clinically evaluate the performance of various implant designs
and materials and to provide a better understanding of their wear mechanisms. In order to increase the
life of total joints, minimizing the wear of UHWMPE has continued to be a goal of material scientists,
engineers and clinicians.

The material properties of UHMWPE have been long studied, and the properties that make
this polymer suitable as a bearing material arise from its structural and molecular composition.
When the UHMWPE bearing surface is in contact with a metal component, such as in TKAs, the
surface-to-surface interaction occurs through microscopic interactions between the opposing surface
asperities characterized by plastic deformations [13,14].

In the last few decades, there has been an increasing number of tribology studies to understand
the problem of wear in TKA components [15–22]. Experimental testing of UHMWPE wear has been
conducted in ever wider arrays of machines, loading conditions and on more types of designs over the
years, such as pin on disk/plate, roll-on plane and TKA wear simulators [23,24]. Several developments
to reduce wear in TKAs were proposed, such as changing the design of the TKAs, the material
properties of the polyethylene for the tibial and the patellar inserts (by cross-linking, for example) and
with the use of innovative materials, such as oxidized Zr (Smith & Nephew, Memphis, USA) [25] for
femoral components.

Wear testing is a crucial step in the design verification process in the industry, yet it is time
consuming and expensive, due to low frequency cycles and testing durations of weeks to months [26,
27]. Testing conditions have been prescribed by standards, such as ISO or ASTM, independent of
surgical position [28–32], and discrepancies in experimental results exist between testing machines
that use force- or displacement-controlled input parameters [33]. To speed the process up, usually
pin-on-disk or roll-on-plane [28,34,35] analyses are performed if the research question only concerns
the materials that are used for the TKA components. However, if also the design and the position of the
TKA components need to be evaluated, dedicated knee wear simulators are used [36–39]. Therefore,
each of these devices presents its own advantages and disadvantages; for example, the laboratory
evaluation on a simple pin on disk/plate machine is cheap and rapid; however, the results must be
viewed with some caution, since the conditions under which the material is tested are drastically
simplified. Additionally, knee wear simulators are mainly aimed at analyzing tibio-femoral mechanics
and few include also patello-femoral behavior [40,41].

Even with the actual application of these experimental techniques, wear issues still persist.
For that reason, an increasing number of in silico studies have concentrated their research analyses
on TKA contact forces and stresses in line with some in vitro tests performed to analyze wear.
Computational methods can provide a simplified and efficient solution to predict prostheses behavior
in the orthopedics field [42,43].

In an effort to provide efficient implant wear evaluation to augment experimental testing
procedures, several computational wear models have been developed based on different techniques
based on different wear models. Computer simulation can reduce the time and cost of testing, not
only for the orthopedic field. Moreover, once validated, numerical wear models can be also applied in
other configurations or loading conditions (mal-alignment or activities other than gait, for example) to
investigate the performances of a TKA under less than optimal or severe loading conditions.

In any case, numerical wear simulations of total joint replacement require validation to
establish their ability to reproduce wear rates and damage profiles from retrievals or experimental
simulators [28]. To the authors’ best knowledge, very few published papers report on validated wear
models. This number even decreases if we focus our research on the analysis of the patello-femoral joint.

For these reasons, the aim of our work was to develop and to validate a finite element model
(FEM) to predict polyethylene wear for TKAs. The wear model is based on Archard’s wear model [44],
and the study is subdivided into two main work packages: the first is the calibration of the FEM
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wear model based on experimental roll-on-plane tests; once the FEM wear model is validated, the
second step is its use to predict patello-femoral wear during walking cycles, as performed in an
experimental wear simulator. Finally, the predicted volumetric patello-femoral wear was compared
with the experimental results.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Roll-on-Plane: Experimental

Three blocks of UHMWPE (GUR 1020) underwent an experimental roll-on-plane wear test
(Figure 1).

The cobalt chromium (CoCr) rolls were sinusoidally loaded with a vertical mean load of 1450 N, a
peak-to-peak amplitude of 200 N and a frequency of 1.2 Hz, while they rotated around their symmetry
axis with a variable rotation speed (average speed: 0 rad/s; peak amplitude: 0.75 rad; frequency, 1.2
Hz; rotation in phase with the vertical load). Simultaneously, the polyethylene blocks moved back and
forth sinusoidally with a peak-to-peak amplitude of 30 mm and a frequency of 1.2 Hz. Their motion
was always opposite of the motion of the contact point on the roll. The 6 × 106 cycles were performed
while the contact surfaces were immersed in a bovine serum medium simulating human synovial
fluid. The wear of each polyethylene block was measured every 500,000 cycles with a profilometer
(SURFCOM 1900SD, Zeiss International, Oberkochen, Germany).

Figure 1. Detail of the roll-on-plane experimental machine.
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2.2. Roll-on-Plane: Numerical Wear Model

The full experimental roll-on-plane test was reproduced by means of finite element analysis
(Figure 2).

For the roller, material properties of CoCr were used with ρ = 8.27 × 10−3 g/mm3, E = 240
GPa and ν = 0.3. For this geometry, 4-mm 10-noded tetrahedral elements were chosen. For the
polyethylene block, UHMWPE material properties were used with ρ = 9.4 × 10−4 g/mm3, E = 666
MPa and ν = 0.46. For this geometry, 0.83-mm 8-noded hexahedral elements were used. Both materials
are considered linear elastic and isotropic, and a friction coefficient μ = 0.05 was simulated to replicate
the experimental conditions. The models were loaded and constrained as in the experimental tests.

Figure 2. Numerical roll-on-plane simulation.

2.3. Wear Model

The adhesive/abrasive wear process of UHMWPE was numerically formulated based on the
Archard wear model (Archard, 1953) [42]. In 1953, Archard [42] published an equation to estimate the
linear wear depth perpendicular to the wear surface of two contacting metal surfaces sliding relative
to one another. The equation was known as Archard’s wear law and is shown below in Equation 1, in
which the linear wear h is determined using the following equation:

h = kw·p·s (1)

Where kw is the wear factor, p is the contact pressure and s is the sliding distance. When contact forces
are in the range of those experienced in vivo, Archard’s law has been shown to reasonably calculate
wear depths due to linear sliding of UHMWPE on metal or ceramic [45]. However, the kinematics
displayed in total joint replacements are often nonlinear, so the applicability of Archard’s law to
total joint replacements has been questioned. Moreover, in this expression, delamination, pitting and
third body wear are not included, as literature studies report that for UHMWPE, these effects are
negligible [46]. To include the friction parameter μ in the model, we adopt the Sakar modification [47]
to the Archard model:

h = kw·p·s·(1 + 3μ2)0.5 (2)

The adapted Archard model was used to estimate, after the deformation under a period of cycles,
wear and to predict polyethylene geometry modifications due to the wear after a certain number of
cycles (CoCr is assumed without modifications). The wear is considered constant for a certain number
of cycles (Figure 3).

4
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Figure 3. Flow chart of the wear estimation during the FEM modeling.

2.4. Roll-on-Plane Calibration

The wear model is implemented by means of FEM. The simulations were performed with
ABAQUS Explicit v6.10 in 3 h 10-min computation time. A Python code was written to implement the
wear algorithm in Abaqus, as explained in Figure 3. The geometry of the block was updated every
step of 500,000 cycles to reflect the experimental loss of PE material due to wear.

The wear factor was calibrated to fit the numerical prediction to the experimental wear.

2.5. Experimental Patello-Femoral Wear Tests

Three CoCr Genesis II femoral components, Size 5 (Genesis II, Smith & Nephew, Memphis, TN,
USA), and the corresponding polyethylene patellar components (32 mm in diameter) underwent
experimental tests on a knee wear simulator machine (Figure 4) with simulated 5 × 106 cycles of
walking, as reported by Vanbiervliet et al. [25]. Patellar flexion, patellar rotation and proximal-distal
displacement were derived from the literature on patello-femoral kinematics as a function of the
angle of the flexion of the knee. We began the investigation by applying the knee flexion curve from
the international standard for wear-testing machines with displacement control (ISO 14243-312); the
corresponding patellar flexion, patellar rotation and proximal-distal displacement were then calculated
versus the cycle time (Figure 5), as reported by Vanbiervliet et al. [25].

Figure 4. Experimental patello-femoral test setting.
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Figure 5. Graphs showing the input curves for the wear simulator.

The volumetric wear was measured, using the weight loss of the components by means of
an analytical balance XP205, with an integrated antistatic kit from Mettler-Toledo (Mettler-Toledo
International Inc., Greifensee 8606, Zürich, Switzerland).

2.6. Numerical Patello-Femoral Wear Test

Based on the numerical FEM patello-femoral wear analyses performed by Halloran [48] by
means of an explicit analysis, the same total knee arthroplasty components have been reproduced in
geometries and material properties in FEM (Figure 6) with the same boundary conditions as applied in
the wear simulator.

Figure 6. Patello-femoral numerical model.

The material properties of the two components in analysis are the same used for the roll-on-plane
simulation, but for this FEM, 1-mm shell elements were adapted for the femoral component and 1-mm
hexahedral elements for the patellar component. The applied wear model (Figure 3) is the calibrated
one by the roll-on-plane calibration work package.

The predicted volumetric wear volume was compared to the experimental measurements.

6
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3. Results

3.1. Roll-on-Plane

Calibration of the wear model showed that a wear factor of kw = 1.83 × 10−8 mm3/Nm gave the
best correspondence with the experimental results.

With that wear factor, the wear print for roll-on-plane simulation is in agreement with the
experimental one, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Comparison between experimental and numerical polyethylene wear.

Moreover, with that wear factor value, the FEM results show a maximum linear wear of 0.127 mm,
very close to the average maximum depth of the wear track compared to the calculated maximum
depth of the wear track (0.125 mm, ±0.01 mm).

3.2. Patello-femoral Test

Results from the experimental test for CoCr femoral components are fully described in
Vanbiervliet et al. [25].

FEM results show a total volume wear of 0.39 mm3 after 2 × 106 cycles, in agreement with
the mean volume wear measured experimentally for the same number of cycles for three samples,
0.38 ± 0.326.

4. Discussion

The increasing number of tribology studies to analyze polyethylene wear in total knee
arthroplasties confirms the need for improved understanding and to find new solutions to avoid
the failure of an implant due to polyethylene wear.

Experimental studies are often used, but they are quite expensive and time consuming, and
usually, they can analyze only limited configurations and load conditions. For that reason, the use of
computational modeling is expanding also in this field, but unfortunately, very few published papers
present validated wear models to be used.

Using an FEM analysis, in this study, a model to predict polyethylene wear was developed,
calibrated and validated for the wear surface and for the total volumetric wear. The wear model has
been applied to predict patello-femoral wear after simulated walking cycles.

The wear model calibration has been performed using data from roll-on-plane experimental
tests. Once the model was calibrated, it was applied to predict patello-femoral wear. The results from
simulations were compared with some experimental results presenting the same boundary conditions.

7
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FEM computational prediction is in good agreement with the experimental results [25], so the model
was validated.

The loading conditions and kinematics were different in the patella-femoral test compared to the
roll-on-plane test. While the kinematics in the roll-on-plane test essentially lead to a unidirectional
reciprocal motion of the contact between the roll and the plane, this is certainly not true in the
patella-femoral experiment [49–52]. Because of the fact that also the rotation of the patellar button is
included, there will most certainly occur some cross-shearing in this situation. It has been shown before
(although in tibio-femoral testing) that this usually leads to 4–10 times more polyethylene wear [22].
Therefore, in fact, it is rather surprising that the FE model calibrated with the help of the relatively
simple roll-on-plane test (without cross-shearing of the polyethylene) does predict also the wear quite
well in the more complicated and more realistic patello-femoral wear test, where cross-shearing is
present. The reason for this is not entirely clear. One might think that not enough cross-shear was
present in our experiment, as Maiti et al. have shown that the amount of cross-shear also plays a
role in the wear of the replaced patello-femoral joint [41]. In their experiments, wear increased from
8.6 mm3/MC to 12.3 mm3/MC, after the amount of patella rotation was increased from 1◦ to 4◦.
However, in our experiment, the rotational range of motion was already 5◦. Another reason may be
that the contact forces and pressures in this set-up are relatively low. The question remains whether
the correspondence would still be true in the tibio-femoral articulation, where larger contact forces
and pressures are present, but this is the subject of further research.

From the authors’ best knowledge, this is the first example of a validated wear model to predict
patello-femoral wear. This wear model could also potentially be used for the analysis of wear for
tibio-femoral articulations and the analysis of wear for mal-positioned components, such as patellar
maltracking. Moreover, this wear model could be implemented in a musculoskeletal system to be
able to predict TKA long-term performance for a specific patient. The outputs can be used both for
surgeons to better understand the effects of the design and component alignment on wear and for
engineers to optimize and improve implant designs.

5. Conclusions

In this study, a numerical procedure to predict polyethylene wear for patello-femoral interactions,
after a TKA, by means of finite element analysis was developed and validated. To achieve this, the
model was first calibrated on a generic roll-on-plane experimental set up that considers the same
material used for TKA. Once the calibration has been performed, the wear model has been used to
predict patello-femoral wear under the same boundary conditions of experimental tests. Numerically
predicted data have been then compared with experimental outputs founding good agreement. Also
comparing with the literature, the developed model assume significance for its use in developing more
close-to-real finite elements models that could be used in the orthopaedic clinical and industrial fields
in order to help in predicting patients follow-up after a TKA and to improve materials coupled for
knee prostheses or TKA designs.

Author Contributions: Bernardo Innocenti designed and performed numerical test, analyzed numerical and
experimental data and wrote the paper; Luc Labey and Amir Kamali designed and performed experimental
tests, Walter Pascale gave clinical support and conceptual advice and Silvia Pianigiani analyzed numerical and
experimental data and wrote the paper. All authors discussed the results and implications and commented on the
manuscript at all stages.
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Abstract: The aim of the present study was to evaluate the biotribology of current surface
modifications on femoral heads in terms of wettability, polyethylene wear and ion-release behavior.
Three 36 mm diameter ion-treated CoCr heads and three 36 mm diameter TiNbN-coated CoCr heads
were articulated against sequentially cross-linked polyethylene inserts (X3) in a hip joint simulator,
according to ISO 14242. Within the scope of the study, the cobalt ion release in the lubricant, as well
as contact angles at the bearing surfaces, were investigated and compared to 36 mm alumina ceramic
femoral heads over a period of 5 million cycles. The mean volumetric wear rates were 2.15 ± 0.18
mm3·million cycles−1 in articulation against the ion-treated CoCr heads, 2.66 ± 0.40 mm3·million
cycles−1 for the coupling with the TiNbN-coated heads and 2.17 ± 0.40 mm3·million cycles−1 for the
ceramic heads. The TiNbN-coated femoral heads showed a better wettability and a lower ion level in
comparison to the ion-treated CoCr heads. Consequently, the low volumes of wear debris, which is
comparable to ceramics, and the low concentration of metal ions in the lubrication justifies the use of
coated femoral heads.

Keywords: hip joint simulator; titanium niobium nitride; coating; contact angle; ion treatment;
cross-linked polyethylene; wear

1. Introduction

Since the beginning of low-friction arthroplasty in the 1950s, there has been considerable interest
in polyethylene wear and its effect on the long-term survival of total hip replacements. With further
developments in the field of sterilization [1,2] and composition, such as cross-linking [3–5] or vitamin
E stabilization [6–8], the wear resistance of polyethylene has been extended efficiently during the last
decades. Thus, hard-on-soft bearings, in which a femoral head made of ceramic or metal articulates
against a polyethylene acetabular component, represent the standard solution in total hip arthroplasty
so far.

However, all improvements in polyethylene wear resistance are only of value if the tribological
performance of the counterface is optimized, with regard to roughness, wettability and abrasion
resistance. Actually, there are several femoral head materials available on the market. Femoral heads
made of a cobalt-chromium (CoCr) alloy are commonly used in total hip arthroplasty, owing to
their beneficial combination of mechanical strength and ductility. In contrast, their clinical success is
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limited by the loss of their smooth surface over time, resulting in a greater counterface roughness and
accelerated polyethylene wear [9–11]. Popular alternatives to CoCr alloys are oxide ceramics, which
are classified to be the reference in the field of hard-on-soft bearings. Significantly increased scratch
resistance, improved wettability and a biologically inert behavior rank among the decisive advantages
of ceramic materials [12].

In order to increase the surface hardness of standard CoCr heads, without affecting the desired
ductility of the substrate, different procedures can be applied. One type of method is ion implantation
in which preferably nitrogen ions are embedded into the metal surface under high energy [13]. This
procedure results in a phase transformation at the surface, and may lead to hardening of up to a depth
of approximately 100 nanometers [14].

Another method to increase the abrasion resistance of CoCr femoral heads is to deposit an external
ceramic coating on the metal surface in the range of a few microns, without changing the chemical and
mechanical properties of the substrate material. Owing to its barrier effect towards the surrounding
tissue, this kind of surface modification is deemed to be one of the preferred solutions for patients with
sensitivity to metal ions (e.g., cobalt, nickel and chromium) [15].

However, there are still some concerns around coating delamination and the reduced ion-release
behavior with ceramic coatings which are based mainly on outdated studies [16,17]. In the past five
years, there has been no in vitro study which has investigated the performance of current coatings,
with regard to polyethylene wear, ion-release behavior and wettability. Therefore, the aim of this
experimental study was to evaluate the effect of two different surface modifications of femoral heads
made of cobalt-chromium on wear propagation. For this purpose, titanium niobium nitride (TiNbN)
coated CoCr femoral heads, as well as ion-treated (LFIT) CoCr heads, were tested in a hip joint wear
simulator. In addition, ion levels in serum and contact angles were determined. The results of the
analyses were evaluated and compared with controls based on alumina ceramic (Al2O3) heads.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Test Specimens

Sequentially cross-linked polyethylene inserts (Trident X3, Stryker GmbH & Co. KG, Duisburg,
Germany) were combined with 36 mm femoral heads. As acetabular components, suitable Trident PSL
56 mm acetabular cups (Stryker GmbH & Co. KG, Duisburg, Germany) were used. The cross-linking
process of the sequentially cross-linked polyethylene insert was performed using compression-molded
resin sheets out of GUR 1020 by irradiation with 3 MRads and annealing below the melting temperature,
repeated three times alternately [18]. The sequentially cross-linked polyethylene material had a density
of 0.9392 g/cm3, which is used for the calculation of the volumetric wear. Before wear testing, the
inserts were pre-soaked in the test liquid used for wear test for 55 days at room temperature. For
each combination of sequentially cross-linked polyethylene and femoral head material three running
samples and a loaded soak control were used to control the liquid absorption of the inserts.

The polyethylene inserts were combined with 36 mm femoral heads made of Co28Cr6Mo (Stryker
GmbH & Co. KG, Duisburg, Germany). Three of the running heads were treated with nitrogen
ions (LFIT TM, Stryker GmbH & Co. KG, Duisburg, Germany). In addition, three femoral heads
were modified using a titanium niobium nitride coating (TiNbN, DOT GmbH, Rostock, Germany)
by strongly poisoned cathode surface technology (SPCS), a special type of physical vapor deposition
(PVD) arc deposition technology. In this procedure, the number of inhomogeneities (droplets) in the
coating structure is drastically reduced during evaporation. The thickness of the TiNbN coating was
4.5 ± 1.5 μm, which is commonly used in clinically practice.

Furthermore, three 36 mm femoral heads made of alumina ceramic (BIOLOX®forte, CeramTec
AG, Plochingen, Germany) were used for reference. These ceramic heads were tested as part of a
previous wear study [19] which used the same loading scenario. Within the present study, contact
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angle measurements have been made at these ceramic heads. Furthermore, the lubricant generated
within the previous wear test [19] was used to analyze the ion level.

2.2. Hip Simulator Wear Test

The wear tests were performed according to ISO 14242 using a six-station hip wear simulator
(Endolab GmbH, Rosenheim, Germany). The applied axial load and movements, containing
flexion/extension, adduction/abduction and rotation, during one gait cycle, are shown in Figure 1.
The tests were performed for 5 × 106 cycles at 1 Hz, in temperature-controlled (37 ± 2 ◦C) chambers.
A lubricant bovine serum (Biochrom AG, Berlin, Germany) with a protein concentration of 30 g/L
was used. Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (5.85 g/L) and sodium azide (1.85 g/L) were added to
the lubricant to prevent the precipitation of metallic ions, and calcium phosphate and bacterial
contamination. After every 500,000 cycles the lubricant was changed and wear was detected
gravimetrically with a high precision balance (Sartorius ME235S, Sartorius AG, Goettingen, Germany).
All samples were changed periodically, every 500,000 cycles, throughout the six stations of the hip
simulator. The volumetric wear was calculated by dividing the gravimetrical wear (mg) by the density
of the sequentially cross-linked polyethylene (0.9392 g/cm3). In order to calculate the absorption of
the lubricant at the inserts, two further polyethylene inserts were just axially loaded and used as a
soak control.

Figure 1. Applied movements throughout the wear simulation as prescribed by the current ISO 14242-1
standard [20].

2.3. Contact Angle Measurements

The wetting behavior of the lubricating fluid at the surface of the femoral heads was determined
using a drop-shape analyzer (DSA25 Expert, KRÜSS GmbH, Hamburg, Germany). After hip simulator
wear testing contact angles were measured at each femoral head in two different areas: first, at the pole
of the femoral head representing the main contact area of the bearing; and second, at the inferior area
of the femoral head near to the equator, representing a much less stressed articulation area (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Antero-posterior view of the schematic mounting position according to ISO 14242, with
locations of the contact angle measurement area (grey, delimited with dashed lines) at the femoral head.

In the beginning of each measurement the femoral heads were wetted with one droplet of the
same lubricant which has been used in the wear simulator test before. Subsequently, an image of the
droplet was captured which served as the basis for contact angle analyses. Each measurement at the
pole area, as well as at the inferior area of the equator, was applied three times, always using a new
droplet. Between the individual droplet analyses, the femoral heads were cleaned in an ultrasonic
bath, followed by rinsing in ultrapure-water, and drying at 80 ◦C for 20 min.

2.4. Analysis of the Cobalt Ion Level

The concentration of cobalt (Co) released from the femoral heads was measured by atomic
absorption spectrometry (AAS) (ZEEnit 650, Analytik Jena AG, Jena, Germany) with electrothermal
atomization. For detection a cobalt hollow cathode lamp (lamp current: 7.0 mA) emitting light with
the wavelength of 240.7 nm was used. Before measurement the AAS was calibrated with well-defined
Co concentrations, and the lubricants of the different bearings were diluted to a suitable concentration.
The Co-ion level in the lubrication was measured in the lubricant of each bearing, every 500,000 cycles.
Subsequently, 20 μL of the diluted lubricant was placed through the sample hole, and onto the platform
of the graphite tube from an automated micropipette and sample changer. The tube was heated in
a pre-programmed series of steps optimized for Co. The lubricant was evaporated in three steps: 1.
90 ◦C for 20 s; 2. 105 ◦C for 20 s; and 3. 110 ◦C for 10 s. The pyrolize step followed for 10 s at 1000
◦C to eliminate residual organic material and to combust the sample into ash. Using a fast heating
rate (1300 ◦C/s) the tube was heated to 2250 ◦C for about 4 s to vaporize and atomize elements into
free atoms. This step included the element analysis. Some of the light emitted by the Co hollow
cathode was absorbed in the test chamber by atomized Co atoms. The amount of passed light with the
special wavelength was recorded by a detector, and compared with known passed light of adapted
concentrations of Co, and thus the ion concentration could be calculated. The tube was cleaned by a
final heating step at 2400 ◦C about 4 s.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

The statistical significance of the volumetric wear of the sequentially cross-linked polyethylene
combined with the different femoral heads, the contact angles and Co-ion level of the different bearings,
was assessed using the ONEWAY ANOVA test (IBM® SPSS® Statistics version 20 (IBM Corporation,
New York, NY, USA)). For comparison of the contact angles at the pole area and at the equator area of
the different femoral heads, the independent Student t-test was used. The presented data are shown as
mean value ± standard deviation. p-values of <0.05 were considered significant.
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3. Results

3.1. Wear Rates

The wear results for the CoCr and ceramic femoral heads against sequentially cross-linked
polyethylene inserts are presented in Figure 3a. All types of femoral heads caused a linear wear
behavior of the polyethylene over 5 million cycles without indications of initial bedding-in wear. The
polyethylene inserts, combined with nitrogen-treated femoral heads, produced the lowest overall wear
with 10 ± 0.88 mm3, compared to the TiNbN bearings with 13.32 ± 2.00 mm3.

Based on the overall wear results of this study, the mean wear rates (mm3 million cycles−1) are
demonstrated in Figure 3b. The LFIT CoCr heads produced a polyethylene wear rate of 2.15 ± 0.18
mm3·million cycles−1 in comparison to the TiNbN-coated femoral heads with 2.66 ± 0.40 mm3 million
cycles−1, as well as the alumina ceramic heads with 2.17 ± 0.40 mm3·million cycles−1. However, the
wear rates were not significantly different (p > 0.05).

Figure 3. (a) Mean volumetric wear and (b) wear rates of the sequentially cross-linked polyethylene
inserts combined with 36 mm diameter femoral heads modified with nitrogen treatment, TiNbN
coating, as well as alumina ceramic [19].

At the end of the hip simulator test, both the CoCr femoral heads as well as the polyethylene
inserts showed very small individual scratches on the main contact areas. The TiNbN coatings were
undamaged without indications of breakthrough, voids or surface asperities.

3.2. Contact Angle Measurement

The contact angles of the investigated bearing surfaces are shown in Figure 4. The lowest contact
angles were determined for the TiNbN coating, followed by angles of the alumina ceramic femoral
heads. The differences of the contact angles in the pole area between the different materials were all
significant (p < 0.001 for LFIT vs. TiNbN; LFIT vs. alumina ceramic; and TiNbN vs. alumina ceramic).
At the less stressed equator area, the difference of the angles was not significant for LFIT compared to
alumina ceramics (p = 0.075). Between LFIT vs. TiNbN and TiNbN vs. alumina ceramic the angles in
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the equator area were significantly different: both p < 0.001. For the surface-modified femoral heads,
the contact angles were significantly higher in the pole area in contrast to the less stressed equator area
(LFIT: p < 0.001, TiNbN: p = 0.013). At the alumina ceramic heads the contact angle was lower in the
pole compared with the equator area. This difference was significant (p = 0.011).

Figure 4. Contact angle measurement at different femoral counterfaces.

3.3. Cobalt Ion Concentration

Cobalt ions released into serum during wear testing were detected using atomic absorption
spectrometry. The cumulative cobalt concentration after five million cycles was 1511.6 ± 128.2 μg/L
for the LFIT femoral heads, 214.5 ± 150.0 μg/L for the TiNbN coupling, and 46.4 ± 4.7 μg/L for
alumina ceramic heads. The lubricant of the alumina ceramic bearing demonstrated a small level of
cobalt ions, indicating contamination originating from the metallic mountings of the test stations. The
overall cumulative Co-ion concentration of the LFIT group was significantly higher than the alumina
ceramic (p < 0.001) and TiNbN (p = 0.001). The difference between alumina ceramic and TiNbN was not
significant (p = 0.191). Generally, the cobalt ion concentration showed a much larger steady increase
for the nitrogen-treated femoral heads compared with the TiNbN specimens (Figure 5). Furthermore,
the amount of cobalt ions decreased with the increasing number of cycles for the TiNbN-coated heads.
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Figure 5. Cumulative cobalt ion concentration over a period of five million cycles analyzed from the
used lubricant.

4. Discussion

The aim of this experimental study was to evaluate the influence of two different surface
modifications on the wear behavior of sequentially cross-linked polyethylene inserts as well as their
effect on the metal ion release.

In total hip arthroplasty, polyethylene wear is one of the major factors limiting the lifetime of the
implant inside the human body [21]. Polyethylene wear debris may lead to adverse tissue reactions,
followed by extensive bone loss and loosening of the fixation [22,23]. One approach to decrease
polyethylene wear is to use CoCr femoral heads with a modified surface.

In our hip simulator wear study, with 36-mm diameter modified CoCr femoral heads against
sequentially cross-linked polyethylene inserts, the mean wear rate was 2.15 ± 0.18 mm3·million
cycles−1 in combination with the LFIT, and 2.66 ± 0.40 mm3·million cycles−1 for the TiNbN-coated
femoral heads. In comparison to previous in vitro studies, the results showed that wear rates
of both surface modifications were at least three-fold lower than these of traditional 36 mm
CoCr-on-cross-linked polyethylene bearings [24–27]. Furthermore, the polyethylene wear could
be reduced to the level of alumina ceramic heads [19,26].

In the present contribution, the TiNbN-coated femoral heads demonstrated smooth and intact
articulation surfaces without localized damage, such as breakthrough, delamination or cohesive failure
over the entire testing period of five million cycles. This excellent wear resistance was consistent
with the findings of Galvin et al. [28] and Gutmanas et al. [29] after hip simulator wear testing with
titanium nitride and chromium nitride coated femoral heads against ultra-high-molecular-weight
polyethylene. In contrast to the promising in vitro results for coatings, some clinical reports showed
failures of ceramic coatings in combination with hard-on-soft bearings some years ago. In a case report,
Harman et al. [16] examined the articular surface of a titanium nitride (TiN) coated CoCr femoral head
retrieved after one year of in-situ function. Circular voids without TiN coating and surface asperities
were evident on the coated femoral heads. In another retrieval study of Raimondi et al. [17] fretting
and coating breakthrough were observed at 2 out of 4 TiN-coated femoral heads from four patients, 18
to 96 months post-operatively. Both studies concluded an unsafe use of ceramic coatings in the field of
hip arthroplasty. The occurred signs of fatigue can be attributed to limitations in the former coating
technology, which may have resulted in inhomogeneous layer structures and poor adhesion of the
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coating. In the past, sputtering was a widely spread process in order to provide a coating at the bearing
surfaces, using physical vapor deposition. The purpose was to generate denser coatings with a reduced
roughness [13]. However, during sputtering the degree of ionization of the evaporated material is
pretty low in comparison to arc deposition (close to 100% right next to the target surface) [30]. The
higher the number of ions in the vacuum chamber, the more particles can be accelerated by the bias
voltage. Therefore, with arc deposition the particles have a much higher kinetic energy and create
coatings with a clearly higher adhesive strength and hardness compared to other deposition methods.
In the present study, the TiNbN coating at the femoral heads was applied by a strongly poisoned
cathode surface technology (SPCS). In this special type of arc deposition technology, the escape of the
reactive gas during physical vapor deposition was guided specifically in order to reduce the number of
inhomogeneities (droplets) in the coating structure. Moreover, the surface quality and density achieved
with this procedure is comparable to those of the so-called “filtered arc technology”, but without its
drawbacks such as time- and cost-intensive filter cleaning or low deposition rates.

In addition to the TiNbN-coating, nitrogen treated CoCr femoral heads were used for testing.
Similar to the coated femoral heads, a very small number of individual scratches were seen on the
main bearing area with the naked eye, indicating that adverse third-bodies influenced the wear testing
procedure. Ion treatment with nitrogen and therefore the phase transformation in the microstructure,
had a positive impact on the wear behavior of sequentially annealed polyethylene. The surface
modification resulted in the lowest average wear rate compared with the TiNbN-coated femoral heads.
Nevertheless, differences in wear for the ion-treatment, as well as for the TiNbN-coating, were not
statistically significant. In a clinical study, McGrory et al. [14] examined roughness and hardness
characteristics of retrieved CoCr femoral heads from the same manufacturer, both with and without
nitrogen ion treatment. The roughness parameters with ion treatment were lower compared with
the non-treated surfaces, indicating that ion treatment increased the scratch resistance of the femoral
heads. However, the achieved increased hardness with ion treatment appeared to degrade over time
in vivo [14].

The secondary purpose of our study was to analyze the wetting behavior of both surface
modifications and to compare them with values from alumina ceramics. Therefore we measured
the contact angle in the loaded pole area, as well as in the less stressed inferior area of the femoral
head near to the equator. The analysis demonstrated significant higher contact angles in the pole area
in comparison to the equator area for both surface modifications, whereas the difference was clearly
higher for the LFIT femoral heads. In contrast, alumina femoral heads showed increased contact
angles in the equator area. Basically, lower contact angles at the bearing surface should indicate a
more hydrophilic surface behavior, resulting in a better wettability [31]. However, within the present
simulator study no correlation with contact angles and polyethylene wear could be demonstrated.
This was consistent with the findings of Galvin et al. [28].

The evaluation of ion levels in the used bovine serum showed that cobalt ion release was higher
for the LFIT compared with the TiNbN-coated CoCr heads. Both surface modifications were not able
to avoid the ion release. However, with the TiNbN coating the release could be reduced by orders of
magnitude. Nevertheless, the ion level found with alumina ceramics ranged around the analytical
detection limit of the measuring device, and therefore can be considered for reference.

The investigated surface-modified CoCr femoral heads provide an alternative to ceramic heads
for total hip replacement. Within this experimental study, idealized load conditions according to the
ISO standard [20] were considered which did not represent all aspects of everyday life activities [32].
Further experimental studies should analyze the effect of adverse conditions and an increased number
of load cycles on the wear resistance of coated and ion-treated femoral heads.

5. Conclusions

The wear performance of sequentially cross-linked polyethylene inserts may be improved by
ion-treated CoCr and TiNbN-coated CoCr femoral heads. Differences in polyethylene wear were not
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statistically significant compared with alumina heads. This comparable behavior could be attributed to
the increased hardness of the modified CoCr surfaces, leading to more scratch resistance and long-term
smoothness. Both surface modifications showed specific wettability, although a correlation with
contact angles and polyethylene wear was not detectable within the study.

Cobalt ion release from the substrate could be reduced efficiently by the use of a TiNbN coating
in contrast to CoCr heads treated with nitrogen ions.
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Abstract: Most wear testing of orthopedic implant materials is undertaken with dilute bovine serum
used as the lubricant. However, dilute bovine serum is different to the synovial fluid in which natural
and artificial joints must operate. As part of a search for a lubricant which more closely resembles
synovial fluid, a lubricant based on a mixture of sodium alginate and gellan gum, and which aimed
to match the rheology of synovial fluid, was produced. It was employed in a wear test of ultra high
molecular weight polyethylene pins rubbing against a metallic counterface. The test rig applied
multidirectional motion to the test pins and had previously been shown to reproduce clinically
relevant wear factors for ultra high molecular weight polyethylene. After 2.4 million cycles (125
km) of sliding in the presence of the new lubricant, a mean wear factor of 0.099 × 10−6 mm3/Nm
was measured for the ultra high molecular weight polyethylene pins. This was over an order of
magnitude less than when bovine serum was used as a lubricant. In addition, there was evidence of a
transfer film on the test plates. Such transfer films are not seen clinically. The search for a lubricant
more closely matching synovial fluid continues.

Keywords: biolubricant; ultra high molecular weight polyethylene; wear testing; pin-on-plate;
orthopedic; alginate; gellan gum

1. Introduction

Total joint replacement is a relatively common and generally very successful procedure. Data from
the largest joint registry in the world, the National Joint Registry for England, Wales and Northern
Ireland, reports that in the last year for which data is available, 2012–13, over 80,000 hip prostheses
and 85,000 knee prostheses were implanted in these countries [1]. The registry also states that, at 10
years follow up, the revision rate for cemented hips and cemented knees was only 3.20% and 3.33%
respectively, thus indicating the long term success of the vast preponderance of these implants [1].
The majority of these hip and knee prostheses consist of a hard metal or ceramic component which
articulates against a polyethylene counterface. However, a small number of these implants do need to
be revised and in the majority of cases this is due to wear induced osteolysis [2,3]. Here the polyethylene
wear debris provokes a negative cascade of events within the body eventually leading to osteolysis
and a revision operation. Therefore the issue of wear is a long-term problem in joint replacements.

As such it is essential both to understand and to minimize the wear processes taking place,
and tribological studies have been widely undertaken to study the wear of polyethylene and other
orthopedic biopolymers in vitro. A key element in such testing has been the appropriate choice of
lubricant [4].
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Dilute bovine serum is currently recommended as the lubricant for wear testing orthopedic
biopolymers [5–7]. This is because: it results in clinically relevant wear rates; it prevents the formation
of a transfer film (and such transfer films are not seen on explanted joints); and it results in wear
debris which matches the size and shape of polyethylene wear debris seen in vivo [4,8]. However there
are recognized issues with this lubricant including batch to batch variation, cost and safety [4]. As a
biological material it also needs to be changed regularly and this will likely remove wear particles
which can influence the tribological performance. For these and other reasons, comparing wear results
between different labs can be problematic. Moreover, while it can be fascinating from a tribological
view to investigate the constituents of bovine serum and their effect on wear performance, it must also
be accepted that bovine serum lacks key elements which exist within synovial fluid and are known
to influence the tribology of joints. Likewise it should be self-evident that it is not bovine serum but
synovial fluid in which artificial joints must operate [4]. The ideal would be to have a biolubricant
which is safe, relatively inexpensive, mimics the properties of synovial fluid and which does not need
to be replaced at frequent intervals. The current paper is one contribution towards this overall ideal.

For all of these reasons alternative lubricants have been sought and tested [9]. To add to this body
of data a new lubricant was investigated which has been shown to mimic certain rheological properties
of synovial fluid [10]. Wear tests were undertaken in a screening wear tester which had previously
been shown to produce clinically relevant wear factors for orthopedic biopolymers [11–17]. Details of
the new lubricant, alongside comparable properties of bovine serum and human synovial fluid, are
given in Table 1. It should be noted that the characteristics of synovial fluid, as a biological fluid, will
cover a spectrum and will vary depending on the individual as well as any arthritic disease that may
be present [4].

Table 1. Comparative table of lubricant properties. * Data taken from [4]. † Data taken from [10].

Bovine Serum Human Synovial Fluid New Lubricant

Protein Yes (60 g/L) * Yes (17 g/L) * No

Polysaccharide None * Hyaluronic acid (3.2 g/L) * Sodium alginate 2% w/w
and Gellan gum 0.75% w/w

Phospholipids None * Yes (0.13–1.15 g/L) * None †

Viscosity across Shear rates 0.1–10 (s−1) 0.1–0.005 Pas † 5–0.05 Pas † 1–0.05 Pas †

Elastic Modulus (at 1 rad−1) ~0.01 Pa † ~0.5 Pa † ~0.75 Pa †

2. Results and Discussion

A polysaccharide solution consisting of a 50:50 mix of 2% w/w alginate and 0.75% w/w gellan
gum was prepared and investigated as a lubricant for wear testing orthopedic implant materials. This
lubricant was shown to have the non-Newtonian characteristics similar to that of aspirated synovial
fluid with a reduction in dynamic viscosity with increasing shear rate (Figure 1). Furthermore, the
viscosity of both the synovial fluid and the new lubricant was a factor of 10 greater than the bovine
serum across all the shear rates measured.
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Figure 1. Dynamic viscosity vs. sheer rate for: aspirated synovial fluid (SF) (open squares); 25% w/v
bovine serum (open triangles); and the new lubricant (50:50 mix of 2% w/w alginate and 0.75% w/w
gellan gum) (filled diamonds); measurements undertaken at 37 ◦C. Data adapted from [10].

The rheological disparity of bovine serum, and similarity of the new lubricant to that of synovial
fluid, is further highlighted in Figure 2. Synovial fluid has a mechanical spectra characteristic of a
concentrated entangled biopolymer solution meaning the storage modulus (G′) and loss modulus (G”)
(G” > G′ at low frequencies of oscillation and G′ > G” at high frequencies) are mimicked by the new
lubricant. Moreover, the moduli measured in the synovial fluid and the new lubricant samples were
over an order of magnitude greater than that of the bovine serum. It is thought that the viscoelastic
behavior of the alginate/gellan mixture is due to the alginate providing the viscous response at low
frequencies and the gellan contributing to the elastic response at high frequencies [10].

Figure 2. Mechanical spectra (2% strain; 37 ◦C) for: synovial fluid (G′ filled circles and G” open circles);
the new lubricant (G′ filled triangles and G” open triangles); and dilute bovine serum 25 g/L protein
(G′ filled squares and G” open squares). Data adapted from [10].
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After 2.4 million cycles (125 km) of sliding, the mean volumetric wear rate of the ultra high
molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) test pins were 0.45 mm3/million cycles. This was
equivalent to a mean wear factor of 0.099 × 10−6 mm3/Nm. Weight changes were measured for
each pin at 12 intervals during the 125 km of testing. Wear factors for each test pin, corrected for the
control pins, are shown in Table 2. The control pins increased in weight, and this increase fluctuated in
magnitude over the duration of testing, but at the end of testing an increase of 110 μg was measured.
In comparison, at the end of testing, the four test pins showed a mean weight loss of 115 μg. Plate
surface roughness values changed from a mean of 0.015 μm Rq, prior to the test, to 0.029 μm Rq at the
end of testing; as shown in Table 3. Rq is the root mean square roughness. No noticeable changes in
the characteristics of the new testing fluid over the duration of the test were observed.

Table 2. Mean wear factors of the four ultra high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) test pins
after 125 km of sliding; also the final roughness values.

Pin No.
Wear Factor (k) (×10−6

mm3/Nm)
Standard Deviation
(×10−6 mm3/Nm)

Mean Rq after Test

1 0.120 2.188 μm
2 0.133 1.303 μm
3 0.078 2.279 μm
4 0.063 2.430 μm

Average 0.099 0.034 2.050 μm

Table 3. Mean roughness values of the wear tracks of the four test plates before testing and at the end
of testing.

Plate No. Mean Rq before Test Mean Rq after Test

1 0.012 μm 0.019 μm
2 0.015 μm 0.036 μm
3 0.018 μm 0.031 μm
4 0.014 μm 0.027 μm

Average 0.015 μm 0.028 μm

When the same biomaterials were tested in the same rig using a lubricant of dilute bovine serum a
mean wear factor of 1.6 × 10−6 mm3/Nm was measured [18]. This is close to the reported mean wear
factor of 2.1 × 10−6 mm3/Nm for explanted Charnley hips which also used the same biomaterials of
stainless steel and UHMWPE [19]. With the new lubricant, the average mean wear factor was 0.099 ×
10−6 mm3/Nm and therefore over an order of magnitude lower than with dilute bovine serum.

The plate surface roughness values at the end of the test were higher than at the beginning of the
test and this may indicate the presence of a transfer film. From the non-contacting profilometer
measurements, the key feature was multi-directional scratching (Figure 3). In addition surface
adhesions were seen on the wear tracks of the test plates (Figure 3) and these adhesions could
have originated from the polyethylene pins. Such a transfer film is formed when a hard material,
such as a metal, moves against a softer material, such as a polymer, and shears off and picks up
a coating of polymer [20]. If the transfer film is stable, then wear rates may be reduced after an
initial high wear interval during film formation [20]. Previous work with bovine serum as a lubricant
for wear testing UHMWPE pins against a metal counterface has indicated no change in roughness
of the metal counterface at the end of testing, at a minimum of 2.5 million cycles, and no transfer
film [21,22]. In addition, transfer films of UHMWPE are not seen clinically with such implants [23].
Previously it has been shown that the addition of hyaluronic acid to serum to increase its viscosity
had little effect on wear of UHMWPE [18,24]. It may be that, as the sliding velocity is relatively low,
so viscosity is not the principal issue in the wear of UHMWPE. Instead, the action of animal-based
proteins in boundary lubrication seems to be of high importance as, when animal-based proteins are
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absent, a transfer film occurs. This has been known for some time with lubricants of distilled water
and Ringer solution [25,26] but has also been shown to occur when other novel lubricants (DPPC
(dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine) and soy protein) have been used [27]. A more recent study which
wear tested UHMWPE pins against CoCr plates in the presence of 13 different lubricants [9] found that
only an egg white based lubricant gave wear factors which were statistically similar to those given
by dilute bovine serum. It has been argued for some time that bovine serum serves as a boundary
lubricant to prevent a transfer film being formed [28]. In turn it is felt that the proteins within bovine
serum allow boundary lubrication without transfer film [27]. As shown by our results, polysaccharides
are unable to facilitate boundary lubrication in this application.

Figure 3. Left hand side image shows an optical image of the worn plate; note the multi-directional
scratches; Right hand side image shows the equivalent “oblique plot” produced by the ZYGO
non-contacting profilometer. Note the peaks which indicate attached material; note too that the
horizontal scale is over one thousand times larger than the vertical so that the peaks are not as “severe”
as they appear.

For the UHMWPE pins, the mean pre-test roughness was 2.143 μm Rq. While the Rq values at the
end of the test were numerically similar, it was noted that the initial concentric machining marks on
the pins had largely been removed.

Analysis of the wear debris in the new lubricant revealed particle sizes ranging from ~50 to 400
nm (Figure 4). These nanoparticles are of a similar size range to wear debris found in failed total knee
arthroplasties (low contact stress mobile bearing prostheses) [29].

Figure 4. Particle size distribution of wear debris in the new lubricant post test (50:50 mix of 2% w/w
alginate and 0.75% w/w gellan gum).
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There were a number of limitations. Given that the influence of the controls was so important
on the overall wear, we could perhaps have employed control pins which were subject to the same
axial load as our test pins. However we would point out that: we employed three control pins to try
and minimize the effect of lubricant uptake on the overall wear values; unloaded control pins allowed
a direct comparison with our previous work which is compared to in the text [18]; and also that it is
usual to employ unloaded control pins in such screening wear tests [30–32]. For future work we will
look to employing statically loaded control pins. Another limitation was the small test sample size,
however such a sample size was in line with previous work [18,31] and the sample size was sufficient
to indicate that the new lubricant was unable to match wear factors associated with the use of bovine
serum as a lubricant.

3. Experimental Section

The new lubricant consisted of a mixture of sodium alginate and gellan gum, and aimed to match
the rheology of synovial fluid. Sodium alginate was used as a synthetic substitute to hyaluronic acid,
giving the lubricant non-Newtonian characteristics as seen with synovial fluid, while the gellan gum
replaced the lubricin in synovial fluid and aimed to reproduce the viscoelasticity of synovial fluid.
Stock solutions of the test lubricants were prepared as previously described [10]. A 50:50 mix of 2%
w/w alginate (Protanal LF200) and 0.75% w/w gellan gum (kelcogel CG-LA) were subjected to viscosity
measurements at 37 ◦C using a sheer ramp from 0.1–10 s−1. These parameters were chosen to match
similar shear rates the lubricant was subjected to during wear testing. Oscillatory shear measurements
of storage modulus (G′) and loss modulus (G”) were taken at a constant strain of 2% (within the linear
viscoelastic region) across a frequency range of 0.1–100 rad·s−1 at 37 ◦C. Both viscosity measurements
and oscillatory measurements were performed on a Bohlin Gemini nano rheometer using a 55 mm
parallel plate geometry with a 100 mm gap. All rheological measurements were performed using the
set up and parameters as used previously by Smith et al. [10].

The four-station wear test rig has been described previously [18]. A schematic image of the rig is
offered in Figure 5. As can be seen the key elements are a motor which provided the reciprocating
motion to the test bed upon which were held the four test plates. Each test plate sat within an individual
bath. Each test pin, which was held within a pin holder, was also subject to a rotational motion, which
was provided by a 12 V motor via a pair of spur gears. Each test pin was subject to load which was
applied by a weight mounted towards the end of a lever arm.

Figure 5. Schematic drawing of the pin-on-plate test rig.
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Each of the four test stations applied rotational motion at 1 Hz to 6 mm diameter test pins which
were loaded at 40 N against 316 L stainless steel test plates (50 mm × 25 mm × 3 mm) which had
been polished to a mean surface finish of 0.015 μm Rq. The 40 N load resulted in a nominal stress
of approximately 1.4 MPa. This not only matched that used in previous tests [18] but also fitted
well with research which indicates that the average contact pressure in an artificial hip joint is likely
within the range 1–2 MPa [22]. A reciprocating motion, again at 1 Hz, was applied to the test plates.
The stroke length was 30 mm. Pins were manufactured from UHMWPE and the test pins were
subject to multi-directional motion through the combination of the rotational and reciprocating motion.
Such a combined motion resulted in each point on the wear face of the test pins following elliptical
or quasi-elliptical wear tracks [11], similar to those motions seen on implanted hip prostheses [33].
The lubricant was not heated as it is recognized that, with higher temperatures, increased protein
precipitation occurs during testing of hip implants and that this served to decrease wear, through
the formation of an adherent layer on the surfaces of artificial hips [34]. Similarly other research
has shown that not heating the bulk lubricant to 37 ◦C resulted in less evaporation of lubricant (so
that experimental conditions remained largely unchanged); reduced microbial growth (and thus no
need for additives which are both toxic and may change the wear mechanisms); reduced protein
precipitation; and, most importantly, wear results which were similar to clinical findings [22].

At regular intervals of approximately 60 h the test was stopped, “test” and “control” lubricant
was collected into individual containers, pins and plates were cleaned and weighed three times to a
consistent protocol on a balance with a sensitivity of 10 μg. “Control” pins were employed to take
account of any lubricant uptake or fluctuations in weight. They were kept in the same test lubricant
and subject to cleaning and weighing at the same intervals as the test pins. From such compensated
weight changes, a volume change was obtained by using the density of UHMWPE, which was taken to
be 949 kg/m3. Using linear regression and plotting compensated mass loss against sliding distance, the
wear rate was computed. Then the wear rate was divided by the density, load and sliding distance to
give a wear factor. Thus the wear factor (k, units mm3/Nm) for each pin was defined as the volume lost
(V, units mm3) divided by the product of the load (L, units N) and the sliding distance (D, units m):

k =
V

LD
(1)

Prior to, and at the end of testing, fifty readings of the roughness of the wear track on each of
the test plates was measured using a ZYGO 5000 non-contacting profilometer, which had a vertical
resolution of better than 1 nm [35,36].

Accumulation of wear debris in the test lubricants was verified using nanoparticle tracking
analysis (Nanosight LM10). In order to analyze the wear debris the polysaccharides were removed
from the test lubricant by ethanol extraction. Briefly, at the end point of the wear test the lubricant was
collected and a diluted 1:100 with ultrapure water (18.2 MΩ·cm). A threefold volume of cold ethanol
(95% v/v) was then added and the precipitated polysaccharides were removed with a spatula. The
remaining solution was filtered using a Buchner funnel with a pore size of 11 μm. The filtrate was
collected and the ethanol removed using a rotary evaporator. The remaining wear debris was then
re-suspended in ultrapure water prior to analysis.

4. Conclusions

As currently constituted, the novel lubricant does not reproduce the clinical wear factors associated
with failed and explanted metal-on-polyethylene hips. Nor those measured when dilute bovine
serum is used as the lubricant for the wear testing of UHMWPE against a metallic counterface. This
inconsistency may indicate that a protein component, as is inherent with bovine serum, is essential in
a lubricant for wear testing orthopedic biopolymers. This will be an area of future research.
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Abstract: A finger prosthesis consisting of a Cobalt-chromium (CoCr) proximal component and
an Ultra-high-molecular-weight-polyethylene (UHMWPE) medial component (both mounted on
hydroxyapatite coated stems) was evaluated to 5,000,000 cycles in an in vitro finger simulator. One
“test” prosthesis was cycled through flexion-extension (90◦–30◦) with a dynamic load of 10 N, whilst
immersed in a lubricant of dilute bovine serum. Additionally, a static load of 100 N was applied for 45
s every 3000 cycles to simulate a static gripping force. A second “control” prosthesis was immersed
in the same lubricant to account for absorption. Gravimetric and Sa (3D roughness) measurements
were taken at 1,000,000 cycle intervals. Micrographs and Sa values revealed negligible change to the
CoCr surfaces after 5,000,000 cycles. The UHMWPE also exhibited no distinctive Sa trend, however
the micrographs indicate that polishing occurred. Both the CoCr and UHMWPE test components
progressively decreased in weight. The CoCr control component did not change in weight, whilst
the UHMWPE component gained weight through absorption. To account for the disparity between
surface and gravimetric results, the hydroxyapatite coatings were examined. Micrographs of the test
stems revealed that the hydroxyapatite coating was partially removed, whilst the micrographs of the
control stems exhibited a uniform coating.

Keywords: wear analysis/testing; joint simulators; biotribology; biomechanical
testing/analysis; surfaces

1. Introduction

The proximal interphalangeal (PIP) is the joint that connects the first and second phalanges
of the finger. The two main indications for surgical replacement of the joint (arthroplasty) are
osteoarthritis and rheumatoid-arthritis, both of which affect mainly women over the age of 50 [1,2].
The Swanson single piece silicone prosthesis is considered to be the “replacement of choice” for finger
joint arthroplasty [3], and has been used extensively [4–8]. It has, however, been argued that surface
replacements (SR) with a bicondylar design have the potential to restore greater post-operative function
and range of motion [3], since they replicate the natural anatomy of the PIP joint. The prosthesis used
in this present study is such a SR design.

The MatOrtho proximal interphalangeal replacement (PIPR), formerly the Finsbury PIPR
(Figure 1a), is an anatomical SR prosthesis used for arthroplasty of the PIP joint. The articulating
surface materials are Cobalt-Chromium (CoCr) for the proximal component; and Ultra High Molecular
Weight Polyethylene (UHMWPE) for the medial component; both of which are mounted on CoCr
stems with an external hydroxyapatite coating. A short-term study [9], with a minimum follow up
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of 12 months, evaluated 43 implanted prostheses and. reported improvements in pain, function and
range of motion. However it has been acknowledged that longer-term study is required to assess the
longevity of the prosthesis [10].

Figure 1. (a) The unconstrained prosthesis pair with articulating surfaces labelled and (b) the prosthesis
pair constrained in the nylon stem holders.

The Small Bone Innovations (formerly Avanta Orthopaedics) SR PIP (surface replacement
proximal interphalangeal prosthesis) has yielded mixed results clinically [11–14]. This prosthesis
has the same articulating surface materials (CoCr and UHMWPE), but is mounted on porous titanium
stems rather than hydroxyapatite coated CoCr stems. Two clinical studies with mean follow-up periods
of 15 [12] and 27 months [14] evaluated 67 and 20 PIP prostheses respectively. Both studies found
significantly reduced pain and negligible loss in the preoperative range of motion. However, high
rates of loosening have also been reported for the SR PIP, with one study reporting a 33% rate of
loosening [11] and another reporting a 68% rate [13]. This loosening indicates that the titanium stems
have not integrated well with the cancellous bone.

A different type of CoCr-UHMWPE prosthesis (the Kls-Martin CapFlex PIP) was recently
evaluated [15], with 10 prostheses observed over 12 months. This study reported no cases of loosening
with overall improvements to strength, range of motion and pain relief. The key difference between
this prosthesis and the two other mentioned anatomical prostheses (SR PIP and MatOrtho PIPR) is a
shorter central stem, with additional short stems either side to improve lateral joint stability.

To date, no in vitro wear testing of any of the above mentioned CoCr on UHMWPE prosthesis
designs has been reported in the scientific literature, despite being implanted into hundreds of people.
The advantage of in vitro testing is that throughout the duration of testing, test conditions can be
carefully controlled. Testing can also be paused at regular intervals to allow for precise measurements
to be taken. With a clinical study, the prostheses are in situ limiting the analysis that can be performed.
The aim of this present study was to determine the wear characteristics of the CoCr and UHMWPE
surfaces through such a program of in vitro wear testing.

2. Methods

A MatOrtho PIPR size 8 proximal (CoCr) component with a nominal weight of 1.55 g was tested
against a size 7 medial (UHMWPE) component with a nominal weight of 0.45 g (Figure 1a). This
combination was tested to five million cycles of flexion-extension, with a 60◦ arc of motion used to
represent the functional “day to day” range of motion in the hand [16]. Other recommended test
conditions [17] were followed, including: Limiting the test frequency to 1.5 Hz; and use of dilute bovine
serum (maintained at a temperature of 37 ◦C) as a lubricant. The protein concentration used was 20
g/L, which met the requirements for testing joint prostheses in vitro [18,19]. It has been demonstrated
in a previous study [20] that CoCr-UHMWPE prostheses adhere to a boundary lubrication regime
when tested in dilute bovine serum at low frequency. This was the case for prostheses with equivalent
spherical radii ranging from 3 to 10 mm. It is evident that boundary lubrication would not be desirable
for prosthesis pairs of the same material (metal-on-metal, ceramic-on-ceramic); however, a previous
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in vitro experiment [21] found that a metal-on-polymer prosthesis had relatively low wear after five
million cycles of flexion-extension, despite adhering to an apparent boundary lubrication regime.

The same combination of sizes was used as a “control” prosthesis pair, which did not undergo
any flexion-extension cycles but was however immersed in the same lubricant in the test chamber to
account for any lubricant uptake. The test regime was identical to that used by Naylor et al. for the
evaluation of the Ascension Pyrocarbon PIPJ [22,23], and the in vitro finger simulator (Figure 2) has
been described in much greater detail elsewhere [6,24,25]. A brief description of the test procedure
and simulator is provided below.

The flexion-extension mechanism was driven by two small (10 mm diameter) pneumatic cylinders,
the pistons of which were connected to braided polyethylene “flexor” and “extensor” tendons which
translated through a pulley system to connect to the nylon medial component holder. The proximal
component remained stationary throughout testing, with the medial component holder oscillating
about the axis of the proximal component. Regulators were used to ensure that the pressure entering
each of the dynamic cylinders was 1.3 bar, which in turn was measured using pressure gauges. This
resulted in dynamic loads of approximately 10 N in both flexion and extension, which is consistent
with dynamic finger activity such as operating a keyboard [26].

Figure 2. The finger simulator used to conduct the experimentation.

To provide a biomechanical simulation of gripping and pinching, the dynamic cylinders
momentarily paused at 3000 cycles to allow for a larger static cylinder (32 mm diameter) to actuate.
This cylinder moved the entire platform on which the dynamic cylinders were fixed, subsequently
pulling the flexor tendon in tension (air was dumped from the extensor cylinder). As with the dynamic
cylinders, a regulator was used to ensure that the pressure entering the “static” cylinder was 1.3 bar,
verified by an inline pressure gage. This resulted in a static load of approximately 100 N, which
conforms to the strength of the arthritic finger [27,28].

Nylon has been commonly used as an orthopaedic bone substitute [29,30], with a yield
stress similar to cortical bone ranging from approximately 50–100 MPa and hence was selected
to be an appropriate “bone substitute” material for the stem holders (Figure 1b). A light
push fit was incorporated into the design of the stem holders to prevent displacement during
flexion-extension. Such a holder and fit allowed the test components to be removed for topographic
and gravimetric measurements.

Gravimetric measurements were taken at one million cycle intervals, for a total of five million
cycles. First the prosthetic components were removed and sterilized using Virkon disinfectant. The
articulating surfaces were then subject to further cleaning using isopropanol and lint free cloths.
After allowing approximately half an hour for any residual moisture to evaporate, the prosthetic
components were then weighed using a Denver Instruments TB215D balance to a sensitivity of 0.1
mg. The CoCr proximal and UHMWPE medial components were weighed separately to the nearest
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0.1 mg to determine any gravimetric change. 3D roughness (Sa) values of the articulating surfaces
were obtained using a ZYGO NewView 5000 optical surface profiler with a resolution of 1 nm [31]. For
the proximal component five Sa measurements were taken at and around the apex of each of the two
CoCr condyles. The geometric constraints of the UHMWPE medial component limited the surface
roughness measurements to one at each of the “poles” of the UHMWPE convex surfaces. This resulted
in ten Sa measurements for each CoCr surface and a further two values for the UHMWPE surfaces. As
with the gravimetric measurements, this process was conducted prior to testing, then at one million
cycle intervals during testing. Micrographic analysis of the stems was also conducted using the optical
surface profiler to provide a visual comparison of the test and control stems at the end of testing.

3. Results

3.1. Surface Analysis

Prior to testing, the measured Sa values for the CoCr test surfaces ranged from 28 to 57 nm,
compared with 34 to 81 nm for the control. At five million test cycles the Sa values for the test
surfaces ranged from 35 to 68 nm, compared with 26 to 53 nm for the control. Sa values for the
UHMWPE surfaces taken across five million cycles ranged from 1100 to 2900 nm, which although two
orders of magnitude higher than the CoCr components, is still representative of roughness values
for UHMWPE finger components [20,32]. No distinctive trends emerged from the Sa measurements
for either the CoCr or the UHMWPE test components over the five million test cycles (Figure 3).
Correspondingly, micrographic images of the CoCr surfaces exhibited little or no change after five
million cycles (Figure 4). Micro-machining marks were visible on the surface of the UHMWPE test
surfaces prior to testing, but had been removed by five million cycles (Figure 5).

Figure 3. 3D surface roughness (Sa) results for (a) the cobalt-chromium (CoCr) proximal surfaces and
(b) the ultra-high-molecular-weight-polyethylene (UHMWPE) surfaces.
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Figure 4. Micrograph images of the CoCr articulating “test” surface (a) prior to testing and (b) after
five million cycles of flexion and extension.

Figure 5. Micrograph images of the UHMWPE articulating “test” surface (a) prior to testing and (b)
after five million cycles of flexion and extension.

3.2. Gravimetric Analysis

In contrast to the surface roughness evaluation, a distinctive trend was exhibited for change
in mass (Δm) over the five million cycles for both CoCr proximal and the UHMWPE medial test
components (Figure 6a). The apparent rate of gravimetric loss for the proximal CoCr test component
was approximately 0.7 mg per million cycles, and 0.3 mg per million cycles for the medial UHMWPE
test component. The control CoCr proximal component exhibited a negligible change in mass over the
five million test cycles. In comparison the control medial UHMWPE component gained mass through
the absorption of bovine serum at a substantial rate of 0.1 mg per million test cycles. The gain in mass
of the control components was subtracted from the absolute gravimetric values (Figure 6a) to provide
the more realistic relative gravimetric values (Figure 6b). These compensated rates of gravimetric
loss were 0.7 mg and 0.4 mg per million cycles for the proximal CoCr and medial UHMWPE test
components respectively.
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Figure 6. Gravimetric results for (a) all of the test and control components; and (b) The CoCr and
UHMWPE test components minus the “soak” acquired by the control components.

3.3. Micrographic Analysis of the Stems

For the control prosthesis, the stems of both the proximal and medial components exhibited a
uniform coating of hydroxyapatite at five million cycles of testing (Figure 7). In contrast, for the test
prosthesis, the stems of the proximal and medial components exhibited a less uniform coating of
hydroxyapatite (Figure 8), showing areas where the coating has been partially removed.

Figure 7. Micrographs of the Hydroxyapatite coating taken from the control prosthesis proximal and
medial stems, at the end of experimentation.
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Figure 8. Micrographs of the Hydroxyapatite coating taken from the test prosthesis proximal and
medial stems, after five million cycles of flexion and extension.

4. Discussion

No relationship was found between the roughness of the articulating surfaces and the progressive
number of test cycles (Figure 3). This was supported by the fact that, visually, the CoCr test surface
did not exhibit any signs of wear at five million test cycles (Figure 4). The micro-machining marks
visible on the UHMWPE test surface prior to testing gradually faded with each million cycles of testing,
yet as with the CoCr surface, neither an increase nor decrease in Sa values were observed over the
duration of the experiment. The gradual fading of the micro-machining marks was consistent with a
polishing effect.

From a previous in vitro study [32], comparative roughness values, taken from the articulating
surfaces of a stainless steel (SS) versus UHMWPE two-part finger prosthesis (Digital Joint Operative
Arthroplasty (DJOA); Landos, Chaumont, France) provided evidence of a polishing effect on the
UHMWPE. Initially the UHMWPE surface had a roughness of 1300 nm, which decreased to 270 nm
after seven million cycles of flexion-extension testing. Measurements were made with a Mitutoyo
Form-tracer 4100, providing roughness in 2D rather than the 3D offered by the ZYGO NewView 5000
optical profiler. The SS surface had an initial roughness of 147 nm, which increased to 209 nm after
seven million test cycles. When comparing these results with this present study it must be stated that
the CoCr surface was lower in roughness than the SS surface, and further it did not exhibit any change
in roughness over the five million test cycles. In part these differences could be explained by the higher
hardness of the CoCr compared with the SS, which meant it was more scratch resistant. A potential
explanation for the differences in initial roughness values is that the polishing process employed by
the manufacturer of the contemporary MatOrtho prosthesis may have been superior to that of the
DJOA which dates from the 1980s.

Changes in weight due to lubricant uptake can be an important factor. Previous in vitro studies
evaluating the polymeric components of two-part finger prostheses [21,32,33], tested over a comparable
range of cycles to this study, have reported an increase in weight due to lubricant uptake. This uptake
has often been for both the test and the control polymeric components [21,32,33]. UHMWPE [21,32]
test components increased in weight, but the gravimetric measurements for the control components
showed a similar increase to that of the test components. Interestingly, cross linked polyethylene
(XLPE) [33] test components increased in weight, but no more than those of the control. For both
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materials, UHMWPE and XLPE, the results indicated that no measurable wear occurred. In contrast to
this, a poly ether ether ketone (PEEK) [21] test component from a finger prosthesis increased in weight,
but less than the PEEK control component. This difference indicated that wear of the PEEK component
occurred. The UHMWPE test component evaluated in this present study decreased in weight, whilst
the UHMWPE control component increased. This is not consistent with the previous in vitro studies
and indicates that a different “wear” mechanism occurred for the UHMWPE medial component.
Gravimetric results for a Stainless Steel (SS) [32] proximal component tested against an UHMWPE
component showed no observable change for either the SS test or SS control components. Although
this is comparable to the “control” CoCr component from this present study, which also exhibited no
gravimetric change, it is not comparable with the “test” CoCr component, which exhibited gravimetric
loss over five million test cycles. Once again, this indicated that a different “wear” mechanism occurred
for the CoCr proximal component when compared to SS component.

It was surprising to find that the hard CoCr test component exhibited a weight loss, and
particularly that it showed a greater weight loss than the much softer UHMWPE test component. From
a tribological point of view this is an unexpected result as it is the softer component which is expected
to wear. Moreover the roughness results showed that the CoCr articulating surfaces were relatively
unchanged in terms of their Sa values during and at the end of five million cycles of testing. What
could explain this inconsistency between gravimetric results indicating wear and roughness results
indicating no wear? To try and find an answer, the surfaces of the hydroxyapatite covered stems
were investigated, with the test stems compared with control stems. The control stems exhibited a
uniform coating of hydroxyapatite, whilst the test stems did not. Instead the micrograph images of
the test stems revealed distinct areas where the hydroxyapatite had been removed (Figures 7 and 8).
Therefore, an explanation for the decrease in weight of the test components over five million cycles of
testing is that this decrease was linked to removal of hydroxyapatite. That this decrease only affected
the test components and not the control components indicates that hydroxyapatite removal did not
occur due to the cleaning and weighing protocol, but was instead associated with testing itself. This
information could be vital to other researchers who undertake in vitro wear tests of artificial joints with
hydroxyapatite covered stems.

One limitation of this study is the small sample size. One MatOrtho PIPR prosthesis pair was
tested in vitro, with a further pair used to account for lubricant uptake. However, this matches
the quantity used for in vitro testing of: Single piece silicone prostheses [6]; and for SS-UHMWPE
prostheses [32], both of which were evaluated using the simulator featured in this present study.
Five million test cycles were undertaken, which conforms to the recommended standards for testing
hip [18] and knee [19] prostheses in vitro. This paper offers the first ever reported in vitro wear tests of
a metal-on-polymeric “proximal interphalangeal” joint in the scientific literature. This is important
as clinical failures of finger prostheses continue to occur [34–38]. It has been argued previously
that appropriate in vitro testing of finger prostheses can help to improve the performance of these
implants [39] and this paper offers further evidence in support of this ideal.

5. Conclusions

A commercially available design of PIP prosthesis was tested to five million cycles of
flexion-extension in a clinically validated simulator. Surface roughness and visual results indicated
that minimal wear of the articulating surfaces occurred. However, weight loss of the test components
was found. This has been explained by the loss of material from the hydroxyapatite coated stems,
rather than loss of material from the articulating surfaces.
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Abstract: Adults suffering from lower back pain often find the cause of pain is degenerative disc
disease. While non-surgical treatment is preferred, spinal fusion and total disc replacement remain
surgical options for the patient. Total disc replacement is an emerging and improving treatment for
degenerative discs. This paper provides a review of lumbar disc replacement for treatment of lower
back pain. The mechanics and configuration of the natural disc are first discussed, followed by an
introduction of treatment methods that attempt to mimic these mechanics. Total disc replacement
types, materials, and failure mechanisms are discussed. Failure mechanisms primarily involve
biochemical reactions to implant wear, as well as mechanical incompatibility of the device with
natural spine motion. Failure mechanisms include: osteolysis, plastic deformation of polymer
components, pitting, fretting, and adjacent level facet and disc degeneration.

Keywords: total disc replacement; failure; implants; degenerative disc disease; osteolysis;
biomaterials; wear

1. Introduction

Lower back pain (LBP) is among the most common ailments for adults in the United States.
According to a national survey performed by the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),
28.8% of adults have complaints of lower back pain [1]. Many cases of LBP are caused by intervertebral
disc (IVD) injury or degenerative disc disease (DDD), or other disc injury. The IVD relies on natural
flexibility of its materials, as well as its pseudo-pneumatic structure to transmit loads down the spine
even in awkward loading positions [2]. In addition to transmitting loads and maintaining structure,
the natural IVD behaves as a “hydrodynamic ball bearing” [2] allowing for smooth rotational motion.
Natural IVD permits angular movement in the three planes of motion (sagittal, lateral, and transverse)
giving it six degrees of freedom (DOF) [2–4]. It is in this capacity that the IVD is unlike any other joint.
The balance of motion and motion resistance allow the body to maneuver in a complex manner while
minimizing the stress induced by other parts of the body. Unfortunately, its duty to simultaneously
undergo torsion, shear stress, localized compressive stress, and localized tensile stress both causes
DDD and creates problems for treatment thereof.

A simple model of the IVD is shown in Figure 1. It is composed of a nucleus pulposus (inner
structure) and the annulus fibrosus (outer structure). The nucleus can absorb some impact between
adjacent vertebral bodies, thus protecting the rigid vertebral bodies from each other. The pulposus
also acts to preserve the disc itself by helping withstand compression [4]. Surrounding the nucleus is
the lamellar [2,4] annulus fibrosus. The annulus is composed of layers of oriented collagen fibers [4,5].
The collagen fibers in the annulus are arranged such that every other layer’s fibers have the same
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orientation. The adjacent layers, however have the opposite orientation [4,6–8]. These fibers are
generally positioned at a 65◦ angle from the y axis in Figure 1 [4].

Figure 1. Drawing of the structure of an intervertebral disk.

One treatment for DDD is spinal fusion. This treatment method alleviates pain, but limits range of
motion (ROM) and mobility for the patient. Total disc replacement (TDR) is another treatment method
for DDD that aims to preserve motion and limit complications related to spinal fusion, such as adjacent
level wear and disc degeneration [8–12]. This motion preservation is critical to preventing wear and
injury in the area surrounding the treated disc. Through the inhibition of motion fusion creates stress
concentrations at adjacent level facets and discs [9,12–14]. TDR is an effort to solve these issues and
help maintain normal range or motion for patients [11].

Although the preservation of motion through TDR alleviates some problems associated with
spinal fusion, TDR introduces different types of problems and failures. TDR issues and problems
not seen in other implants vary based on the design of the TDR implant. These issues are primarily
derived from the following: hyper-mobility, hypo-mobility, material wear, and wear debris particles.
This paper will review failure mechanisms of TDR implants.

2. Lumbar Total Disc Replacements

To be effective, TDR implants must fulfill three requirements. The implant must have a solid,
nondestructive interface with the adjacent vertebral bodies, provide mobility, and resist wear. More is
required of lumbar than cervical TDR due to the extra loads it must bear. The lumbar spine supports
more weight and encounters moments of greater magnitude than the cervical spine.

2.1. Types of Lumbar TDR

Lumbar total disc replacement can be classified according to their configuration as well as
materials. The configurations of these devices are dependent upon the type of modules involved in
the working disc. To allow maximum range of motion and permit the most freedom, current designs
are built around a bearing. Bearings are one-piece (1P), Metal-on-Metal (MoM), or Metal-on-Polymer
(MoP). MoM and MoP bearings use a ball and socket design to permit motion in all directions. Table 1
shows the different materials, classifications, and bearing designs for current TDRs.
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Table 1. Summary of current total disc replacement (TDR) classification, materials, bearing type and
regulatory status.

Device Classification Biomaterials
Bearing
Design

References
Examples of

Manufacturer

CHARITE MoP CoCr-UHMWPE Mobile [10,15–18] DePuy Spine
Prodisc-L MoP CoCr-UHMWPE Fixed [15,19] DePuy Synthes
Activ-L MoP CoCr-UHMWPE Mobile [20] Aesculap

Mobidisc MoP CoCr-UHMWPE Mobile [10,21] LDR Medical
Baguera MoP DLC coated Ti-UHMWPE Fixed [15] Spineart
NuBac PoP PEEK-PEEK Fixed [22] Pioneer

Maverick MoM CoCr-CoCr Fixed [15] Medtronic
Kineflex MoM CoCr-CoCr Mobile [10,15] SpinalMotion
Flexicore MoM CoCr-CoCr Constrained Stryker
XL-TDR MoM CoCr-CoCr Fixed [10,23] NuVasive

CAdisc-L One piece (1P) PU-PC graduated modulus 1P [10,15,24] Rainier
Technology

Freedom 1P Ti plates; silicone PU-PC core 1P [10,15] Axiomed
eDisc 1P Ti plates; elastomer core 1P [10,15] Theken

Physio-L 1P Ti plates; elastomer core 1P [10,15,25,26] NexGen Spine

M6-L 1P Ti plates; PU-PC core with
UHMWPE fiber encapsulation 1P [15] Spinal Kinetics

LP-ESP (elastic
spine pad) 1P Ti endplates; PUPC coated

silicone gel with microvoids 1P [3] FH
Orthopedics

Descriptions in Table 1 also indicate bearing design as mobile, fixed, constrained, or 1P. Except
for 1P bearings, the designs involve a ball and socket. A fixed bearing involves no moving parts
except the sliding of the socket over the ball, but mobile and constrained bearings permit motion of
the ball component.

2.1.1. Ball-and-Socket

When designing the ball and socket TDR, a major source of inspiration is the total hip replacement.
Hip replacements use a ball and socket design but also experience higher stress and load concentrations
than what is needed for TDR. Material selection, therefore, is often inspired by materials used in
hip replacement prostheses. The sliding surfaces for the ball and socket bearings are composed of
CoCr-CoCr for MoM designs and CoCr-UHMWPE for MoP designs. CoCr alloys are used because
they have been found to produce less wear debris in knee and hip replacements [10]. Figure 2 is a
drawing of the ball and socket mechanism in these devices to roughly illustrate how they work.

Figure 2. Illustration of working mechanisms of ball-socket devices.

2.1.2. One Piece

The one piece bearing design is a recent development for TDR. The aim of this design is to
more adequately mimic the natural disc behavior through the implant. One piece designs reduce the
number of surfaces on which wear can occur and they reduce hypermobility of the joint. Additionally,
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since these are made of a softer elastomer, they also mimic the cushioning provided by the natural
intervertebral disc.

2.2. Implant Materials

Biomaterials being used in current implant designs are: cobalt-chromium alloy (CoCr), titanium
(Ti), diamond-like carbon (DLC) coatings, ultrahigh-molecular-weight-polyethylene (UHMWPE),
silicone, and a polyurethane-polycarbonate elastomer (PU-PC) [15,25]. Ti is typically used as the
material to interface between implant and bone; the other materials listed are used as bearing materials
for each design. Material selection is not entirely random; most of the early design ideas for TDR
implants are a result of current designs in other total joint replacements. Bearing material selections
are typically inspired by hip or knee replacement devices.

3. Causes for Failure

3.1. Device Degradation

Orthopedic implant failure can often be traced to the degradation of an implant. There are two
mechanisms for the degradation of TDR implants: wear and corrosion [27]. This is to be expected with
articulating bearings in harsh environments.

3.1.1. Metal-on-Polymer

When comparing mobile and fixed MoP devices, one can compare Prodisc-L with CHARITE TDR
devices [28]. The mobile design in the CHARITE allows the UHMWPE core to shift as the back bends,
which reduces stress experienced by posterior facets [28]. While this implies that the mobile bearing is
a better design due to smaller loadings on facets and adjacent bodies, four degree of freedom (DOF)
and 5DOF tests indicate higher UHMWPE wear mass loss in the CHARITE design [29,30].

Removed Mobidisc implants revealed that large UHMWPE particles surrounding the implant that
caused an inflammatory response [21]. Particles were also found in patients with the Activ-L implant,
but they were smaller and still triggered an inflammatory response [21]. Wear particles from UHMWPE
tend to be spherical and ranging between 0.5 and 10 microns in diameter [31,32]. This means that even
though UHMWPE is not chemically reactive and spherical particles are typically nonreactive as well,
the large particle size would induce inflammatory and osteolytic responses [31–33].

In studies that have retrieved UHMWPE cores from used implants show measurable wear on the
surface of the bearing [18,34]. As in hip replacements, multidirectional scratches and some penetration
into the polymer were observed. Surface wear and damage are observed near the center of the core as
a result of adhesive/abrasive mechanisms [18,34,35]. Some long term retrieval studies of the Prodisc-L
also found third body wear and end plate impingement, often coupled with burnishing of the metallic
endplates [36,37]. Impingement was also demonstrated in both Activ-L, CHARITE, and Mobidisc
implant designs [21,38]. Retrieval studies also observed wear and damage that was similar to that of
hip and knee implants. Central dome regions of the UHMWPE core exhibited microscopic scratches
resembling the wear patterns of knee and hip MoP devices [35,36,39]. Scratch penetration into the
polymer core increases at a decreasing rate with implantation time [34,40]. This behavior is similar to
wear seen in hip implants. These studies, however, found this damage to be insignificant. The rim of
the core was subject to extensive plastic deformation and fracture, which is sometimes observed in
total knee replacements [34,41].

3.1.2. Metal-on-Metal

In hip arthroplasty it was noticed that MoP bearing surfaces produced high volume wear
rates when compared to MoM devices. UHMWPE joints can wear at a rate over 100 microns per
year [33]. MoM bearings were introduced to hip replacements to produce less wear debris and reduce
particle-driven osteolysis [15,42,43]. However, in spite of the decrease in wear volume, the number of
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wear particles actually increased [44]. This is due to particle size differences in the materials. While
MoP devices tend to wear at faster rates yielding more volume loss, MoM devices produce a large
number of particles which range in size from 10 to 119 nm [45]. When compared to the particle size
of UHMWPE particles on the order of microns in diameter, this means a substantial increase in the
amount of reactive particles and reactive surface area of debris. This was especially damaging when
the bearing was made of a reactive cobalt-based alloy, which is a major concern for the application of
MoM bearings in TDR [15,44,46].

Although limiting volumetric wear is desirable, that is not all that must be considered. MoM
bearings tend to produce more particles, which are much smaller than those produced by MoP
bearings [44,46]. CoCr is used for these bearings because it has good mechanical properties [47,48]
hard and passive in the biological environment [47,49–51]. It is not, however, inert. CoCr wear particles
are chemically reactive within the body. This, combined with the large surface area of the debris, make
the particles susceptible to electrochemical processes, which can lead to corrosion of the material and
implant within the body [50,52,53]. Unlike the UHMWPE debris mentioned above, MoM bearing wear
to produce fine, needle and fiber-shaped particles. This particle shape is chemically more reactive
in nature, thus contributing to corrosion, tribocorrosion, and toxic and biological responses, such as
metallosis, pseudotumors, biological reactions, osteolysis, and inflammation [15,44,46,54,55].

MoM implants reduce corrosion and negative biological response through passive oxide films [56,57].
Cyclic loading of these implants can lead to fretting which can disrupt oxide films and limit their
effectiveness [52,53,58–60]. Corrosion in these implants is often a result of this fretting wear, which
deteriorates the passive oxide layer. Corrosive wear usually produces particles of cobalt or chromium
oxides or metal ions, which can build up or bind to proteins within the body causing severely negative
biological response [27,42,43,52,60]. This response includes toxic reactions as well as metal build up and
bone decay which are absolutely detrimental to patient health.

3.1.3. Polymer-on-Polymer

In addition to TDR, some Nubac, a PEEK-on-PEEK device proposes a nucleus replacement
solution to minimize some of the biomechanical incompatibilities of TDR. This type of devices utilizes
a PEEK-on-PEEK (PoP) bearing design, which replaces the nucleus pulposus. This design is not
usually pursued because nucleus replacements have a tendency to be expelled by the body naturally.
The Nubac device, however, showed a low risk of expulsion [22]. This device shows promise as, in
addition to resisting expulsion, the fatigue resistance and wear resistance of PEEK. Preclinical cadaver
and animal tests show that the device does not have detectible wear debris or any negative biological
response to implantation [22]. There are issues, however, with device rejection and biological reactions.
Long-term clinical trials showed an unacceptable rate of device migration with Nubac, which, in
preclinical trials, showed little to no risk [61]. This migration was severe enough to have the device
move into surrounding muscle tissue [61].

3.1.4. Diamond-Like Carbon

One disc design, the Baguera-L (See Table 1), moves to reduce the amount of metal wear debris
by utilizing a DLC coating on the Ti endplate. DLC is known for its wear resistance and having low
friction [62]. These properties make it an ideal candidate for ball and socket bearings in TDR. In spite
of its superior wear resistance DLC has issues with long-term adhesion to the substrate.

DLC films, however, are prone to failure and delamination. Delamination primarily occurs due to
corrosion of the substrate by body fluids that pass through pinholes in the DLC film. Delamination
can also be driven by pitting corrosion under pinholes over time. A corrosive electrolyte may form
and begin to corrode the substrate to fuel local debonding [62,63]. This local debonding can induce
delamination through corrosion cracking (CC) and stress corrosion cracking (SCC) [62,64].
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3.1.5. One Piece

An early design for a singular piece bearing in a TDR implant is the Acroflex disc design by
Acromed Corporation. This design uses a polyolefin rubber to mimic the mechanical behavior of a
natural disc. Although the device was tested for biological and biomechanical compatibility prior to
clinical trials [25,65–68], patients suffered core material tears and failure mechanisms associated with
fatigue [25]. Recent designs have employed PUPC as a core material which has a longer fatigue life.

Even with the improved elastomeric core, these devices could still fail due to PUPC tears or loss
of adhesion between the different materials (PUPC-Ti, Ti-bone, or PUPC-bone). Since these designs
are still fairly young, evaluating wear and corrosion resistance, as well as effectiveness, for these
next-generation PUPC TDR designs require more long-term clinical testing [3,15,25].

3.2. The Body’s Response

3.2.1. Biological Response

In TDR implants the biological response to wear debris is based on number of particles, particle
size, particle shape, and chemical composition of the debris [27]. This indicates that biological responses
are TDR-design and material dependent. Material-independent responses include inflammation and
osteolysis. Osteolysis is often a result of the inflammatory response.

Osteolysis is a mode of degradation which involves the destruction of bone [69]. In the case of
orthopedic implants and arthroplasty, osteolysis occurs at the interface between bone and implant.
Osteolysis in TDR implants is primarily driven by micro-motion of the implant and the body’s
biological response to wear debris [33]. It is easy to picture how motion would cause bone degeneration:
just like the periodic maneuvering of a shovel in soft clay will loosen and remove some clay. The
osteolytic response to debris particles, however, is not so straight forward.

Bone growth and maintenance are the results of equilibrium responses of bone growth and
resorption, which are driven by osteoblasts and osteoclasts, respectively. Debris particles disrupt
bone homeostasis [27] through an inflammatory response which in turn stimulates the maturation
of osteoclasts increasing bone resorption [27,33]. The combination of these wear processes leads
to increased wear rates over time as resorption loosens the device, thus, creating more space for
osteolysis-causing motion and debris [70].

Osteolysis is a prominent mode of failure for total joint replacements including TDR [71].
According to some studies osteolysis is not as prevalent TDR due to it having a smaller range of motion
than hip and knee replacements, which would indicate smaller wear tracks and fewer debris particles.
These sources reported that wear particles do remain a concern in spinal implants because they
indirectly induce osteoclastogenesis which can lead to bone resorption and inflammation [15,59,72,73].
This limited wear of TDR, however, is not necessarily the case for MoM implants. A review of spine
implant debris by Hallab reveals that though MoP hip implants have a substantially higher wear
volumerate than TDR, MoM hip and intervertebral disc replacements have comparable wear rates [27].

Problematic responses to CoCr MoM wear particles include metal hypersensitivity, metallosis,
the formation of pseudotumors, and vasculitis [15,44,46,74–76]. Metal-specific biological responses are
a result of wear particle chemistry and shape. Co and Cr ions are chemically reactive and therefore
are pro-inflammatory [27,45]. Aside from the chemical nature of CrCo debris, shape is an important
factor dictating biological response. As seen historically with asbestos fibers, fiber shaped particles
from TDR wear cause greater inflammatory response than round particles through a natural response
called “danger signaling” [32,77–79].

3.2.2. Mechanical Response

A problem that separates TDR from other joint replacements lies in the complex duty of the
intervertebral disc. It is not merely a joint which connects two moving parts. The intervertebral disc,
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especially in the lumbar region, serves to resist motion and reduce stress concentrations in the adjacent
level tissue [4,9].

(a) Ball-and-Socket Bearing

Ball and socket bearings to not completely replicate the functions of the natural IVD. These
bearings tend to be axially rigid and are not designed to resist bending or rotational moments, allowing
motion to occur in excess of that permitted by the natural disc [9,80]. These qualities can lead to
changes in range of motion (ROM), segmental lordosis, or facet stressing [3,15,26,81–83].

Among limited number of available reports, the Spine Institute at The Ohio State University
(OSU) used a hybrid biomechanical model to analyze lumbar function after implantation of Prodisc-L
TDR under different external loading conditions. This model was made after an individual male and
uses a flexible multi-body dynamic analysis system [9]. The model looked at TDR at all lumbar levels,
and examined vertebral body loading, ROM, and ligament and facet joint forces. These measurements
were taken when the subject was not exerting at all and when he was asked to lift 9.5 and 19 kg
separately. The figures below are drawn based on the OSU study. In the figures, the abbreviations
SUP and INF represent the interface at the superior and inferior levels of the implant respectively.
Figure 3 [9] shows mean values of data from a virtual model simulation of vertebral loadings from
the OSU study at different implantation levels. The original data can be found in reference [9]. Before
reviewing these data some terminology should be reviewed. Numbers such as L5 and S1 describe
specific vertebrae. L5 is the fifth and most inferior lumbar (L) vertebrae. S1 is representative of the
sacrum which is inferior to the spine and is immobile.

(b) Vertebral Body Stresses

Figure 3 below shows approximate mean value data for different simulated loadings based on
disc type and implantation level. The information is organized such that data for a given implantation
level are reported in the same color. The study found that the substantial differences in performance
between TDR and the natural disc lied closer to L5/S1 level. Therefore, the information below focuses
on that region. After examining Figure 3 (a) it can be noted that in general at these lower lumbar levels
(L4/L5 to L5/S1) that compressive loads apply on the interfacing vertebral bodies. These loading
changes are primarily due to high stiffness of the implant and discontinuity at the bone-implant
interface. Similar trends of excess loadings due to TDR can be noted for vertebral body shear loadings
as well. In the case of AP shear loading, seen in Figure 3 (c) the direction and magnitude of the shear
are dependent upon the shape of the spine. Since the resistance to motion is less with TDR, less shear
loading is exhibited with TDR than an intact disc in regions of spinal curvature. This, however would
indicate higher loading of the nearby ligaments.

(c) ROM; Facet and Ligament Stresses

A study was conducted by Burger et al. to examine lumbar facet forces on cadavers after Prodisc-L
TDR [84]. A facet is another joint at which adjacent vertebrae interface. The purpose of the facet joint
is to aid in the inhibition of rotation and excess motion in order to keep vertebrae aligned. Each level
has 2 facet joints, one on the left and one on the right side of the spinous process.
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Figure 3. Selected mean data from a published simulated work in reference [9]. (a) Comparison of
simulated compressive vertebral loads before and after TDR implantation, based on exterior loading
and implantation level; (b) Comparison of simulated anterior-posterior shear loading at vertebral
body interface before and after TDR implantation based exterior loading and implantation level;
(c) Comparison of simulated lateral shear loading at vertebral body interface before and after TDR
implantation based on exterior loading and implantation level [9].
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Figure 4. Selected data from simulated facet load comparison of natural disc to TDR implantation
based on implantation level and exterior loading [9].

Figure 4 shows mean adjacent facet loads for TDR at each level according to the OSU study. Once
again, facet loading most substantially increases with TDR implantation at L5/S1 level. Additionally,
the OSU study shows increased ligament loading and ROM in all directions specifically at L4/L5 and
L5/S1 levels of implantation [9]. The most drastic ROM difference occurred in the transverse plane
while the motion was twisting about the spine’s axis [9].

Cadaveric study performed has also examined lumbar implantation. Similarly, those concluded
that lateral bending and axial rotation result in the most significant increases in facet loading [38,84,85].

This increase in facet loading and ROM can cause stress fractures of the pars and bilateral pedicle,
as well as adjacent level disc degeneration [25,86–89]. This indicates much need for improvement of
TDR implants in the mechanical regime. The articulating ball and socket joints, while they soothe pain,
tend to be a source of mechanical issues and injury risk for patients.
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Figure 5. (a) Drawing of XL-TDR implanted at L4/L5 level shows retention of natural disc tissue and
structure with lateral TDR implantation [90]; (b) Illustration of Nubac nucleus replacement (used with
permission) [22].

Two possible solutions for the mechanical incompatibilities as shown above are: 1P bearings and
partial replacements like Nubac and the extreme lateral TDR (XL-TDR) by NuVasive. The XL-TDR
is designed to limit the amount of natural tissue removed. This allows the body to retain some of its
natural cushioning and resistance to motion. Figure 5a shows how the lateral insertion can eliminate
some need for tissue removal. Figure 5b is an illustration of the nucleus replacement and how it helps
preserve natural motion.

The XL-TDR design improves on other MoM implants by preventing hypermobility, providing
some natural biomechanical support, and provides a unique look at modern TDR implant designs [90].

4. One Piece

In order to correct problems seen with ball and socket TDR implants, the one piece bearing
employs an elastomer to mimic the body’s natural motion [3,15,83]. The current implant designs
using the PUPC bearing passed fatigue and endurance bending tests prior to introduction into
clinical trials [25]. These cores were found to resist tearing and wear and were found to be more
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biomechanically compatible with natural motions [25]. As mentioned before, these devices must be
studied further in more long term trials to effectively understand the body’s response.

Table 2 below gives a brief summary of failure mechanisms based on implant materials and design.

Table 2. Summary of common problems of different implant materials and their effects leading to
device failure.

Bearing Type Material Problems Effects Reference

Ball and socket

CoCr

Reactive wear ions Fibrous
particules

Metal sensitivity reactions,
Inflammation, Osteolysis [19,31,68,91,92]

Metallosis [15,44,61]

No shock absorption Compressive stresses on
vertebral bodies [9]

UHMWPE

Wear debris large wear
volume

Bone resorption, Osteolysis [31,92,93]

[18,31]

Plastic deformation [18]

Increased ROM Facet and ligament loading [16]

No shock absorption Compressive stresses on
vertebral bodies [9]

PEEK
Prosthesis migration

Biomechanical
incompatibility, stress on
remaining annulus, total

ejection of device

[61]

Endplate reaction Severe biological rejection [61]

1P PUPC More studies necessary [25]

5. Future Prospects

TDR looks to be a suitable treatment for lumbar DDD. More specifically, studies show that the
elastomeric 1P bearing TDR are the future of DDD treatment [94,95]. These 1P bearings provide a
solution to common problems seen with ball and socket TDR implants [20]. A hurdle for these designs
is finding suitable core materials for biocompatibility and adhesion to the vertebral bodies [25]. This
problem seems to have been solved by the use of the PUPC cores in the one piece (1P) bearing implant
design, but more research still needs to be done for these designs [15]. Although the XL-TDR provides
a solution to some of the problems with the traditional ball and socket design, they still involve
articulating metal surfaces which can be the site of wear and corrosion. For this reason, research
indicates that the 1P bearing would be the ideal design for the future of TDR. Perhaps even a 1P design
placed laterally could further improve the TDR implant design.

6. Conclusions

Total disc replacement (TDR) are an effective solution to degenerative disc disease (DDD), but
currents designs still require improvement to be better substitutes for a healthy disc. Ball and socket
bearing designs, or any implant involving articulating surfaces increase the risk of failure due to an
introduction of more wear and corrosion surfaces. These articulating bearings also do not adequately
resist motion and provide cushioning or stability for the lumbar spine (with the exception of the
XL-TDR). This would imply that the future of TDR employs a flexible elastomer bearing which can
better mimic a natural intervertebral disc (IVD). While this seems like a natural solution, this design
type must be looked into further and studied more closely before any conclusions can be drawn.
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Abstract: Wear-related complications remain a major issue after unicompartmental arthroplasty. We
used a computational model to predict knee wear generated in vitro under diverse conditions. Inverse
finite element analysis of 2 different total knee arthroplasty designs was used to determine wear
factors of standard and highly crosslinked polyethylene by matching predicted wear rates to measured
wear rates. The computed wear factor was used to predict wear in unicompartmental components.
The articular surface design and kinematic conditions of the unicompartmental and tricompartmental
designs were different. Predicted wear rate (1.77 mg/million cycles) was very close to experimental
wear rate (1.84 mg/million cycles) after testing in an AMTI knee wear simulator. Finite element
analysis can predict experimental wear and may reduce the cost and time of preclinical testing.

Keywords: unicompartmental arthroplasty; polyethylene wear; crosslinked polyethylene; finite
element analysis; wear simulation

1. Introduction

Bearing wear has been a major reasons for complications after knee arthroplasty [1,2]. Although
several biomaterials have been introduced to reduce wear in other joints, polyethylene continues to be
the most popular material for the insert bearing in knee arthroplasty. Advances in crosslinking
of polyethylene have been successful in dramatically reducing wear rates and osteolysis in hip
arthroplasty [3]. The clinical success of crosslinked polyethylene in hip arthroplasty has led to its
introduction in knee arthroplasty [4]. However, the inherent differences in hip and knee implant
designs and differences in loading and kinematics do not permit direct extrapolation of the results of
hip wear testing to knee wear testing.

Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) has an overall high success rate in terms of implant survival.
Revision for wear is no longer as common as revision for infection, instability, and stiffness [5,6].
However, it is difficult to justify tricompartmental arthroplasty in young or middle-aged patients with
unicompartmental disease. These patients are often more athletic and expect better function than the
typical patient with tricompartmental disease. Long-term outcomes of high tibial osteotomy have
not been consistent with survivorship that decreases to 75% at 10 years and 65% at 15 years [7,8].
Unicompartmental knee replacement can be an attractive alternative for this patient population [7,9,10].

Unicompartmental arthroplasty (UKA) preserves the rest of the joint and has been shown to better
approximate normal knee kinematics than TKA [11]. However, survivorship after UKA is often lower
than that in TKA [12,13]. Wear and polyethylene damage continue to be important factors affecting
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outcomes and have been implicated in up to 22% of revision surgeries after unicompartmental knee
arthroplasty [14].

Knee wear simulation in vitro requires expensive equipment and several months of testing.
Computational models of knee wear have been used to reproduce experimental wear. These wear
factors are typically based on Archard’s law, which assumes that wear is a function of local contact
pressure and sliding distance [15]. Simulations of knee wear have been reported with a constant
wear factor (first-generation Archard wear factors), with wear factors that vary by a function of the
cross-shear (second-generation Archard wear factors), and by treating wear as a function of contact
area (and sliding distance) rather than contact stress [16–19]. Common wear factors are those derived
from pin-on-disk wear experiments. However, wear factors derived from pin-on-disk experiments,
even those that vary by a function of the cross-shear, have not been shown to be accurate in predicting
experimental or clinical wear rates [20]. In addition, very few of these models’ predictions have been
validated under diverse conditions [16,18].

We first used an inverse FEA approach to derive an “apparent” wear factor from our experimental
knee wear simulations. The inverse FEA approach adjusts the wear factor used in the model until the
predicted wear rate matches the experimental wear rate. Our objective was to determine if a wear
factor computed for a specific combination of TKA bearing materials (polyethylene and cobalt-chrome
(CoCr) alloy) and lubrication conditions could be used to predict wear in a different design (UKA)
with the same materials but under different kinematic and loading conditions. We therefore used the
FEA model to predict wear in UKA (using the wear factor obtained for TKA wear). The only change
we made to the model was in the implant design (TKA to UKA) and in the kinematics and loading of
the knee. The material properties of polyethylene, the algorithm to compute wear, and the wear factor
were the same for both TKA and UKA models. Our objective was to predict UKA wear that closely
matched experimental wear measurements and support the robustness of our model.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Wear Simulation of Tricompartmental Design

Gravimetric wear rates were obtained from previously reported experimental wear simulations
of standard crosslinked polyethylene (Sigma® CR, DePuy, Warsaw, IN) and highly crosslinked
polyethylene (Triathlon CR X3, Stryker, Mahwah, NJ, USA) [21,22]. We selected these 2 experimental
studies based on differences in design, in bearing material, and in loading kinematic conditions. A
computer model that could replicate both wear simulator studies would likely be more robust. One
group (n = 3), comprised of moderately conforming cruciate-retaining inserts (Sigma® Curved, DePuy,
Warsaw, IN, USA) subjected to 40 kGy sterilization irradiation (standard crosslinked). The second
group (n = 3) consisted of moderately conforming cruciate-retaining inserts (Triathlon TKA) with
UHMWPE inserts manufactured from compression molded GUR 1020 UHMWPE that were subjected
to gamma irradiation to 30 kGy followed by an annealing process and then repeated 2 more times for a
total dose of 90 kGy (highly crosslinked, X3®, Stryker). Femoral and tibial components for both groups
were manufactured of CoCr alloy. Three implants from each of the 2 groups were tested on a 6-station
displacement-controlled knee wear simulator (AMTI, Watertown, MA, USA).

Lubrication was provided by bovine serum (25%) supplemented with EDTA and sodium azide.
Total protein concentration of the batch of bovine serum was 8.5 g/dL, with the albumin component
being 3.2 g/dL (data provided by the supplier, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). For the standard
crosslinked tricompartmental design, the ISO-recommended wear testing protocol for displacement
controlled knee wear simulators was used [23]. For the highly crosslinked tricompartmental design a
more aggressive protocol was used, which involved a medial to lateral axial load distribution of 70:30
and a tibial axial rotation offset to simulate malaligned tibial components. Wear was monitored by
visual inspection and by measuring weight loss at approximately 500,000 cycle intervals for a total
of 5 million cycles. To correct for fluid absorption, implants of each group (n = 3) were soaked in
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bovine serum lubricant for the duration of the study and were subjected to the same dehydration and
weighing protocol.

2.2. Computational Determination of Wear Factor

A computational model of the boundary conditions of the AMTI wear-testing machine was
constructed in MSC.MARC (MSC Software, Santa Ana, CA, USA). Loading and motion conditions
used in each of the experimental studies were replicated in the computer simulation. The axial load
was force controlled, while flexion, anterior-posterior translation, and internal-external rotation were
displacement controlled. The tibial tray was free to translate in the mediolateral direction and to rotate
in varus-valgus (similar to the experimental protocol). CAD models of the implants (Figure 1) were
meshed using HyperMesh (Altair Engineering, Inc., Troy, MI, USA). The polyethylene inserts were
meshed with hexahedral element. Optimum mesh density was calculated in 2 stages. Predicted peak
contact stresses and contact area in a simplified model of a spherical rigid body indenter with a radius
of 14 mm (simulating a femoral condyle) contacting a flat “insert” (50 × 50 × 50 mm) with a linear
elastic modulus of 700 MPa was compared to an analytic Hertzian contact solution [24]. Multiple loads
(range, 100–1000 N) generating peak contact stresses of up to 70 MPa were simulated. Convergence of
contact area measurement and peak contact stresses within 3% of the analytical solution was achieved
with a mesh density using elements with a mean edge length of 1.5 mm. Next, convergence of peak
contact stresses for the FEA model using the corresponding prosthetic component geometry were also
obtained with a mean edge length of 1.5 mm (less than 1% change in peak contact stresses between
mean element sizes of 1.5 mm and 1.0 mm). The inserts were modeled with a Young’s Modulus of 700
MPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.43. While we have implemented nonlinear viscoelastic and elastoplastic
material models in previous studies, we did not detect a significant difference in wear rates between
linear and nonlinear material models [25,26]. The femoral and tibial metal components were simulated
as rigid bodies. Contact was simulated between the femoral and the insert articular surfaces with a
coefficient of friction of 0.2.

Figure 1. Finite element models were generated to simulate the experimental wear tests. Left: Sigma
PFC standard crosslinked tricompartmental design; Middle: Stryker Triathlon X3 highly crosslinked
tricompartmental design; Right: Stryker Triathlon PKR highly crosslinked design.

Contact area, contact pressure, and sliding distance were computed. Wear was predicted by using
the Archard’s classic law for mild wear.

δWear = k
n

∑
i=1

σi|di|Δti (1)
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δ = material lost due to wear at each node; k = constant wear factor; σ = local contact stress; d =
relative sliding distance; Δt = time increment; i = increment number; n = total number of increments
for each cycle.

Each cycle was divided into 100 increments and wear was computed for each increment and
summed over the entire cycle. The surface nodes affected by wear were moved in a direction normal
to the articular surface based on the computed material loss at the end of every increment. The
MSC.MARC solver adaptively adjusted interior nodes to maintain element quality. The simulation was
then repeated in a step-wise manner and the wear was multiplied by the size of each step (50,000 cycles
per step) to compute the total wear at the end of 5 million cycles. This update interval was shorter
than those used in previously published FEA studies of TKA wear: 100,000 and 200,000 cycles [16];
500,000 cycles [17]. For comparison with experimental data, computed volumetric wear was converted
to gravimetric wear using polyethylene density of 0.97 mm3/mg. The wear factors for the standard
and highly crosslinked polyethylene were then determined by minimizing the difference between
predicted wear and experimental wear rate using a global optimization tool (Isight, Dassault Systèmes,
Providence, RI, USA). The wear factor obtained for highly crosslinked polyethylene was used to
predict wear in Triathlon X3 PKR (partial knee replacement) components. To assess differences in
kinematic patterns between experimental wear tests we also calculated crossing intensity using the
method reported by Hamilton et al. [27].

2.3. Experimental Wear Simulation of Unicompartmental Design

PKR (unicompartmental) components were experimentally tested on the AMTI knee wear
simulator. The implant materials (CoCr alloy and X3 polyethylene) and serum lubricant conditions
were the same. However, the PKR is a unicompartmental design and the loading and kinematic
conditions were significantly different from the tricompartmental wear simulation.

PKR inserts were mounted on top of the tibial tray and fixed by a press-fit mechanism
supplemented with threaded bolts that allowed the inserts to be removed for cleaning and weighing
without damaging the polyethylene. All components were mounted medial to the center of axial
rotation of the knee station to simulate a medial compartmental knee arthroplasty.

Lubrication was the same as for the tricompartmental wear simulation. The ISO-recommended
wear testing protocol for displacement controlled knee wear simulators was used. Since there was
no lateral compartment, the entire axial load (representing 60% of the medial compartmental load)
was transmitted through the unicompartmental components. Wear was monitored as described for
the tricompartmental design. To correct for fluid absorption, additional inserts were soaked in the
bovine serum lubricant for the duration of the study and were subjected to the same dehydration and
weighing protocol.

3. Results

Wear factors generated for standard crosslinked and highly crosslinked polyethylene
tricompartmental inserts are listed in Table 1. The simulated wear area visually approximated the
experimental wear scars (Figure 2). Wear rates predicted by the finite element model for the PKR
design were within 5% of those measured experimentally (Figure 3).

We analyzed the relative contribution of contact area, contact pressure (Figure 4), and sliding
distance (Table 2). Instantaneous peak contact stresses averaged over the entire gait cycle and were
18.1 MPa for the standard crosslinked tricompartmental design, 26.8 MPa for the highly crosslinked
tricompartmental design, and 31.1 MPa for the highly crosslinked PKR design (Figure 4).

Linear wear penetration was measured as the maximum depth of wear in the vertical direction
and was computed for the standard crosslinked tricompartmental design, the highly crosslinked
tricompartmental design, and the highly crosslinked PKR design. For comparison with clinical
retrieval studies, the distribution of linear penetration was also calculated in the medial and lateral
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compartments (Table 3). Wear occurring during the stance phase was compared to that occurring
during the swing phase and was expressed as a percentage of total wear (Table 4).

Table 1. Computed Wear Coefficients (mm3/N × mm).

Standard Crosslinked PE Highly Crosslinked PE

1.70 × 10−10 5.24 × 10−11

Figure 2. Photographs of experimental wear scar (left) were compared to predicted wear depth contour
maps (right, mm) in the standard (top) and highly (bottom) crosslinked polyethylene (Sigma and
Triathlon designs, respectively). The differences in location of the wear scars were due to the differences
in kinematics between the two designs.

Figure 3. Computational predictions of wear rate (mg/million cycles) in the PKR design were very
close to experimental measurements.

Table 2. Relative sliding distance (mm/cycle).

Triathlon TKR Triathlon PKR

57.6 39.9
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Figure 4. (A) Contact areas computed for each condition were plotted over the entire gait cycle. (B)
Contact pressures were computed for all three designs and averaged across each cycle. Error bars
denote standard deviation of area or peak contact stress over each cycle.

Table 3. Linear penetration rates (mm/million cycles).

Polyethylene type M:L Load Distribution Medial Penetration Lateral Penetration

Highly Crosslinked TKA 70:30 0.025 0.018
Standard Crosslinked TKA 60:40 0.045 0.039
Standard Crosslinked TKA 68:32 0.054 0.029

Highly Crosslinked PKR 60:40 0.019
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Table 4. Wear in stance and swing phase (% of total wear).

Phase Triathlon TKR Triathlon PKR

Stance 56 62
Swing 44 38

4. Discussion

Measuring wear in vivo after knee arthroplasty is technically difficult. In vitro wear simulation
has been validated as being reasonably predictive of clinical wear performance but requires expensive
equipment and several months of test duration to complete the equivalent of five years of clinical
performance [28]. We simulated wear rates under one set of implant design and kinematic conditions
in a finite element model and used the model to predict wear in a different design under different
kinematic conditions. Predicting wear under diverse conditions increased the validity of our model.

A finite element-based wear model generated the wear factor for crosslinked polyethylene
(Triathlon X3) against the CoCr alloy using previously reported experimental wear measurements.
The location of the wear scars on the experimentally tested inserts was visually congruent with the
distribution of wear depth in the computer model. This wear factor was then used to predict wear
for a unicompartmental design (Triathlon PKR) under significantly different loading and kinematic
conditions. The model predicted wear rate (1.77 mg per million cycles) that was within 0.1 mg of the
experimentally measured values (1.84 ± 0.45). We assessed the sensitivity of computed wear rate to
the magnitude of wear factor and found that the wear rate changed by 0.18 mg/million cycles for each
10% difference in magnitude of wear factor. We also computed wear rates for two commonly reported
constant wear factors: 2.64 × 10−10 and 1.07 × 10−9 mm3/N-mm, which yielded wear rates of 9.07
and 37.38 mg/million cycles, respectively.

Validated computer models make it feasible to isolate the effects of major factors thought to
contribute to wear, such as the wear coefficient for the bearing material pair, contact area and pressure
between articulating surfaces, and the relative sliding distance. The Sigma Curved design has a higher
tibiofemoral conformity, which is reflected in the greater contact area and lower contact pressure.
Nevertheless, the crosslinked polyethylene wore substantially less, which emphasized the importance
of significantly low coefficient of wear.

While linear penetration depth and volumetric wear are somewhat correlated, these outcome
measures are sensitive to different factors. Small contact areas with high contact stresses generate
higher linear penetration than volumetric wear, while large contact areas with low contact stresses
can increase volumetric wear with lower linear penetration. This distinction can be important since a
tendency toward greater linear penetration is more likely to result in localized damage to the insert (or
even wear through); while a tendency toward greater volumetric wear (with low linear penetration) is
more likely to generate greater volume of wear debris and can result in an osteolytic reaction.

One advantage of finite element models is the ability to identify wear rates during different
phases of the gait cycle (such as stance phase wear versus swing phase wear rates), which is virtually
impossible with experimental wear measurements. As anticipated, the predicted average wear rate
was higher during the stance phase of the gait cycle. However, the wear rate during the swing phase
was surprisingly high: 38% and 44% of total wear for the highly crosslinked PKR and TKR, respectively
(Table 4). The ISO standard for knee wear simulation recommends an axial load of 168 N during the
swing phase [23]. We have measured loads in vivo averaging 0.3 times body weight [29]. Despite the
substantially lower loads during the swing phase, predicted wear was not insignificant. Crossing
intensity can vary during the stance and swing phases; we calculated that average crossing intensity
during swing phase was greater by 0.024. Our model assumed an apparent wear factor representative
of the “average” amount of cross-shear, therefore the fraction of wear during the swing phase was
likely to be even higher that our prediction, which was due to the small increase in crossing intensity.
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Our analysis indicated this was a combination of greater sliding distance (due to the larger knee flexion
arc during swing phase) and the moderate conformity of the articulating surfaces.

Clinically validated computer models are extremely valuable for efficient preclinical testing
of wear performance and for supporting design development. An analysis of retrieved knee
non-crosslinked inserts revealed linear penetration rates of 0.054 and 0.029 mm/year for the medial and
lateral compartments, respectively [30]. Our predictions for the standard crosslinked tricompartmental
design (0.045 medial; 0.039 lateral) were within 1 standard deviation of the reported clinical penetration.
Our predictions were based on replicating experimental wear conditions in which 60% of axial load
was distributed to the medial compartment and 40% to the lateral compartment. When we reran the
wear simulations with a medial to lateral load distribution of 68:32% (Table 3), the predicted linear
penetration was almost identical to the clinical measurements. This result is consistent with finding
that 73% of the first peak and 65% of the second peak of in vivo knee forces are transmitted through
the medial compartment [31]. A more recent retrieval analysis of the same design (Sigma Curved CR)
that we studied revealed an average wear rate (combined medial and lateral) of 0.08 mm/year [32].
This result was higher than our prediction. One likely explanation was the presence of creep in the
retrievals that was ignored in our simulations. Also, we assumed 1 million cycles to be equivalent to
one year of clinical activity, while pedometer measurements have revealed that active patients walked
3.5 times that average number of steps per day [33]. Wear rates have been even higher in retrievals of
older designs with flat-on-flat tibiofemoral conformity, which has been shown to wear more than the
curved-on-curved designs such as the ones tested in the present study [34,35].

One limitation of our model was that we used a constant wear factor that did not change with
contact stress or with sliding direction. It has been shown that the wear factor increases with the degree
of multidirectional cross-shear [36,37]. Reports on the accuracy of predictions of wear rates based on the
use of various wear factors are not consistent. A computationally efficient rigid-body-based approach
supplemented with discretized springs for contact analysis found that a simple Archard wear constant
was not able to predict experimental wear across a broad number of implant designs and conditions,
while wear factors that changed with the degree of cross-shear were more accurate [18]. On the other
hand, an explicit FEA approach predicted experimental knee wear reasonably well using a constant
wear factor averaged from the literature [17]; wear factors derived from pin-on-disk experiments that
vary by a function of the cross-shear have not been shown to be accurate in predicting experimental
or clinical wear rates [20]. Another approach taken was to assume that wear is a function of the
contact area (instead of stress) and sliding distance and uses a factor that varied by cross-shear [38].
However, that approach underestimated experimental wear in total hip arthroplasty by 40%. Using
the same method in TKA also generated predictions of wear rates of similar accuracy as for total hip
arthroplasty [16]. Another limitation of our model was that suboptimal positioning of implants was
not simulated. We have previously shown that implant alignment has a significant effect on wear in
retrievals [39].

The intensity of multi-directional cross-shear has been defined as a ratio of the perpendicular
sliding distance (A) to the sum of the sliding distance in the principal direction of motion (B) and A
i.e., A/(A+B) [40]; in terms of the incremental deviation of the slip direction relative to the dominant
direction of orientation [27]; or as the ratio of the frictional work in the direction perpendicular to
the direction of the principal polymer orientation to the total frictional work [41]. Pin-on-disk wear
experiments indicate that the wear factor changes very slowly above a cross-shear ratio of 0.04 [41].
Finally, crosslinked polyethylene is practically insensitive to cross-shear ratios above 0.04 presumably
because the cross-links prevent molecular reorientation to the principal direction of motion [41]. In the
knee, during a gait cycle, crossing intensity is lower than in hip or intervertebral disk replacements
(<0.08) [27]. We also used the method reported by Hamilton et al. to calculate crossing intensity. In our
study, the difference in average crossing intensity between the tricompartmental and unicompartmental
designs was 0.004. Collectively, these results indicate that within a range of cross-shear ratios, the
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wear prediction may be approximated with an “apparent” constant wear factor that approximates an
average of the crossing motion within the range of that found during normal walking.

We therefore chose not to include the effect of multi-directional cross-shear in the interest of
generating a simpler model that captured wear performance during walking with acceptable accuracy.
Our assumption was that a constant Archard wear factor derived from experimental wear combines
the contributions of cross-shear, friction, and slip velocity to wear of a given bearing couple. Despite
these simplifications, our model was able to predict wear in a unicompartmental design with different
kinematics within reasonable accuracy.

Computational models of knee wear have been shown to reproduce the wear generated in vitro.
However, these models have not been validated under diverse conditions. A validated computer model
that can predict wear in different knee arthroplasty designs and under different loading conditions is
extremely valuable. Knee wear simulator results are commonly used to predict implant performance in
patients. Wear testing for 5 million cycles on knee wear simulators typically takes about three months,
while the time required for constructing and solving one computational wear simulation was less
than a week. This method allows one to estimate the wear performance of a new device even before
expensive components are manufactured. Predicting wear in validated and efficient computational
models now permits design evaluation in silico and may even be used to optimize design parameters.

5. Conclusions

We successfully predicted wear in partial knee replacement using wear factors derived from
TKA experiments using an inverse FEA approach. Previously, wear factors derived from pin-on-disk
experiments were not very successful in accurately predicting wear. Furthermore, validating the model
under diverse kinematic and loading conditions increased the robustness of our model. Minimizing
wear rate remains essential to implant survivorship. This approach may be used to predict wear
in existing implant designs, and moreover, may also be used to optimize design parameters of new
devices. Our method can significantly accelerate wear evaluation.
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Abstract: The lubrication of the cartilaginous structures in human joints is provided by a fluid from a
specialized layer of cells at the surface of a delicate tissue called the synovial lining. Little is known
about the characteristics of the fluids produced after a joint arthroplasty procedure. A literature
review was carried out to identify papers that characterized the synovial lining and the synovial
fluids formed after total hip or knee arthroplasty. Five papers about synovial lining histology and
six papers about the lubricating properties of the fluids were identified. The cells making up the
re-formed synovial lining, as well as the lining of interface membranes, were similar to the typical
Type A and B synoviocytes of normal joints. The synovial fluids around joint replacement devices
were typically lower in viscosity than pre-arthroplasty fluids but the protein concentration and
phospholipid concentrations tended to be comparable, suggesting that the lining tissue function was
preserved after arthroplasty. The widespread, long-term success of joint arthroplasty suggests that
the lubricant formed from implanted joint synovium is adequate for good clinical performance in the
majority of joints. The role the fluid plays in component wear or failure is a topic for future study.

Keywords: synovial lining; synovial fluid; lubrication; histomorphological characterization;
arthroplasty; implant; systematic review

1. Introduction

1.1. Synovial Tissue

An appreciation of the microanatomy of the lining tissues of the human articular joints is important
to the understanding of the clinical performance of joint replacement devices used to restore function
to degenerative and painful joints. For the normal cartilage-capped articular joint, lubrication of the
bony, cartilaginous, ligamentous, and fibrous tissue structures is provided by a fluid produced from
a specialized layer of cells found at the surface of a delicate tissue called the synovial lining (from
ovum or egg, because of the similarity with egg white). This synovial tissue is composed of specialized
layers of cells starting at the outermost (joint-facing) level with the intima, which overlies a vascular
subintimal layer, and is supported by a fibrous stroma forming the joint capsule [1–3]. Of note, there is
a wide range of variability in the thickness of the intimal and subintimal layers, the degree of continuity
and cellularity of the intima and the presence of folds and villi (finger-like projections) depending
upon numerous factors including the health of the joint, the age of the host, and the location of the
sample within the joint.
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The synovial tissue has been described as “controlling the environment of the joint” [4]. It does
this by participating in immune reactions to bacteria, phagocytosis (removal of detritus material),
lubrication, and cartilage nutrition [1,5]. In young, healthy synovium, the 1–2 cell thick intimal
layer is composed of macrophage-like type A cells which are mainly phagocytic and absorptive in
nature, and fibroblast-like type B cells which are secretory in nature [1,2,6–11]. This intimal layer
shows low degrees of cell division, suggesting that many of the lining cells migrate to the synovial
surface from underlying blood vessels and that they are bone-marrow-derived cells [12]. The synovial
tissue is able to respond quickly to injury or disuse. The changes can include thickening of the
intimal layer, increased vascularity and inflammatory cell infiltration of the subsynovial layer, and
the formation of multiple finger-like projections (villi) into the joint. The synovial tissue of an aged
individual with osteoarthritis will look very different grossly and microscopically from that of a healthy
young individual.

The surgical removal of chronically inflamed synovial tissue from arthritic, tuberculoid or
traumatized joints was once a common orthopaedic procedure; fortunately, the synovial tissue can
regenerate [13,14]. It is this regenerative capacity that allows implanted artificial joints to be lubricated
despite surgical removal or damage to the synovial tissues. The microanatomy of the re-formed
joint lining tissue and the quality of the lubricating fluid that it produces are the subjects of the
present review.

Following joint replacement surgery, in addition to the regeneration of the lining of the joint
capsule, membranes that form between the bone and the cement, or bone and implant (known as
the interface) often show a synovium-like microstructure (so-called pseudo-synovial linings) [15–19].
It has been suggested that motion at the interface induces the production of this specialized tissue
because it was observed in association with loose implants [20,21]. More recently, it has been shown
that one of the constituents of synovial fluid, hyaluronan (also referred as hyaluronic acid), can induce
the synovial-like interface membrane features [22]. A synovial-like membrane can be produced in
the rat or mouse dorsal air pouch by disrupting the subcutaneous connective tissue by repeated
injection of air [23]. The resulting cavity develops a lining structure as early as six days later which has
many features of a synovial lining, including the production of fluid, and this has become a useful
experimental model of the periprosthetic tissue [23–25].

1.2. Synovial Fluid

The lubrication for the natural joint is provided by a small amount of viscous fluid consisting of
mainly hyaluronic acid, proteins and other factors such as lubricin and surface-active phospholipid
(SAPL) that allow for effective gliding of the joints [26]. As with the tissue, the characteristics and
properties of the fluid vary considerably as the result of joint health, injury status and other host factors
such as inflammation and hypersensitivity. Injury to the joint may result in an abundance of fluid
(a joint effusion), distension of the tissues and interruption of the normal functions of the synovial
tissue [13]. Under normal biological conditions, the coefficient of friction is only 0.001 to 0.006 and
wear is nearly zero because of the special tribologic properties of cartilage and synovial fluid [27].
Boundary lubrication is thought to be provided by surface-active phospholipid (SAPL) complexed with
lubricin and hyaluronic acid, which allows for load-bearing capacities for the joint [28,29]. Lubricin,
a component found to be plentiful in synovial fluid, is thought to be the lubricating molecule that
facilitates the gliding motion of joints [30]. Lubricin may be a carrier of surface-active phospholipids
because the SAPL are super hydrophobic and adsorb to the joint surfaces. Hyaluronic acid (HA), found
abundantly in synovial fluid, while providing a lubrication effect, does not provide the load-bearing
capabilities for joints [31]. Instead, the HA portion is thought to maintain the viscosity of the synovial
fluid [32–34] and facilitate the formation of lipid multilayers on the lubricating surface by complexing
with phospholipids, providing lubrication at the joint [35]. The purpose of this review was to examine
the state of knowledge regarding the changes that occur in the synovial lining and lubrication properties
of the surrounding fluid after implantation of a total joint prosthesis. This review will (1) summarize
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the characteristics of the synovial lining tissue histomorphology and (2) the composition of synovial
fluid from published studies.

2. Methods

2.1. Synovial Lining Papers

A review of PubMed- and Embase-indexed studies up to November 2014 was carried out to
identify studies regarding the histological characterization of the synovial lining of joints following total
hip or knee replacement (hereafter called implanted tissue). This electronic search was supplemented
by a manual search of the reference lists of the included papers. Conference proceedings, single
case studies, and reviews were not included in the search and only studies in English language were
included. Search strings included various combinations of the terms “synovium OR synovial lining
OR synovial-like membrane OR interface membrane OR synovial lining cells OR synovitis OR intima,
arthroplasty OR implant OR implanted, histological OR histology, and morphology OR morphological.”
Articles of interest were selected if detailed histomorphological characterization of the synovial lining
or the interface membrane was performed and described. Articles were excluded for the following
reasons: in vitro studies, animal studies, studies involving infection or rheumatoid arthritis exclusively,
non-retrieval studies, and non-arthroplasty related studies. Articles that focused on the changes of
the subintimal layers due to wear debris, but without describing the intima, were excluded from
final selection. The resulting potential studies were reviewed, summarized, and critically evaluated
(Figure 1).

Five articles were selected which reported the histological characterization of a synovial lining or
a synovial-like membrane from implanted tissue and evaluated various bearing material combinations.
Tissue specimens from a total of 173 patients were histologically examined and the morphology of the
intimal layer was characterized in detail. Immunohistochemistry was performed using monoclonal
and polyclonal antibodies to identify the cell subsets or the presence of prostaglandins, fibronectin, and
other factors produced by the lining cells. All papers involved retrospective studies from implanted
tissue. A summary of the overall findings of each selected article are presented in Tables 1 and 2.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of synovial lining article selection.
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Table 2. Overall general findings for articles selected describing synovial fluid properties.

Author Arthroplasty Experiment Key Findings

Costa et al. (2001) [36] 10 UHMWPE hip
implants

Mass spectrophotometry
and FTIR were
performed after
cyclohexane extraction
for adsorbed products on
the liners.

Methyl esters of hexadecanoic acid,
octadecanoic acid, squalene, and of
cholesterol were found in the extracts as
well as a protein-like material at the surface.

Mazzucco et al. (2002)
[37]

58 index TKA; 19
revision TKA; 2 effused
previous TKA

Sufficient SF samples
were obtained from 36
index TKA, 14 revised
TKA, and 2 effused
previous TKA for flow
property examination.

SF from revision TKA tended to have lower
viscosity than that from index TKA. The
difference was found to not be statistically
significant.

Mazzucco et al. (2004)
[38]

77 index TKA; 20 revised
TKA; 3 effused previous
TKA

SF from 24 index TKA
and 7 revised TKA had
their composition of
protein, phospholipids
and HA determined and
correlated.

Protein and phospholipids were found to
have a positive correlation in regards to
each other. Protein and phospholipids were
found to have a negative correlation with
HA.

Gale et al. (2007) [39]
38 Metal on Polyethylene
THA; 2 Metal on
Polyethylene TKA

The bearing surfaces of
the implants were rinsed
and analyzed by HPLC
for phospholipids.

8 species of phosphatidylcholine were
identified. 3 species of unsaturated
phosphatidylcholine predominated; PLPC,
POPC, and SLPC.

Bergmann et al. Part 1
(2001) [40]

Type 1 telemeterized
cemented PE cup, 1
temperature
measurement at neck;
Type 2 telemeterized
non-cemented, AC head,
PE or AC cup, titanium
shaft

Patients were monitored
doing various physical
activities and the
temperatures inside their
telemeterized implant
were recorded.

The highest peak temperature were
observed in the head of the implant and
reached as high as 43.1 ◦C, greater than
what is believed to affect the synovial fluids
lubrication ability.

Bergmann et al. Part 2
(2001) [41] (See above)

Data from Bergmann et
al. 2001 part 1 was used
to generate a finite
element model to
calculate the steady-
state within the implant
during walking.

The model shows that if the cup of an
implant is made of a material with good
conductivity, heat will be transferred away
from the synovial fluid, capsule and stem
towards the acetabular bone.

THA = total hip arthroplasty, TKA = Total Knee Arthroplasty, MS = Mass spectrometry, FTIR = Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy, AC = aluminum oxide ceramic, PE = polyethylene, SF = synovial fluid,
(PLPC) = Palmitoyl-linoleoyl-phosphatidylcholine, POPC = Palmitoyl-oleoyl-phosphatidylcholine, SLPC =
Stearoyl-linoleoyl-phosphatidylcholine (SLPC).

2.2. Synovial Lubrication Papers

A review of PubMed studies from the time period of 2000 through 2014 was performed to find
papers relevant to the lubrication characteristics of synovial fluid (SF) after joint arthroplasty. Search
strings included “Synovial Fluid AND Prosthetic (136 results), Synovial Fluid AND Arthroplasty (391
results), Synovial Fluid AND Implant (91 results) and Synovial Fluid AND Revision (132 results)” for
a total of 750 articles. The article titles and abstracts were examined and papers were excluded for the
following reasons: SF analysis of biomarkers for periprosthetic infections, ion/cytokine/particle/cell
levels, arthritic joint analysis before arthroplasty only, in vitro studies, pain only, wear/friction only,
animal studies, case studies, literature reviews, and surgical procedure and imaging studies only
(Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Flowchart of synovial lubrication article selection.

Six suitable papers were selected. Of these papers, four dealt specifically with the composition
of the synovial fluid and the role this had on lubrication, while two discussed the role of increased
temperature on lubricating protein degradation.

3. Results

3.1. Synovial Lining Characterization

Very few papers specifically described the histomorphology of the synovial intima in the
periprosthetic capsular tissues and four of the five selected studies described the synovial-like
membranes at interfaces. A common finding from those four studies of a synovial-like membrane
at the bone-implant or bone-cement interface was the close resemblance to the true synovial lining
membrane in cellular structure and cell type within the surface layer of excised implanted tissue. A
range of histological presentations was also noted in each study, which was more pronounced in the
implanted tissues compared with non-implanted tissues.

The study by Goldring et al. [17] was the first which characterized the new membrane that formed
at the bone-cement interface into three distinct histological zones: (1) a synovial-like layer of lining cells
at the cement surface; (2) sheets of histiocytes and giant cells in the subintima; and (3) a fibrous layer
that blended into the bone and becomes continuous with the adjacent bone marrow. The membrane
was lined with large polygonal cells, often with nuclei pointing away from the surface and a coating
of fibrin around the surface. Cytoplasm was abundant and the nuclei were oval dark and uniform.
Occasionally, multinucleated giant cells appeared within the lining cells. In a later study of prosthetic
loosening after total hip arthroplasty, Goldring et al. confirmed the presence of a synovial-like lining
with the same morphology in lining tissues adjacent to the implant [16]. Tissue cultures from implanted
specimens showed three distinct cell types identified as stellate or dendritic cells, macrophage-like
cells with phagocytosed latex or India-ink particles, and elongated fibroblast-like cells.

In a comparison of tissues from cemented, press-fit and biologic ingrowth prostheses revised due
to aseptic loosening, Lennox et al. [19] described variations in the histomorphology and described
three types of lining tissues. Type 1 linings comprised large, rounded or teardrop-shaped cells that
were 1–3 cell layers thick. Type 2 membranes were composed of weakly stained collagenous matrix
containing large dendritic-shaped cells with eccentrically located nuclei and long cellular processes
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extending toward the surface. Type 3 surfaces consisted of thick collagen fibers oriented perpendicular
to the surface. All three surfaces were present on interface membranes from cemented, press-fit, and
biologic ingrowth prostheses.

Lalor and Revell [18] compared the interface membrane of implanted tissue excised during
revision surgery to normal synovium and rheumatoid arthritis tissue controls. They found that the
new interface tissue had a layer of cells adjacent to the implant similar in appearance to normal
synovial intima. This surface layer varied in thickness from 1 to 10 cells deep in a palisading
structure, depending on each case and sample. Antibody staining for macrophage-like type A cells
and fibroblast-like B cells was positive in the implanted tissue and showed the intermixing of the two
cell types within the lining, similar to unimplanted tissue. Unlike the normal synovial lining and
rheumatoid arthritis control tissues, separate distinct layers of macrophages and deeper fibroblasts
were not seen in the implanted tissues, which could be because of the abundant macrophage infiltration
of the subintimal area in response to wear debris.

In another comparison study of non-implanted and implanted tissues by Burkandt et al. [15]
immunohistochemical staining was used to compare tissues from patients with low and high grade
synovitis (inflammation), metal or polyethylene (PE) wear particle-induced synovitis and proliferative
desquamative synovitis (associated with suspected metal hypersensitivity). The authors reasoned
that, since proliferation of the synovial lining cell layer is a characteristic feature of autoimmune
joint diseases, morphological changes of the synovial lining in periprosthetic tissues may indicate
the presence of an immune response. The intimal lining of the PE wear particle-induced synovitis
group was 1–2 cells thick, comparable to the unimplanted low grade synovitis group. By contrast
the tissue from the high grade unimplanted synovitis tissue lining was five or more cells thick
while the tissues from two metal-on-metal cases with extensive metal wear particle staining had
a denuded cellular lining. The tissues from five cases with suspected metal hypersensitivity had
a proliferating, viable synovial lining containing abundant fibroblast-like cells. Interestingly, the
subsynovial layer of those tissues contained lymphocytes, an immune cell that was only seen in the
high-grade rheumatoid synovitis tissues but not in the PE hip tissues. The authors suggested that the
morphological similarities between tissues from patients revised for suspected metal hypersensitivity
and patients with rheumatoid arthritis adds to the evidence that metal hypersensitivity shares
characteristic morphological features with autoimmune diseases of the joints.

Figure 3 shows light micrographs of synovial tissue from an osteoarthritic joint prior to
metal-on-polyethylene joint replacement (Figure 3A) and then following revision of that joint
replacement (Figure 3B) in the same patient. Microscopic examination of both pre- and post-revision
specimens in this patient shows an intimal/synovial lining with an underlying, non-specific,
lymphoplasmacytic, chronic inflammatory infiltrate adjacent to, or centered around blood vessels.
The post-revision specimen displays a denser collagenous subintimal layer (Figure 3B). Also present
in the post-revision tissues are fragments of polarizable polyethylene with accompanying chronic
inflammation including foreign body giant cells (Figure 3C).
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3.2. Synovial Fluid Properties

There is a large amount of information on the topic of synovial fluid properties and there is also a
substantial body of literature on the tribology of artificial prosthetic joints. One review and analysis
of the last decade of literature reiterated the complex nature of SF as a lubricant in both natural and
artificial joints [42]. Two major mechanisms are theorized to play a role in both natural and artificial
joints; boundary lubrication and fluid film lubrication. Macromolecules within the synovial fluid play
a key role in both forms of lubrication. Another important mechanism of lubrication not addressed
by the articles presented in this review is the theory of self-pressurized hydrostatic lubrication or
biphasic lubrication. Cartilage has a biphasic nature in which a porous elastic matrix is infiltrated
by interstitial fluid [43]. As the interstitial fluid is forced to flow through the permeable matrix a
pressure gradient develops. The cartilage interstitial water supports most of the joint contact load.
Pressurization of this fluid shifts most of the contact load away from the collagen-proteoglycan matrix
resulting in a stress shielding effect and a low friction coefficient [43,44]. It should also be noted that
with articulating cartilage and soft tissue, fluid pressurization is another distinct mechanism, besides
boundary and fluid film lubrication, which is important. However, this review showed that there is
little information about the characteristics of the fluid lubricating prosthetic joints or how alterations
in implanted synovial tissue affect lubricant production, composition or efficiency.

In a study by Costa et al. [36] the constituents of synovial fluids that had been absorbed
into the surfaces of ten revised PE hip implants (5 ethylene oxide/5 gamma ray sterilized in air)
that were implanted for degenerative arthritis and replaced because of aseptic failure after 6–23
years were characterized. These products were extracted with cyclohexane then examined by mass
spectrophotometry and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) analysis was performed on the cross sections
of the implants. Methyl esters of hexadecanoic and octadecanoic acids, of squalene, and of cholesterol
were found in the extracts and a protein-like material was found on the surface of the implants.
The diffusion of these molecules was postulated to cause the semi-crystalline polymer to become
plasticized, especially at the surface where the greatest amount of absorbed material was found. This
could cause changes to the ultimate tensile strength and ultimate elongation of the polymer, which
could lead to a softer surface and decreased resistance to abrasion. The authors noted that accelerated
simulated artificial joint testing may not allow time for the adsorption of synovial fluid constituents.

Joint fluid flow properties likely play an important role in fluid-film lubrication. A study by
Mazzucco et al. [37] examined the flow properties of synovial fluid at the time of total knee arthroplasty
(TKA) and at revision. Fifty-eight samples were obtained from patients undergoing index TKA surgery
for osteoarthritis, 19 from revision TKA in other patients and two samples from aspirated effused
joints that had undergone previous TKA. The volume of 22 samples from TKA, and five from revision
TKA were insufficient for testing. Of the 14 samples from revision TKA, seven were revised because of
wear and seven for mechanical problems not specific to wear. The average age of the tested patients
was 70 years old (42 to 89 years). Synovial fluid at revision had lower viscosity in comparison to fluid
at index TKA, which was more often within the normal range. However, the difference was not found
to be statistically significant by the authors. There was variation in terms of viscosity in both pre- and
post-revision groups and viscosity in both was decreased compared to synovial fluid from healthy
young individuals. The authors suggested that, since hyaluronic acid (HA) is considered the major
component of SF that affects its viscosity, the addition of HA to the lubricants used in joint simulation
studies could provide an artificial joint fluid with viscosity more similar to natural SF. Previous studies
performed on animals [45] have shown decreased HA concentrations after joint replacement which
may explain the observations in these revision fluids.

Having explored fluid-film lubrication previously, Mazzucco et al. [38] explored the correlation
of certain molecules associated with boundary lubrication and their association with flow properties.
These boundary lubricants included phospholipids and proteins that passively diffuse through the
joint capsule to reach the synovial fluid via filtration, and lubricin and superficial zone proteins
(SZP) that are actively secreted into the joint fluid by synoviocytes. One hundred joint fluid samples
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were obtained, 77 from patients undergoing TKA for osteoarthritis (except 1 from post-traumatic
arthritis), 20 from revision TKA, and 3 samples from aspirated effused joints that had previously
undergone TKA. However, the majority of the samples (69) were insufficient in volume for analysis.
Of the 14 revision samples examined, 10 were revised for wear related osteolysis and 4 for non-wear
specific mechanical problems. A positive correlation was found between protein concentration and
phospholipid concentration in pre and post-TKA synovial fluid. This indicated that the joint capsule
functioned the same as before surgery and allowed diffusion of these macromolecules from interstitial
fluid to the joint SF. A negative correlation was seen between these two components of SF and
hyaluronic acid i.e., when HA levels were low, protein and phospholipids were high, or when HA
levels were high, protein and phospholipids were low. The authors offered two explanations for this.
One was that when HA was low, the synovial membrane could compensate by allowing increased
entry of proteins into the synovial fluid. Another explanation was that when protein content was high
synoviocytes down-regulate production of HA. Seemingly the ability of the joint capsule to synthesize
SF components and regulate macromolecule filtration is linked to one another. These findings were
found in both pre and post-TKA specimens.

The surface-active phospholipids (SAPLs) in lubricin are believed to play an important role
in boundary lubrication and analyzing the surfaces of revised implants for their presence was
performed by Gale et al. [39]. The bearing surfaces of 38 revised total hips and 2 total knees, all
with metal-on-polyethylene bearings were rinsed and analyzed by HPLC for phospholipids. In total
eight different species of phosphatidylcholines were identified by the study. Palmitoyl linoleoyl
phosphatidylcholine palmitoyl oleoyl phosphatidylcholine and stearoyl linoleoyl phosphatidylcholine
were identified as the phospholipids most likely responsible for boundary lubrication. The authors
recommended that a combination of saturated and unsaturated phosphatidylcholines be added to
joint simulator lubricants to produce an artificial joint fluid that more closely simulated the boundary
lubrication properties of normal SF.

In a novel study using an instrumented total hip prosthesis with a metal-on-polyethylene bearing,
Bergmann et al. [40] measured the temperature resulting from friction at the bearing surfaces caused
by walking and other physical activities. In part 1 of the study, temperatures inside two types of
telemeterized hip prostheses were recorded at 9 locations along the prosthesis length. The implant
comprised a titanium shaft, aluminum oxide ceramic head and a polyethylene cup. This non-cemented
prosthesis was used in 4 patients, one of which has a second contralateral instrumented implant with a
ceramic cup. Steady state temperatures were reached after 60 min of walking. The temperatures often
rose above the critical level (42 ◦C) needed to cause synovial fluid protein degradation and precipitation.
The joint fluid components lost to precipitation could result in decreased lubrication properties.

The authors noted that the volume of the synovial fluid and its lubricating function play a large
role in the generation of heat in the active joint. If the acetabular cup material has good conductivity
such as ceramic and metal, it would facilitate transfer of heat to the acetabular bone and away from the
synovial fluid, capsule, and stem. The same is true of the stem, where a good heat conducting material
like cobalt chromium alloy transfers heat away from the femoral head to the colder part of the implant.
The authors suggested that an implant with better head and cup separation during the swing phase of
walking would allow for better lubrication and heat dissipation. Bergmann et al. [41] noted that if hip
simulators use a constant controlled temperature of 37 ◦C, such conditions may not mimic the rising
and falling temperatures related to variable levels of in vivo joint activity.

4. Discussion

The purpose of this review of the literature was to examine (1) what is known about the synovial
lining tissue histomorphology and (2) the composition of synovial fluid in joints following implantation
of prosthetic implants.

Specifically, the primary focus of this review was to find papers in which the intimal layer of the
synovial lining was characterized because type A and type B synoviocytes reside there, and they are
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the cells that contribute to the lubrication properties of the joint. Therefore, stringent criteria were
set in our search for articles of interest. Many key implant retrieval articles described changes in the
synovial tissue in general but were excluded because they focused on the subintimal layer and the
inflammatory responses due to wear debris. Of note, several studies of the histological features of
tissues from metal-on-metal total hips have reported the partial or complete loss of the synovial lining
cells and their replacement by fibrin or by necrotic tissue [46–50]. How this might affect the lubrication
of those bearings has not been addressed. In addition, many papers described the synovial lining in
great detail but were excluded because the studies were focused on tissues excised from arthritic or
diseased joints, not implanted joints [1–3,51].

The membranes that form at the interfaces of implants have been consistently described as
resembling the normal synovial lining. With immunohistochemical methods, implanted synovial-like
membrane cells tested positive for macrophage-like and fibroblast-like markers [15–19]. These findings
imply that the formation of an interfacial membrane after implantation is a natural response to the
influence of micromotion or from chemical mediators such as hyaluronic acid. The similarity in the
intimal cell types and arrangement in membranes and joint linings has led to the conclusion that these
tissues are likely to be capable of inflammatory cytokine production leading to bone loss and local
tissue damage in the same way that the rheumatoid synovial pannus is responsible for local tissue
destruction [17].

Under conditions of osteoarthritis and rheumatoid arthritis, synovitis is present and the increase in
cell layer thickness, the excess of synoviocytes and increased fluid production are thought to contribute
to the destruction of articular cartilage, and the formation of bone cysts. The thickening of fibrotic
tissue in the synovial lining and dense cellular infiltrates of lymphocytes and monocytes are common
morphological observations of the diseased synovium [52]. These changes in the synovial lining
structure may transform the natural lubrication properties of the synovial fluid after joint replacement
surgery. Delecrin et al. found that the level of total synovial fluid after total arthroplasty increased
in a rabbit model, but the level of hyaluronic acid remained significantly lower than the internal
controls [45] and the decrease in HA after implantation was found to be similar in humans as well [53].

For the selection of papers describing or characterizing implanted joint fluids, we excluded a large
number of articles that focused on clinical management, synovial biomarkers, in vitro simulation
studies and others that mentioned synovial fluid but not from the implanted joint. This left
only a handful of studies of synovial fluids after arthroplasty. These studies reported that even
though post-implantation SF properties are similar to pre-arthroplasty SF properties in some regards,
significant alterations in composition and properties exist after arthroplasty surgery. Phospholipid
overall contribution to boundary lubrications still remains unclear. Initial studies into its role
utilized phospholipases, but it appears these early studies were contaminated with low levels of
proteolytic enzymes. Later studies with proteolytic inhibitors did not show this increase in friction
after phospholipase digestion. Studies performed in vivo in rabbits, however, have shown a reduced
coefficient of frictions when DPPC liposomes and hyaluronic acid were delivered via intraarticular
injections to damaged joints in comparison to only hyaluronic acid injections [54]. Studies have found
that hyaluronic acid plays a key role in fluid film lubrication and the viscosity of the synovial fluid.
Decreased production of HA by type B synoviocytes could explain the decreased viscosity in post
arthroplasty fluid and a reciprocal increase of joint wear [37,38]. Lubricin has previously been identified
as a key protein in boundary lubrication [55]. The role of species other than HA and lubricin, such as
the various phosphatidylcholines, in post arthroplasty lubrication should be explored in future studies
as they may have significance in boundary lubrication. These include hexadecanoic acid, octadecanoic
acids, squalene, and cholesterol. [36] These proteins adsorb at the cobalt chromium surface to form
thin, discontinuous deposited films in vitro. Because increasing protein content increases film thickness
and can be directly correlated with femoral head wear, it seems likely that patient SF chemistry plays
an important role in lubrication [56]. The choice of the optimal implant bearing materials for a given
patient may, in future, be based on a better understanding of this individual SF chemistry.
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One of the themes throughout the small number of studies characterizing post arthroplasty
lubricants was the comparison with artificial joint simulator lubricants. Joint simulator studies have
been performed for decades but there are often large differences between labs in the properties of the
lubricants used to conduct the tests [42,57–59]. The conditions that these simulations are run under also
differ markedly from joint function in vivo including the volume and temperature of the fluids. Several
authors noted that artificial lubricant differs from post arthroplasty synovial fluid in many regards and
suggested ways that this could be improved. For example, supplementation of hyaluronic acid, and a
mixture of saturated and unsaturated phosphatidylcholine could lead to an artificial synovial fluid
with properties more similarly seen in vivo. Brandt et al. suggest the addition of hyaluronic acid and
phosphate-buffered saline to alpha-calf serum to be essential constituents in artificial lubricants [60].
Running the simulators with temperatures measured in vivo and for a longer duration could lead to
tribological conditions that more closely resemble what an artificial joint experiences in the body [40].

In addition, higher serum degradation and larger wear particles were observed with smaller fluid
volumes used for testing [61]. Despite the differences between in vitro and in vivo joint lubrication, the
overall success of joint replacement components shows that the fundamental requirements for clinical
use have been met.

5. Conclusions

There was a surprising lack of studies on implanted synovial tissue and the lubricating fluid it
produces, although that tissue presumably plays an important role in the tribology and success of joint
arthroplasty. The synovial lining tissue regenerates after implantation and produces a lubricating fluid
that is sufficient in volume and lubricating constituents to allow the majority of joint replacements
to function successfully, possibly for decades. The exact conditions for well-functioning implants
are unclear; however, preserving the integrity of the joint including the synovial lining and natural
lubricating fluid properties for joint arthroplasty may be key to successful implant survivorship.
Whether the degree of implant wear or if some cases of failure can be attributed to any synovial tissue
or lubricant deficiency are questions that remain to be answered and warrant future investigation.
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Abstract: As the gold standard material for artificial joints, ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene
(UHMWPE) generates wear debris when the material is used in arthroplasty applications. Due to
the adverse reactions of UHMWPE wear debris with surrounding tissues, the life time of UHMWPE
joints is often limited to 15–20 years. To improve the wear resistance and performance of the material,
various attempts have been made in the past decades. This paper reviews existing improvements
made to enhance its mechanical properties and wear resistance. They include using gamma irradiation
to promote the cross-linked structure and to improve the wear resistance, blending vitamin E to
protect the UHMWPE, filler incorporation to improve the mechanical and wear performance, and
surface texturing to improve the lubrication condition and to reduce wear. Limitations of existing
work and future studies are also identified.

Keywords: UHMWPE; wear resistance; mechanical properties; gamma irradiation; fillers;
surface engineering

1. Introduction

Artificial joints are designed for a partial or complete replacement of articular joints affected by a
degenerative disease known as osteoarthritis (OA). The estimated life span of a conventional artificial
knee joint (AKJ) is around 15 to 20 years [1], mainly determined by the mechanical properties and
wear resistance of the material used and the specific conditions of each patient [2]. Due to a continuous
increase in orthopaedic surgical procedures and the fact that more young people are suffering OA [3],
extending the lifespan of artificial joints is imperative and has become the most challenging issue in
the improvement of artificial joint performance.

The degradation of artificial joints (AJ) is caused by many factors. Since AJ operate under
sliding and rolling conditions [4], the surface degradation process is realised through specific wear
mechanisms such as abrasion, adhesion and fatigue [5]. An increase in the external load and/or the
surface roughness of the contact material(s) intensifies the wear process. The mechanical and physical
properties of the materials also play an important role in the degradation process. The interaction of
all these variables defines the tribological system of AJ and its degradation process.

The lifespan of AJ is closely linked to the wear resistance of its components. The wear of AJ affects
the performance of the joint by causing hazardous biologic reactions in the body due to micron and
sub-micron wear particles generated in the process [6]. Ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene
(UHMWPE) has been considered as the gold standard material used in arthroplasty applications [7],
especially for knee and hip artificial implant procedures. The UHMWPE, a component of polymer
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on metal (POM) joints, is a material subjected to severe material degradation and damage under
sliding conditions due to its relatively high ductility, and relatively low hardness, Young’s module and
stiffness [8]. Large UHMWPE particles are not easily ingested by cells, proteins and/or body fluids [9],
and, consequently, are less harmful than small sized wear debris. Small particles have a negative
impact on the biological body system, affecting the integrity of cells, proteins and/or body fluids [9].

To enhance the performance of UHMWPE in terms of reducing its wear rate and wear particle
generation, attempts have been made to improve the life span of the component. For example,
the Hymaler, a high crystalline UHMWPE (with 73.2%) was identified as a potential material for
arthroplasty application, since this material presents a high resistance to fatigue and creep propagation.
However, it is susceptible to oxidation related degradation, which affects its clinical performance.
This material was replaced by Maraton crosslinked UHMWPE [10] in 1997. Regarding to UHMWPE
composite, it also has been considered as a potential alternative to improve the wear performance
of AJ. The UHMWPE reinforced with carbon fibers (CFR-UHMWPE), named Poly II, was used in
orthopaedic implants in the 1970s. This composite was discontinued due to evidences on reduced
crack resistance, rupture of the fibers on the surface and other issues [11].

Existing works are based on the following findings. It is well recognised that the mechanical
properties of UHMWPE influence its load-bearing capacity [10]. Moreover, the wear resistance of an
articular cartilage (AC) is related to the efficiency of its lubrication system [11]. Even though UHMWPE
is considered to have a low friction during a sliding process, its low affinity between the synovial
fluid and the polyethylene surface limits the effectiveness of lubrication of the component [12]. That
low affinity is related to surface wettability which is described by the inclination of the fluid to cover
the surface. A material with a good wettability tends to form a tribofilm on the surface that has
the capability of carrying load and avoiding surface contact. An enhancement in the wettability of
UHMWPE can improve the lubrication conditions, which would be reflected on the wear resistance
performance [13]. The surface topographies of the material play an important role in the lubrication
system and affect the wear rate [14]. Furthermore, studying the histology and surface appearance of
degraded UHMWPE components are important to understand the most relevant wear mechanisms
that affect the component integrity.

To increase the life span of UHMWPE AJs, an improvement in the mechanical properties and/or
surface and lubrication conditions can be achieved by various means including modifying the polymer
structure, embedding filling materials to strengthen certain mechanical properties, and fabricating
designed surface patterns on the outermost surface to improve lubrication conditions. This paper
reviews reported studies on the improvement of the wear performance of UHMWPE composites for
arthroplasty applications.

2. Mechanical Properties and Manufacturing Process of UHMWPE

UHMWPE is a polymer with outstanding mechanical and physical properties, including good
wear and impact resistance, chemical inertness, lubricity and biocompatibility [15]. The mechanical and
physical properties are intrinsic properties of the material, which can be modified in a manufacturing
process. UHMWPE is widely used in industrial and clinical applications. Nowadays, around 2 million
UHMWPE artificial joints are implanted every year [16]. The requirements of UHMWPE used for
arthroplasty application are specified in ASTM standard F648 and ISO standard 5834-1. A raw material
of this specific polyethylene is produced by Ticona-Celanese in two different powder classifications
GUR1020 and GUR1050. They are classified according to their molecular weights, being around 3.5 ×
106 g/mol and 5.5–6.0 × 106 g/mol for GUR1020 and GUR1050, respectively [17].

Compression moulding and ram extrusion are the two widely performed manufacturing processes
to form bulk UHMWPE pieces [18]. The compression moulding was the first manufacturing process
used on UHMWPE powder in the 1950s and this manufacturing method is still being used by two
companies, Orthoplastics and MediTECH, who produce compression mould sheets of GUR 1020 and
1050. In contrast, the ram extrusion of UHMWPE has been used for over 30 years and this process
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is used by a few companies to turn GUR 1020 and 1050 into ram extruded UHMWPE. Using this
process, UHMWPE rods can be manufactured in a wide range of diameters, being the most commercial
products used for orthopaedic purpose from 20 to 80 mm in diameter [19]. Due to its high molecular
weight, the UHMWPE has a high viscosity even above the melt point, making this material complex to
be processed by conventional screw extrusion [20]. After a UHMWPE block is formed, it is machined
to an orthopaedic component.

Since the wear resistance is closely correlated to the mechanical properties, the UHMWPE
mechanical properties have been modified using different methods, including the employed
manufacturing processes. Kurtz [21] reported that the tensile yield and ultimate tensile properties did
not present significant differences between the polyethylene types and manufacturing processes, while
the elongation to failure was significantly different between the two processes and/or materials. The
differences in the mechanical properties are presented in Figure 1.

3. Improvements on the Wear Resistance of UHMWPE

Studies on the modification of UHMWPE have been performed in order to improve its wear
resistance and consequently its clinical performance. This section reviews a number of existing
modification techniques including crystallinity, cross-linking, adding antioxidants and reinforced
filling materials for enhancing mechanical properties, and surface engineering for improving its
wear resistance.

Figure 1. Mechanical properties of UHMWPE extruded and moulded. The data were taken from [21].

3.1. Crystallinity of UHMWPE

The mechanical and physical properties of UHMWPE are influenced by its crystallinity, which
is related to the atomic or molecular arrangement, conforming a specific crystal structure [22]. The
crystallinity of polymers is attributed to the specific arrangement of the molecular chains, forming
crystalline regions or crystalline lamellae which are chain-folded molecules. Polymers are not
totally crystalline and these lamellae are normally surrounded by random distributed molecules
with amorphous regions [23].

Since the mechanical and physical properties of UHMWPE are highly affected by its
microstructure and grade of crystallinity, it is expected that the wear performance can be improved by
altering the microstructural conditions. Karuppiah et al. [1] evaluated the influence of crystallinity on
the wear resistance of UHMWPE and reported that, with increasing the crystallinity, the friction force
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and the scratch depth tended to decrease. Their study suggested that the wear resistance increased
with the degree of crystallinity. Similar results were reported by Wang and Ge [24] through varying
mould pressures during the sample formation process. Furthermore, it was reported that the degree of
crystallinity can be increased by controlling the material formation pressure and temperature. Heating
the UHMWPE (with a molecular weight over 400,000) under high pressure followed by a posterior
cooling process induces the formation of the crystalline structure. Lamellae with a thickness less than
12 nm were formed [25]. It was also reported that by holding the temperature above the melting point
(around 110 ◦C) the chains of the polyethylene are able to fold and the crystalline lamellae is formed,
resulting in an increase in the crystallinity of the material [1].

The degree of crystallinity in the material is estimated using differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC) which determines the temperatures when the material experiences phase transitions such
as crystallization and melting point. The phase transitions are evidenced by peaks at a specific
temperature as shown in Figure 2 in [26]. The UHMWPE melting temperature is revealed by a sudden
increase of the heat at around 137 ◦C. The degree of crystallinity (ΔXc) of UHMWPE is calculated
based on the melting heat of crystallinity, ΔHm, which is the energy per unit mass required to melt
the lamellae in the material [26]. The crystalline regions can be detected using transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), which identifies the lamellae based on the white and gray contrast made with
uranyl acetate. In TEM images the lamellae are revealed as white lines with defined dark borders and
the amorphous region with grey contrast [16].

As stated before, the mechanical properties and the wear performances of UHMWPE are affected
by its microstructure. Being a semicrystalline material, the degree of crystallinity of UHMWPE was
estimated between 39% and 75% [17]. The lack of full crystallization imposes a limitation on its
mechanical property enhancement. It is also known that the crystallinity of polymers is affected by
temperature. It was found that, above 60 to 90 ◦C, small crystallites could be dissolved [16], which
might affect the mechanical performance at relatively low temperatures.

3.2. Cross-Linked UHMWPE Using Gamma Irradiation

Radiation crosslinking in UHMWPE was developed using high-dose radiation to reduce the ductility
of the polymer, to increase the hardness and to improve the wear resistance of UHMWPE [27,28]. Gamma
radiation and electron beam (e-beam) radiation are commonly used as an ionizing radiation source
to generate free radicals on the polymer. The recombination of some free radicals form the crosslinks,
which reduce the chain stretch of the material, and consequently, the plastic deformation is significantly
reduced. The wear resistance is increased with the radiation dose, as can be seen in Figure 2. However,
a high radiation dose accelerates the oxidation, which increases the failure of the material [29]. This is
because excessive free radicals migrate to the interface (crystalline/amorphous) and react with diffused
oxygen, causing oxidation and brittleness. The oxidation increases the wear rate, and consequently, the
rate of particulate wear of the orthopaedic component [20]. Green et al. [30] stated that even though
crosslinking can reduce the wear volume, particles released from an irradiated UHMWPE can be more
biologically active and smaller than the particles from a non-irradiated one. These small particles increase
the probability of osteolysis.

There are different alternatives to quench the free radicals and avoid oxidation. One approach is
a thermal treatment after irradiation. It is stated that heating the material below the melt point can
preserve the crystallinity and mechanical properties, but it does not completely eliminate the excess
of free radicals [25]. In contrast, by heating the polymer to above the melting point, the crystalline
regions are eliminated and the free radicals present good mobility. This combined effect improves the
oxidative stability of the irradiated UHMWPE but reducing its crystallinity [31].

Electron beam (e-beam) and gamma irradiation produce similar reactions in the polymeric
chains. In comparison to gamma irradiation, the penetration of the e-beam radiation is limited.
However, since the e-beam irradiation process is considered adiabatic, it allows a major control of the
temperature increase during the irradiation [31]. Both techniques are used for the irradiation treatment
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of commercially available UHMWPE for clinical use. Table 1 shows the irradiation processes of some
trademarks and their corresponding mechanical properties.

Even when irradiated UHMWPE presents a significant improvement on the wear resistance, the
susceptibility to oxidation due to free radicals is a concern. The thermal treatment after the irradiation
process can increase the oxidation stability of UHMWPE but oxidation is not completely controlled.
An additional and widely used alternative to reduce the free radicals after irradiation is blending
Vitamin-E with the UHMWPE, which will be reviewed in the next section.

Figure 2. Variation of the wear rates of UHMWPE with different gamma radiation doses (1Mrad = 10
kGy). The data were taken from McKellop et al. [32].

3.3. Vitamin-E-Stabilised UHMWPE

As stated in the previous section, the crosslinking process induces the formation of free
radicals in the crystalline phase, making the material susceptible to oxidation. These residual free
radicals can migrate to the crystalline/amorphous interface and cause oxidation and reduction of
UHMWPE elongation at break, tensile strength, fracture toughness and fatigue crack propagation
resistance [33–38]. Therefore, to improve the oxidation resistance and the mechanical and fatigue
strengths of cross-linked UHMWPE, antioxidant vitamin E is used to stabilise the radiation-induced
free radicals [39–42]. The main role of vitamin E is to react with free radicals and protect the
UHMWPE [39,43].

Table 1. Irradiation techniques employed on commercially available UHMWPE for clinical use and
comparison between mechanical properties and the irradiation processes using GUR 1050 [31].

Commercial Names
Irradiation
Technique

Irradiation
Temp

Total
Radiation

Dose (kGy)

Post-Irradiation
Thermal

Treatment

Yield
Strength

(Mpa) (±SD)

Ultimate Tensile
Strength (Mpa)

(±SD)

True
Elongation to

Break (%)

UHMWPE unirradiated - - - - 21 50 340
Longevity a

(Zimmer) b E-beam
40 ◦C 100 Melted 21 ± 1.0 43 ± 9.8 240 ± 35

Durasul (Zimmer) 125 ◦C 95 Melted 20 ± 0.7 30 ± 7.1 280 ± 74
Crossfire (Stryker

Howmedica)
Gamma

RT 105 130 ◦C 24 ± 1.3 48 ± 7.2 280 ± 37

Marathon (DePuy/J and J) RT 50 Melted 21 ± 1.5 56 ± 5.7 290 ± 14
XLPE (Smith & Nephew) RT 100 Melted 20 ± 1.3 56 ± 7.1 300 ± 20

RT = Room Temperature; a = trademark; b = Manufacturer.
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3.3.1. Methods of Vitamin E Blending

Vitamin E can be incorporated into UHMWPE using two methods. The first method is diffusing
vitamin E into UHMWPE after radiation crosslinking [44,45]. This method incorporates vitamin E
into UHMWPE using a two-step process. The first step is post-radiation doping with vitamin E,
and the second step is a further homogenization into inert atmosphere [44,45]. The homogenization
step is necessary since it can achieve an adequate antioxidant concentration throughout the implants.
Using this method, the crosslinking efficiency of UHMWPE is not limited because vitamin E is not
incorporated during irradiation. Furthermore, the amount of incorporated vitamin E is not affected
by the crosslink density. Due to the saturation limit of the vitamin E blended UHMWPE at body
temperature, the vitamin E concentration is approximately 0.7 wt% [46]. However, the UHMWPE
has a risk of oxidation during irradiation and in storage until vitamin E is incorporated. The vitamin
E-stabilised cross-linked UHMWPE, which is produced using this method, has been clinically used
since 2007 [44,45,47–49].

The second method is blending a liquid antioxidant into the UHMWPE resin powder before the
mixture consolidates into a near-implant form and radiation crosslinking is performed [39,50–52].
This method is easier and takes shorter time to obtain uniform vitamin E concentration throughout
the implant compared with the first method [53]. However, the presence of vitamin E during the
irradiation process reduces the efficiency of UHMWPE crosslinking, because vitamin E itself can act as
a free radical scavenger [52]. Therefore, the concentration of vitamin E and the radiation dose must be
optimized to achieve a good wear and oxidation resistance. The vitamin E concentration in the blend
is limited to less than 0.3 wt% [54], and the radiation dose of the commercialized vitamin E-containing
acetabular cup is normally less than 100 kGy.

More recently, some studies showed that the mechanical strength and fatigue resistance of
vitamin E-stabilised UHMWPE can be further improved by some additional treatments. The further
improvement of the wear resistance of vitamin E-stabilised irradiated UHMWPE was achieved by
spatially manipulating the vitamin E concentration throughout the implant and limiting cross-linking
to the surface [54–56]. Furthermore, the vitamin E-stabilised UHMWPE showed improved tensile and
impact toughness and a good wear and oxidation resistance by high temperature melting after the
introduction of vitamin E into UHMWPE [53].

3.3.2. Effect of Vitamin E on Tribological and Mechanical Properties of UHMWPE

Compared with conventional UHWMPE, vitamin E-stabilised UHMWPE has the ability to provide
an improved tribological property [28]. Wear test results indicated that the wear rates of vitamin
E-stabilised UHMWPE in clean serum and in serum with third-body particles had a 4-fold to 10-fold
decrease from that of conventional UHMWPE [25]. The wear behaviour between vitamin E-stabilised
UHMWPE and conventional UHMWPE using a knee joint simulator was compared, and the results
indicated that vitamin E-stabilised UHMWPE had a consistently lower wear volume than that of the
non-treated material [57]. It was believed vitamin E addition could prevent delamination caused by
oxidation and fatigue, and therefore, significantly influence the life-span of the UHMWPE component.

The mechanical properties of vitamin E-stabilised UHMWPE are affected by vitamin E
concentrations. The mechanical properties of vitamin E-stabilised UHMWPE are insensitive to the
introduction of vitamin E up to the concentration of 0.4 wt% [51,52]. When vitamin E concentration
is in a range of 0.01–0.05 wt%, vitamin E has a negligible effect on the mechanical properties of
unsterilized and gamma sterilized UHMWPE [51]. Furthermore, for vitamin E concentration of 0 wt%,
0.1 wt%, 0.2 wt% and 0.4 wt%, the elastic modulus, elongation, tensile, and impact strength have no
significant difference for both virgin and gamma sterilized UHMWPE [58]. However, for the 0.8 wt%
vitamin E stabilised material, the elastic modulus and tensile strength were 20% lower than that of the
virgin and gamma sterilized UHMWPE, while the elongation and impact strength remained at the
baseline values [58]. To sum up, the previous studies [51,52,58] showed that vitamin E alone with up
to 0.4 wt% concentration have a marginal effect on the mechanical properties of UHMWPE. However,
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some studies [44,57,59] suggested that vitamin E-stabilised UHMWPE has a significantly higher
tensile strength, yield strength, elongation at break and fatigue resistance, especially at concentrations
exceeding 0.1 wt% [59]. More detailed information on the mechanical properties of vitamin E-stabilised
UHMWPE is shown in Table 2. Further studies on an optimal dose or an optimal dose range and better
understanding of the mechanisms of the property improvement are needed.

3.3.3. Limitations and Challenges

Although vitamin E is an effective free radical scavenger, it impacts the crosslinking efficiency.
Crosslinking radiation dose is an essential factor to the wear resistance. The introduction of vitamin
E-stabilised material without any other changes in radiation exposure could result in a lower
crosslinking density and has a potential trade off in wear resistance [40]. Therefore, it is a challenging
work for orthopaedic implant researchers and manufacturers to optimise and determine an appropriate
vitamin E concentration and radiation dose to achieve a good wear resistance.

3.4. Fillers (CNFs, CNTs, Graphene and Hard Particles)

A wide range of fillers are used to enhance the mechanical and lubrication properties of UHMWPE.
Table 3 gives an overview of the commonly used filler materials and their effects on the mechanical
properties and the wear performance. Details of the filler materials and their existing studies will be
presented in the following sub-sections.

Table 2. The mechanical properties of vitamin E-stabilised UHMWPEs.

Resin
VE

Concentration
(wt%)

Tensile
Strength

Increase (%)

Strain
Break

Increase
(%)

Yield
Strength
Increase

(%)

Impact
Strength
Increase

(%)

Elastic
Modulus
Increase

(%)

Elongation
Increase

(%)

Fatigue
Strength
Increase

(%)

Ref

UHMWPE
GUR 1020
and 1050

0.01–0.05 No significant
change

No
significant

change
- - - - - [51]

UHMWPE
GUR 1020 0.1–0.4 No significant

change - -
No

significant
change

No
significant

change

No
significant

change
- [58]

UHMWPE
GUR 1020 0.8 −20 - -

No
significant

change
−20

No
significant

change
- [58]

UHMWPE
GUR 1050 - - - - - - - 58 [60]

UHMWPE
GUR 1050 0.1–0.3 51 - 19 - - −19 - [52]

UHMWPE
GUR 1050 - 36 - 4 - - 32 35 [25]

UHMWPE 0.1–0.3 - - - - - - 10–20 [59]

3.4.1. Carbon Nanofibres (CNFs)

Owing to the intrinsic properties and cytocompatibility of carbon nanofibres (CNF), incorporation
of CNF to improve the mechanical and wear properties of UHMWPE receives increasing attention [61].
Studies on the mechanical properties of CNF reinforced polyethylene revealed that the material’s
yield stress, tensile modulus and hardness increased by the addition of a certain amount of CNFs.
For example, it was reported that incorporation of 5 wt% CNFs resulted in an approximately 25%
increase in the tensile modulus, while increasing the CNF content to 10 wt% led to a slightly additional
benefit [62]. Similar trends were also observed for the hardness of CNF reinforced UHMWPE
material [62]. The addition of the carbon nano-fibres results in an approximately linear increase
in hardness. In addition, presence of the nano-fibre in the 10 wt% samples leads to an additional
benefit in terms of a further increase in the hardness. The mechanical properties of CNF reinforced
polyethylene are sensitive to the CNF concentration. In Sui’s work [26], 0.5 wt%, 1.0 wt%, and 3.0 wt%
CNF were added into UHMWPE. The tensile strength and tensile modulus of the UHMWPEs increased
with the addition of CNFs, while a decrease appeared at 3 wt% content.
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The presence of dispersed carbon nanofibres also can lead to a significantly improvement of
wear performance of UHMWPE material. With the addition of 0.5–3 wt% CNFs, the wear rate of
UHMWPEs decreased 56%–58% [26,60,63]. However, it was found that nanofiber agglomeration offset
this enhancement. In Xu’s study, the addition of 0.5 wt% CNF resulted in an improved wear resistance,
while a higher level CNF addition (3 wt%) resulted in a higher wear rate [64]. A similar trend was
found in Galetz’s study [62], in which with 5 wt% CNF, the nanocomposite showed a highly improved
wear rate compared to the pure UHMWPE. Compared with 5 wt% CNF-reinforced UHMWPE, the
wear rate increased at the presence of a larger CNF concentration (10 wt%).

Table 3. Popularly used fillers and their effects on the mechanical properties and/or wear performance
of UHMWPE.

Fillers Percentage of Inclusion Improved Properties Reduction in Wear Rate

Carbon nanofibers (CNF)
[26,58,59,62,65] 0.5%–5% Tensile strength 56%–58%

Carbon nanotube (CNTs)
[66,69] 0.1%–5%

Tensile strength
Young’s modulus

Toughness
26%–86%

Graphene [70,75] 0.1%–1.0%

Lubrication, tensile
strength

Yield strength
Reducing friction

coefficient

2.5–4.5 times (depending
on load)

Hard particles [76,79] 10%–20% Bearing loading capacity 36%–60%

3.4.2. Carbon Nanotube (CNTs)

The introduction of carbon nanotubes (CNT) is a recent development that will likely make a new
generation of advanced implant material possible. CNTs possess high strength, a high aspect ratio,
and excellent thermal and electrical conductivity [80]. They can enhance the mechanical performance
and wear resistance of UHMWPE, promote bone growth and act as an antioxidant.

Experimental investigations on the mechanical properties of CNT reinforced polyethylene
indicated that the tensile strength, Young’s modulus and toughness of the material increased by
the addition of a certain amount of CNTs [72,81]. In previous studies [81–84], with the addition of
0.1–5 wt% CNTs, the tensile strength and Young’s modulus of reinforced UHMWPE increased 8%–38%
and 5%–100%, respectively. An improvement in the UHMWPE toughness was also reported with the
addiction of 1 wt% CNTs [68].

In addition to the improved mechanical properties, CNT-reinforced UHMWPE has gained
intensive interest because of their good wear resistance. By the incorporation of 0.1–4 wt% CNTs,
the wear rate of UHMWPEs decreased 26%–86% [69,80,81,83,85]. However, the wear performance of
CNT-reinforced UHMWPE is sensitive to CNT concentrations and types. The friction coefficient of pure
UHMWPE is approximately 0.05, while the friction coefficient increased slowly as CNTs were added
from 0.1 to 0.5 wt% [80]. The weight loss of CNT-reinforced UHMWP was found to decrease with
the increasing amount of CNT addition [80]. Furthermore, in Liu’s study [86], 0.45 wt% multi-walled
carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs), 0.1 wt% granular form carbon nanotubes and 0.5 wt% single-walled
carbon nanotubes were blended into UHMWPE. The wear rates of these three types of CNT reinforced
UHMWPEs were slightly higher than that of pure UHMWPE material.

Martinez-Morales et al. [87] reported that MWCNTs improve the oxidative resistance of the
composite (MWCNT/UHMWPE) and some in vitro studies showed that bone cells could grow along
CNTs [88]. It is an exciting prospect for acetabular sockets as the structured surface of CNTs composite
could potentially encourage new bone growth on the outer surface of the prosthesis so that the bond
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between natural bone and prosthesis will be strengthened. Last but not least, CNTs can improve the
antioxidant ability in the polymer matrix because of their radical accepting capacity [73].

3.4.3. Graphene

The outstanding mechanical and physical properties of graphene make this material a candidate
to be used in UHMWPE composite as a component of AJs. This two-dimensional (2D) material has
excellent mechanical properties, such as the Young modulus (0.5–1 Tpa), tensile strength (~130 Gpa) and
high thermal and electrical conductivity (~4.84 × 103 W/mk and 7600 S/m, respectively) [70,74]. These
outstanding properties made this material suitable for different applications, including computing, nano
and micro-electronical systems, and biomedical fields.

Graphene is produced using different methods. The graphene nanoplatelet (GNP) is obtained by
the electrostatic spraying technique. The graphene oxide (GO) is obtained by treating the graphite with
a strong oxidazer [71], resulting in a compound of carbon, oxygen and hydrogen. The reduced oxide
graphene (RGO) is a result from chemical exfoliation of graphene [75]. The properties of graphene are
affected by the employed method of acquisition.

Graphene has been added as a filling material in UHMWPE composite to improve the wear
resistance of the UHMWPE component used for artificial implants. Previous studies have shown an
improvement in the wear resistance of this component with an increase in the graphene content [72].
Lahiri et al. [77] evaluated the evolution of the wear resistance at the nano-scale by scratching the
UHMWPE-GNP composite at different GNP concentrations (0.1, 0.5, and 1.0 wt%) and using three
different loads (100, 200 and 300 μN). The authors noticed that the wear resistance of the material
improve by 4.5 times with a 1 wt% GNP, compared with the pure UHMWPE. The coefficient of friction
(COF) did not report a significant increase for a higher GNP content, which may be associated to the
released graphene on the scratch, lubricating the path and reducing the COF.

3.4.4. Hard Particles

In addition to CNFs and CNTs, particle reinforcements using other hard particles were reported to
be a very promising method for an improvement in the wear performance of UHMWPE [78,79,89–91].
By means of incorporating Ti particles [89], Zirconium particles [78], Pt-Zr quasicrystal [79], natural
coral particles [90], and quartz [91] into UHMWPE, the wear rates of the particle-reinforced UHMWPEs
reduced from 36% to 60%. The mechanism of this improvement is that these hard particles can
effectively take bearing load to protect the polymer matrix and thus improve the wear resistance of
UHMWPE. However, the worn off hard particles might also act as a third body in the tribological
system to accelerate the wear rate [92].

3.4.5. Limitations and Challenges

The effective use of carbon nanofillers in UHMWPE depends upon its homogeneous dispersion
throughout the polymer matrix. Due to the complexity of UHMWPE material, the incorporation of
CNF or CNT into UHMWPE is greatly complicated by the extremely high viscosity of the polymer
matrix. The agglomerations of carbon nanofillers with a size of several tens of microns could act as
localized stress concentration points [62]. These weak points could be removed from the bulk material
in a wear process, resulting in wear particles. The wear debris could act as a third body between the
interfaces and accelerate the material degradation process.

The mechanical properties of hard particles, such as hardness, size and concentration, are essential
factors to the wear performance of particle-reinforced UHMWPE. Further study is necessary to
determine an optimal particle type, particle size and concentration to minimise or eliminate the
side effects of the incorporated particles on the wear performance of UHMWPE material. It is also
important to study the interaction of wear debris generated from the particle reinforced UHMWPE
with surrounding tissues to evaluate and eliminate possible inflammatory reactions, which may
cause osteolysis.
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In summary, the key challenges of carbon nanofiller reinforced UHMNWPE for tribological
application is the determination of type of carbon nanofiller, the optimisation of carbon nanofiller
concentration, and the improvement of blending techniques. Furthermore, knowledge in the public
domain about carbon nanofillers reinforced UHMWPE for orthopaedic prostheses remains in its
infancy. Additional research is needed to comprehensively study the tribological properties and to
warrant its biocompatibility.

3.5. Surface Modification of UHMWPE

When used to replace damaged or diseased joints, UHMWPE made joints interact with many
different components such as hard bone, soft tissue, blood, and synovial fluid. Similar to other
biomaterials, whose functionality is significantly influenced by the surface characteristics, the surface
structures and textures of UHMWPE determine its biocompatibility, physicochemical surface properties
(e.g., wettability, surface energy), mechanical properties (e.g., toughness and load-carrying capacity)
and tribological performance. A large amount of studies were carried out on surface modification of
UHMWPE to improve the function and lifetime of the artificial joints. This section reviews commonly
used surface modification methods, in particular, surface texturing techniques for an improvement in
the mechanical properties and wear resistance of UHMWPE materials.

3.5.1. Surface Coating

Coating techniques involve depositing a thin film on the base material or promoting the
cross-linking reaction by changing the properties of the outmost surface which is reviewed in
Section 3.2. They are used popularly to enhance the performance of biomaterials. A range of
properties can be improved including osteoinductive properties [93], hydrophilicity [94], mechanical
and biological properties [95,96], surface properties (e.g., surface free energy) [97], and biotribological
properties [94]. Surface coating by adding materials on the top surface will be briefly reviewed in the
next paragraph.

Commonly applied coating techniques include plasma-surface modification using plasma
spraying, implantation or deposition techniques [98] to enhance the surface properties such as wear
resistance, and hardness. In the process, often a thin layer of a hard metallic material is added on the
bulk material to improve its properties. More recently, nylon coating [95] on UHMWPE was reported
to achieve lower cytotoxicity, less wear debris-induced osteolysis, and superior mechanical properties
compared to neat UHMWPE. Zirconium carbon nitrides (ZrCxN1–x) coatings with embedded silver
nanoparticles [94] were used as a surface modification option for multifunctional purposes including
antimicrobial effect, corrosion resistance and maintaining or even improving their mechanical and
tribological performance. Hydrogenated diamond like carbon (DLCH) coating has been also tested on
UHMWPE with a good performance on the wear resistance, hardness and biocompatibility [99]. Two
groups of samples were tested at a sliding velocity of 0.05 m/s and a load of 5.23 N. The study reported
a wear rate reduction of approximately 30% when the samples were surface coated with a thin layer
(<20 nm) of DLCH. Nowadays, with the advancement of nanotechnology, nano-materials such as nano
carbon tubes [96], have been used as a coating material to further improve the performance of the
coating techniques.

3.5.2. Ion Beam Surface Modification

Ion implantation is used to generate UHMWPE surface layers that are integrated with the substrate
and have a specified structure or composition. The ion-beam texturing process can be performed
to produce either a square or a round pattern using an electron formed screen mesh mask to the
surface. Compared with other coating methods, the advantages of ion beam surface modification
are that this technique avoids the risk of delamination and that the process is extremely controllable
and reproducible [100]. Improvement of the tribological behaviour, as well as the surface mechanical
properties of polymeric materials, was reported in [101] and surface wear reduction was found on
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UHMWPE by using nitrogen ion implantation [102,103]. It is believed that this surface modification
method has hardening and stiffening effects. It can also increase the wettability of the surface. Dong
et al. reported a wear rate reduction from 1 × 10−8 mm3N−1m−1 for the untreated samples to 0.1
× 10−8mm3N−1m−1 for the PI3 treated ones [12]. Traditional ion implantation technique involves
line-of-sight processing and thus is not suitable for the treatment of bone implants with a complex shape
and curved surface [104]. To overcome the limitation, plasma immersion ion implantation is used for
improvement of the surface mechanical properties, biocompatibility, bioactivity, antibacterial activity
and the wear performance of biomaterials. Nitrogen, oxygen and hydrogen implanted UHMWPE
showed better wear resistance than those untreated [105,106].

3.5.3. Photolithography and Nanoimprint Lithography

Photolithgraphy makes surface patterns with a mask. The process involves coating, etching and
transferring a photo-resist layer to the surface of a bulk material whose surface properties need to be
improved [103]. In the study conducted in [107], photolithograpy was used to generate dimples with a
diameter of 50 μm, a depth of 15 μm and the area density in a range of 5% to 40% on both stainless
steel and UHMWPE surfaces. The study found that having dimples on the UHMWPE surface was
more effective for friction reduction than on a stainless steel surface. At high load (700 N), only the
patterned UHMWPE surface could effectively reduce friction.

With advances in 3D and nano technology, nanoimprint lithograph (NIL) has become a versatile
technique to produce nano-patterns on the surface of UHMWPE. The technique has many attractive
features including nano-scale resolution, high throughput, high controllability of 3D nanostructures,
low cost, and ability of generating patterns over a large area [100]. NIL can generate features with a few
nano-metre resolution on either flat or nonflat surfaces. It is used to improve the tribological properties
of the surface of UHMWPE. In the study conducted in [108], the patterned UHMWPE surface had a
reduction in the friction coefficient between 8% and 35% in comparison to the non-patterned surface
when tested under a dry sliding condition and with normal load in a range of 60 to 200 mN.

3.5.4. Laser Surface Texturing

Texturing or surface engineering refers to the physical modification of the surface morphology,
and is now accepted as an effective and feasible technique for friction reduction and improvement of
wear resistance. Due to the interaction of two moving surfaces occurring at various scales from macro
to nano scale [109], research on surface texturing at the micro- and nano-metre scale has recently been
carried out with the majority of existing studies being in the micron scale.

Commonly used surface texturing techniques for UHMWPE are electrical discharge etching [110]
and laser surface engineering [111]. Laser micro-machining is now widely used to modify the 3D
surface textures of UHMWPE at both micro- and submicro-metre scales. This technique becomes a
good alternative to a standard photolithographic process because it is rapid and clean [111]. Using
experimental and/or simulation methods existing studies investigated the effects of dimple size, depth
and area density on the friction and wear properties of UHMWPE and its counterpart.

One common outcome is that the micro-texture increases the loading-carrying capacity and the
thickness of the joint lubricant film, resulting in a reduction in friction and wear [110,112–115]. Load
effects were studied in [107,113] when dimple diameter was around 40–50 μm. It was found that under
a light load (17–100 N), surface textures on either UHMWPE or its steel counterpart reduced friction.
At high load (e.g., 700 N in [107]), it was reported that only the textures on the UHMWPE surface
could effectively reduce friction. Wang et al. [115] investigated the area ratio effects and found that an
area ratio in a range of 20%–40% was ideal to maximise the total hydrodynamic pressure between the
two moving surfaces. They also found that when dimples were fabricated on the surface of steel and
at a light load, the area density of 5%–15% was effective for friction reduction. If the dimples were
textured on the UHMWPE surface, the area density of 30% improved both friction and wear resistance
under a water lubricated condition and at a relative high load. It is believed that by applying surface
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textures on either UHMWPE or steel surface, abrasive wear is reduced by improving the lubrication
condition through storing wear particles and lubricant in dimples [110] and by reduction of frictional
heating of the sliding surfaces [114].

3.5.5. Limitations and Challenges

Possibly due to the capability of current laser technology, only micro-sized dimples were fabricated
on UHMWPE surfaces and their effects were investigated in existing studies. Other patterns, such as
square, ellipse, need to be fabricated and examined to find an optimal surface texture for friction and
wear reduction. Furthermore, nano-scale surface textures were reported to provide low friction and
wear properties [108] and need to be studied further.

Modifying surface texture to improve the wear performance and life span of the material is a
challenging and debatable topic. Although some encouraging outcomes have been achieved in the
past as reviewed above, its long term effect needs further investigations. For example, Kelly et al. [116]
evaluated the wear damage of the tibiofemoral articular surface and the mobile-bearing surface (refer
to Figure 2A–D of [116]). It was reported that the UHMWPE components became degraded in a relative
short time (three years) and the most predominant damages modes were scratching, burnishing and
pitting. The scratches, in particular, were believed to be made by a third body wear caused by particles
from surgery or particles of the bone cement. Due to the presence of wear debris generated in the
wear process and other particles, the wear process and mechanism are often evolved with the surface
texture. The initially designed surface morphologies can be modified in the wear process. The long
term, practical effect of the surface modification approaches requires further studies.

4. Conclusions

The ability to replace diseased or traumatised natural joints with artificial prostheses in order
to alleviate pain and disability has been one of the major successes in engineering and medicine
over the last 50 years. Although UHMWPE has been used as the most popular artificial replacement
material in clinical applications for five decades, continuous research has been conducted to improve
the performance of the material so its service life can be further extended. This paper has reviewed
reported methods for improving the mechanical properties through creating a cross-linked structure,
using an irradiation process with and without vitamin E, and by adding micron or nano-particles.
Surface engineering techniques for the improvement of the lubrication conditions are also reviewed.
Existing studies have demonstrated that cross-linked UHMWPE by gamma radiation is an effective
way to significantly improve the wear resistance of the material from a wear rate of about 20 mm3

per million cycles of untreated material to close to a zero wear rate for gamma radiated to 280
kGy. Including fillers can also improve the mechanical properties and wear resistance. However,
the reported improvement varies from 25% to 86% depending on different filler materials, their
concentrations and/or directions. Similarly, according to the reported results, surface modifications
can improve the wear resistance from 30% for the surface coating of diamond like carbon to 90% using
ion beam surface modification method. As wear is a material removal process, the long term effect
of the surface texture modification methods need to be further studied. With advances in modern
technology, it is anticipated that multi-approaches will be developed and used to improve the chain
structure, to further strengthen the mechanical properties and to improve the lubrication condition
simultaneously in future studies.
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Abstract: Electron beam crosslinked ultra high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) 32 mm
cups with cobalt alloy femoral heads were compared with gamma-irradiation sterilized 26 mm cups
and zirconia ceramic heads in a hip wear simulator. The testing was performed for a total of ten
million cycles with frequent stops for cleaning and measurement of mass losses due to wear. The
results showed that the ceramic on UHMWPE bearing design exhibited higher early wear than the
metal on highly crosslinked samples. Once a steady state wear rate was reached, the wear rates of the
two types of hip bearing systems were similar with the ceramic on UHMPWE samples continuing to
show a slightly higher rate of wear than the highly crosslinked samples. The wear rates of each of the
tested systems appear to be consistent with the expectations for low rates of wear in improved hip
replacement systems.

Keywords: UHMWPE; wear simulation; alternative bearings; hip prosthesis

1. Introduction

The wear of ultra high molecular weight polyethylene acetabular cups after total hip replacement
surgery has been an issue of concern and study for many years [1–6]. After the discovery of high rates
of wear of some polyethylene components in some patients, efforts began to try to improve the wear
rates through design changes, polymer modification [7–11], or materials substitution [12–14]. Changes
included the use of ceramic femoral head components to reduce wear, modification of the processing,
packaging, and sterilization parameters of the acetabular cups, varying the molecular weight of the
polyethylene or changing the additives, and modification of the polyethylene material itself.

In attempts to improve the wear resistance of the femoral head and acetabular cup bearing couple,
attention has focused on both sides of the interface. Changes have been made to reduce wear of
titanium alloy heads by modifying the surface [12,13] so that it would not be necessary to utilize cobalt
heads on titanium alloy femoral stems. It has been suggested that the nature of the femoral head
might affect the wear of the polyethylene so a change to ceramic heads [15–24] was tested and has
been instituted in many marketed devices. The use of ceramic-on-ceramic, in which both component
materials are replaced by ceramic has also been tested and utilized in surgery [25–28] for several years.
Metal-on-metal articulations initially had been used in the 1960s and 1970s [29,30] and have recently
become attractive again as a possible solution to wear problems [22,31–38].

This preliminary screening study compares the wear properties of an electron beam
crosslinked ultra high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) when bearing against a 32 mm
cobalt/chromium alloy femoral head with the properties of a gamma-irradiation-sterilized UHMWPE
utilizing a 26 mm ceramic head. Previous clinical studies have shown that head size had an effect
on wear rates of gamma-irradiation-sterilized UHMWPE [39,40] with larger heads exhibiting greater
linear and volumetric wear rates. However, larger femoral heads have been advocated to reduce
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dislocation [41,42] and improve the range of motion and stability [41,43,44] of total hip replacements.
Research has shown that the crosslinking of UHMWPE will reduce the wear rates in both laboratory
testing [45–49] and in clinical experience [46,50–53]. It has been suggested that the detrimental effect of
head size on wear rates may not exist for highly crosslinked UHMWPE [54,55], which may allow for
the use of larger femoral heads to achieve the potential benefits. Finite element analysis modelling the
predicted stresses in conventional and highly crosslinked polyethylene and Fuji film pressure analysis
suggested that the stresses in highly crosslinked UHMWPE with large head sizes might be less than
for 28 mm conventional polyethylene [56]. A clinical evaluation [57], with the crosslinked UHMWPE
that is a part of this study, suggests that larger head sizes do produce increased wear volume over
smaller heads, meaning that the use of crosslinked polyethylene, while it may reduce the wear rates
over non-crosslinked material, still may suffer from the effect of increasing head size. Another clinical
study showed that a wear increase due to increased head size did not appear to be significant [58].

The use of ceramic femoral heads has been suggested as a way to reduce the wear of the UHMWPE
acetabular components [59,60]. Laboratory studies [15,23,61] and clinical studies [15,20,22,62] showing
a wear rate improvement conflict with other clinical reports [63–65] suggesting no apparent difference.
Recently, a matched pair analysis was reported comparing 28 mm ceramic heads with the same size
metal heads [66], bearing on conventional UHMWPE and found a significant reduction in wear rate at
an average of 17 years post implantation, when ceramic heads were used.

The sponsor of this study had requested the comparison of two different designs of hip
replacements that he was considering using in his practice. The designs tested were the two specific
designs for which he wished to compare the wear properties. The larger head and crosslinked
polyethylene were available for the metal on polyethylene device and might offer advantages in
reducing hip dislocation. One design utilized a large head bearing against a polyethylene that was
claimed to have improved wear properties due to a crosslinking process. The other design contained a
more conventional smaller head and no specific processing to enhance wear properties but the head
was manufactured from a ceramic material, presumably conferring improved wear characteristics to
the bearing pair.

In addition to the differences in bearing materials of the two different device designs which were
tested, the head sizes were different as well. The head size for the ceramic heads was 26 mm, while
that for the cobalt alloy heads was 32 mm. For one of the devices, research had shown that there might
be no significant difference in the clinical wear rate for the Longevity® device when 26 mm heads
were compared to 32 mm heads, although there was a trend towards a higher wear rate for the larger
head [58]. For the ceramic on polyethylene, no specific study has compared the effects of head size on
wear rates, although a study has been reported in which 22.25, 26, and 28 mm alumina ceramic heads
from the same manufacturer were compared in a hip simulator study [40]. This study showed increases
in the wear rate when head size was increased and also reviewed published literature showing that
other researchers had reported studies in which larger heads had lower wear, smaller heads showed
lower wear, or the wear rates were equivalent.

2. Materials and Methods

The devices tested were either 32 mm Co/Cr femoral heads bearing upon Zimmer® Longevity®

polyethylene cups [67] or 26 mm Kyocera® Zirconia heads bearing upon Kyocera polyethylene cups.
The 26 mm cups were manufactured from GUR 1020 resin and sterilized by gamma irradiation (4.5
MRad). The 32 mm cups were prepared and crosslinked according to a proprietary process said
to reduce the wear rate between 88% and 98% over non-crosslinked polyethylene. (“Longevity™
Crosslinked Polyethylene”, Zimmer Informational Brochure).

Three of each type of cup was tested in wear and one of each type was subjected to loading, but
not movement. The polyethylene cups that were subjected loading only served as soak controls in an
effort to correct for the effects of fluid uptake on weight changes of the cups. The cups were mounted
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in a heat-softenable polyurethane resin using extra cups to avoid subjecting the test cups to the 80 ◦C
temperatures required to cure the polyurethane.

Testing was conducted on an MTS® eight-station hip simulator, which has been customized to
add load, torque, and displacement transducers on all eight stations. This simulator is of the type
frequently called “Orbital Bearing”, which is the subject of ISO standard ISO 14242-3 [68]. The wear
path described is the same for every loading cycle and attempts to mimic part of the normal motion
of a hip in use. The devices were mounted with the head and fixture on the bottom and the cup on
top (anatomic position). A Paul loading curve with a maximum load of 3000 N was used and loading
synchronized with the rotation of the devices so that the same load was placed upon the same area of
the cup during each cycle. The lubricant for each station was 50% bovine calf serum (Hyclone) diluted
with deionized water and to which was added 20 mM Disodium EDTA Dihydrate. The EDTA was
added to the deionized water and thoroughly mixed. The water/EDTA solution was filtered through
0.2 μm filter disks before being mixed with the serum.

While it was not possible to measure interface friction in these samples directly, torsional load
cells were mounted on each testing station and the maximum and minimum torque measured for
each sample was recorded over a total of approximately 10 cycles, periodically during testing. The
difference between the highest and lowest torque was calculated and expressed as the total torsional
excursion during the loading pattern applied.

Testing was conducted to a total of ten million cycles at a rate of one cycle per second
(approximately 86,000 cycles per day). Measurement of weight loss during the study was conducted
at every 500,000 cycles. The test was stopped and the serum removed and stored. At each cleaning
interval, the cups were dismounted from the fixturing, thoroughly cleaned in accordance with internal
laboratory protocols and ASTM F1714 [69], dried, and then weighed three times in a round-robin
fashion to determine the weight changes which had occurred. Weight loss values were corrected for
fluid uptake based upon changes in weight of the loaded soak control cups. A balance readable to 0.01
mg was used for all weighings. This method of characterizing losses due to wear is very reproducible
and is consistent with the international standards [69,70].

Each polyethylene cup was inspected on a laser scanning confocal microscope (Leica SP-2, Leica
Microsystems, Exton, PA, USA) and an image collected using the 10 × objective, giving a field of
view of 1.5 mm × 1.5 mm (2.25 mm2). The use of the confocal microscope allowed the viewing of the
non-conductive polyethylene without the charging problems that would be experienced in an electron
microscope. The surface morphology of the worn cups was compared to that for the as-manufactured
cups that had been subjected only to loading without oscillating movement.

3. Results

Weight losses due to wear began to occur during the first 500,000 cycles in the case of the ceramic
on polyethylene samples. There was very little detectable weight loss for the crosslinked cups for
the first 1,000,000 cycles but, after 1,000,000 cycles, there were losses at an average rate only slightly
less than that for the ceramic on polyethylene and that average was the result of one crosslinked cup
experiencing much less wear than the other two. The weight loss results over ten million cycles are
shown in Figure 1 for each tested cup. In Figures 2 and 3, the wear results are averaged for each type
of bearing pair. The average wear rates for each type of sample are given in Table 1. In the last column,
it can be seen that the average wear rate (mg/mc) for the last 8,000,000 cycles was 3.55 ± 0.55 for the
ceramic on polyethylene and 3.20 ± 0.88 for the cross-linked materials. Throughout the study the
average wear rate for the crosslinked polyethylene remained slightly less than that for the ceramic
on polyethylene but two out of the three crosslinked cups had slightly higher wear rates than the
ceramic/polyethylene bearings in the last eight million cycles. The third crosslinked cup had a much
lower wear rate than the other two samples but no differences were noted in the appearance of the cup
and head or the appearance of the testing lubricant. One of the ceramic-on-polyethylene had a higher
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total wear than the other two but the difference was not as large as that for the crosslinked cups. In
these samples as well, no differences were observed that would explain the difference.

All of the tested devices were provided from inventory ready for implantation and one would
assume that all devices met the manufacturer’s specifications but variations in head and cup diameters
could have played a role in the observed results. The diameter data is not available for the individual
samples, so this comparison was not performed.

Figure 1. Individual sample wear data (load soak corrected) for each of the six tested samples.
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Figure 2. Averaged wear data for each of the two sample types.

Figure 3. Averaged wear data excluding the crosslinked polyethylene sample with the lowest wear rate.
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Table 1. Wear rates at different points in the testing (milligrams per million cycles).

Sample Type First 1,000,000
1,000,000 to

2,000,000
2,000,000 to

5,000,000
5,000,000 to
10,000,000

2,000,000 to
10,000,000

Ceramic on Polyethylene 5.40 ± 0.54 5.04 ± 0.59 3.71 ± 0.72 3.46 ± 0.44 3.55 ± 0.55
Crosslinked 0.89 ± 1.10 2.08 ± 0.33 2.99 ± 1.12 3.32 ± 0.73 3.20 ± 0.88

Crosslinked (2 highest) 1.43 2.26 3.63 3.74 3.70

During each loading cycle, the torque measured varied from clockwise to counterclockwise
dependent upon the magnitude and direction of the loads being applied at that moment. Measurements
of the torque excursion during testing showed that the friction at the bearing surfaces of the ceramic
on polyethylene bearings was initially much higher than that for the metal on crosslinked polymer.
This is illustrated in Figure 4. As the testing progressed, this situation was reversed and, as the wear
rate of the crosslinked cups increased, the friction increased as well. From 3,000,000 cycles to 5,000,000
cycles, the torques for the two types of bearings were essentially equivalent. After 5,000,000 cycles, the
average torques for the crosslinked cups were higher than for the ceramic on polyethylene bearings at
all except one time point.

Figures 5–9 document the appearance of five of the eight polyethylene cups after 10,000,000 cycles
of testing. Figures 6 and 9 show the surface morphology of the acetabular cups that were used a
soak controls for the testing, showing the machining marks that were present in all cups before any
wear occurred. Manufactured polyethylene cups have residual machining marks as a result of the
manufacturing process and, in most cases; the machining marks have completely disappeared by
10,000,000 cycles (Figures 5 and 7). One of the tested cups (Figure 8) appears to have retained a portion
of the machining marks after 10,000,000 cycles.

Figure 4. Measured torque values averaged for each of the two sample types.
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Figure 5. Surface morphology of an acetabular cup that has been tested with a zirconia femoral head.

Figure 6. Surface morphology of the same type of cup as in Figure 5 in the as-manufactured condition.
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Figure 7. Surface morphology of a crosslinked polyethylene acetabular cup that has been tested with a
cobalt alloy femoral head.

Figure 8. Surface morphology of a crosslinked polyethylene acetabular cup that has been tested with a
cobalt alloy femoral head, showing residual machining marks after 10 million wear cycles.
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Figure 9. Surface morphology of the same type of cup as in Figures 7 and 8 in the
as-manufactured condition.

The microphotography of the tester cups did not show any observable differences in surface
morphology that would suggest an explanation for one of the samples with a ceramic head having
higher wear results and one of the crosslinked samples having a much lower wear result.

4. Discussion

The total wear seen with the Kyocera ceramic head bearing on polyethylene was greater than that
for Zimmer metal head on crosslinked polyethylene but, after about 2,000,000 cycles, the average wear
rates for the two types of bearings were within one standard deviation of each other and the average
wear rate of the two crosslinked cups with the highest wear rates was equivalent to the rate using
ceramic heads.

The torques transmitted to the torque cells due to the movement at the bearing surfaces started
out much higher for the ceramic-on-polyethylene bearings but decreased to a level slightly less than
that for metal-on-crosslinked polyethylene by about 4,500,000 cycles and then remained relatively
constant for the remainder of the testing period. The torques for the metal-on-crosslinked polyethylene
were nearly constant throughout. This may be due to the differences in the initial surface morphology
after machining or the differences in surface roughness of the head after manufacture. Over time, the
two sides of the bearing couple apparently become accommodated to each other and it appears that
the wear mechanism changes, perhaps to mixed mode fluid film lubrication. While this measurement
is not a direct measurement of the frictional forces, the measurements are correlated with the frictional
forces being experienced since the magnitude of the torque will be proportional with the force required
to move the bearing surfaces past each other, which is the frictional force. As a result of the fact that
the head sizes of the two devices are different, drawing conclusions about the relative friction between
the two designs would be inappropriate but the conclusion can be drawn that the initial friction in the
26 mm bearing couples was much greater early in testing than after about 3 million cycles, while the
friction in the 32 mm bearings was relatively constant over the entire experiment. No attempt has been
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made to determine the actual friction or the effect of head size on friction, although it would seem that
the same frictional force at a greater distance from the center of rotation (16 mm vs. 13 mm) would
yield a higher torque, which might explain the relationship between the measured torques after about
3 million cycles. Current activity in ASTM subcommittee F04.22 on Arthroplasty has included efforts
to describe the relationship between measured torques and frictional forces at the bearing surface
when devices are tested in hip simulators.

Researchers have reported [54,71] that the rate of wear of the electron beam crosslinked
polyethylene after hip simulator testing for the equivalent of 12 years was not measurable under
the conditions of their testing. In this study, two of the highly crosslinked cups did not exhibit
measurable wear for the first 500,000 cycles (Figure 1) and the third almost no wear. At 1 million
cycles, one was still not showing measurable wear, although all three began to show measurable
wear by 1,500,000 cycles. Once the highly crosslinked cups began to show wear, the steady state
wear rates for two of the samples were very similar to those for the ceramic on polyethylene tested
samples. The third crosslinked cup showed much lower wear rates and still exhibited some residual
machining marks after 10,000,000 cycles (Figure 8). The surface morphology of the samples after
testing is very similar to that which has been previously reported [71]. Clinical results with these
devices confirmed significantly reduced wear rates as compared to devices that had not received the
crosslinking treatment [52,72].

The author is not aware of any other studies comparing these two designs in a single laboratory or
clinical investigation. A study published in 1995 comparing the wear of highly irradiated UHMWPE
with metallic heads to normally sterilized polyethylene with ceramic heads showed very similar but
slightly higher wear rates for the ceramic head samples [51], which is consistent with the results of
this study.

5. Conclusions

The results of hip simulator wear testing of highly crosslinked UHMWPE 32 mm cups with
metallic femoral heads as compared to gamma-irradiation sterilized 26 mm cups with zirconia ceramic
heads suggests that the ceramic on polyethylene devices begin to wear sooner and had higher total
wear results. After the initial wearing in period, it appears that the steady state wear rates may be very
similar. The wear rates of each of the tested bearing combinations is well within the rate of low wear
rates that have been reported for improved hip bearing designs.

Based upon these preliminary results, either design is likely to yield acceptable rates of bearing
wear when used in total joint replacement surgery.
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Abstract: The objective of this study was to develop an advanced-bearing couple for TKA that
optimizes the balance between wear resistance and mechanical properties. The mechanical and
structural properties of virgin and highly crosslinked, re-melted UHMWPE were evaluated, and
tibial inserts manufactured from these UHMWPE materials were tested against either oxidized
zirconium (OxZr) or CoCr femoral components on a knee simulator. This study confirmed that the
wear resistance of crosslinked UHMWPE improves with increasing radiation dose but is accompanied
by a concomitant reduction in mechanical properties. Compared to CoCr, the ceramic surface of OxZr
allows the use of a lower irradiation dose to achieve equivalent reductions in wear rates. As a result,
a given wear rate can be achieved without sacrificing the mechanical properties to the same extent
that is necessary with a CoCr femoral component. The advantage of ceramic counter bearing surfaces
extends to both pristine and microabrasive conditions.

Keywords: highly crosslinked UHMWPE; knee; TKA; wear; mechanical properties; oxidized
zirconium; abrasion; crosslink density

1. Introduction

The most common bearing couple used in total hip and knee arthroplasties (THA and TKA,
respectively) is ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) articulating against a CoCr
alloy. This couple has demonstrated excellent clinical results with survivorship greater than 90% at
13 years in THA [1] and greater than 92% at 13 years in TKA [1]. However, UHMWPE wear and
subsequent osteolysis have been a primary long-term failure mechanism, which results in decreasing
survivorship with increasing time in vivo [2–4]. Traditionally, THA and TKA were performed in elderly
patients with the intent of reducing pain and providing mobility. However, a number of changes
in patient demographics have occurred in the intervening decades, namely: (1) the population has
become heavier; (2) patients are receiving THA and TKA at younger ages; and (3) the patients are more
likely to continue active lifestyles after surgery [5–7]. Therefore, contemporary joint replacements
experience greater biomechanical demands than experienced in the past, which create a need for more
wear-resistant implants.

This need for improvement was first identified in THA due to the larger number of procedures
performed, higher wear rates, and greater incidence of osteolysis. In the late 1990s, crosslinking, which
was first used and quizzically abandoned in the 1970s [8], was resurrected as a technique for improved
wear resistance of UHMWPE. Today, the formulations of crosslinked UHMWPE that were introduced
into the THA marketplace in the late 1990s and early 2000s are showing promising clinical results with
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up to 12 years of follow-up [9–11]. Radiographic wear shows marked improvements, and the incidence
of osteolysis secondary to wear shows dramatic reductions compared to conventional UHMWPE.

Historically, highly crosslinked UHMWPE did not see wide-spread use in TKA because
crosslinking results in the reduction of particular mechanical properties and contact stresses can
be higher in TKA than in THA. However, total knee replacement is now a more prevalent procedure
and is predicted to grow at a faster rate than total hip replacement [7]. In addition, Sharkey et al.
reported that one of the primary, long-term causes of TKA revision was polyethylene wear, which
accounted for 25% of the failures in their retrospective review of 212 consecutive TKA revisions [12].
Ten years later, a follow-up study by Sharkey et al. [13] reported a remarkable decrease in revisions
due to polyethylene wear and concluded that this reduction was, in part, likely due to the successful
development of materials with improved wear resistance.

Clearly there is a need for further improvements in TKA bearings technology. Encouraged by the
clinical success of crosslinked UHMWPE in the hip, there is now greater confidence that the material
may also have a compelling application in knees. Engineers and clinicians, however, recognize that the
stresses and motions in knees are different from those in hips and that the effects of the reduction in
mechanical properties concomitant with crosslinking must be evaluated carefully. As a result, adoption
of crosslinked UHMWPE in TKA has proceeded with greater caution.

It is well understood that the degree of crosslinking appropriate for a particular application is a
delicate balance between improvements in wear and reduced mechanical properties resulting from
increased crosslinking [14]. With that in mind, the crosslinked UHMWPE formulations currently
marketed for TKA typically utilize lower crosslink densities than those marketed for THA.

The hypothesis of the present study is that the wear rates of various formulations of UHMWPE
can be reduced not only by increasing crosslink density, but additionally by changing the counter
bearing surface from the metallic CoCr alloy to a ceramic. Ceramics (typically sintered aluminum or
zirconium oxides) are commonly utilized in THA femoral heads for two reasons, namely (1) reduced
wear of UHMWPE because of a lower coefficient of friction compared to CoCr; and (2) improved
microabrasion resistance because they are harder than CoCr. Both of these properties are singularly
attributed to the predominantly covalently bonded molecular structure of ceramics. However, ceramics
are brittle (due to the strong covalent bonds) and have found very limited use in the higher stress
application of TKA. A solution to this limitation of bulk ceramics is to design a material system in
which the component is fully ceramic only at the bearing surface and metallic in its core. Surface
oxidized zirconium (OxZr), trademarked as OXINIUM™ (Smith and Nephew, Memphis, TN, USA), is
one such material marketed for orthopaedic implants.

The objective of this study was to develop an advanced-bearing couple for TKA that optimizes
the balance between wear resistance and mechanical properties. Wear testing was conducted under
pristine and tumbled/abraded conditions to examine the performance and durability of the bearing
couples under ideal and less-than-ideal conditions. Mechanical and structural characterizations of
various UHMWPEs were also conducted as a function of crosslink density to rationalize the balance
between wear resistance and mechanical/structural properties.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

The UHMWPE materials examined in this study were fabricated from multiple lots of
compression-molded GUR1020 UHMWPE rod stock that were obtained from MediTECH Medical
Polymers (Fort Wayne, IN, USA). Some of the material was evaluated in the unirradiated state and is
denoted as virgin material. Additional rods were crosslinked with nominal gamma-radiation doses
of 5.0 Mrad (50 kGy), 7.5 Mrad (75 kGy), or 10.0 Mrad (100 kGy) and subsequently re-melted to
stabilize them against oxidation. These highly crosslinked materials are identified as 5-XLPE, 7.5-XLPE
and 10-XLPE, respectively. Only the components for wear testing were sterilized by ethylene oxide
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(EtO) gas. The remainder of the material was evaluated in the unsterilized condition since multiple
studies have demonstrated that EtO sterilization does not alter the properties of either virgin or highly
crosslinked UHMWPE [15–17].

2.2. Mechanical and Physical Characterization

All of the mechanical and physical testing was conducted by MediTECH. Tensile testing (n =
5) was performed according to ASTM F648-07 and ASTM D638-03 with Type IV specimens with
thicknesses of 3.0 ± 0.05 mm and displacement rates of 50 mm/min. Izod impact testing (n = 5) was
conducted according to ASTM F648-07 and ASTM D256-05 with a 7.5 J hammer, and density (n = 3)
was determined according to ASTM D792-00, Method B.

2.3. Thermophysical Analysis

Thermal analysis was conducted according to ASTM F2625-07 using a Netzsch 204 F1 Phoenix
differential scanning calorimeter (DSC). Each DSC sample was removed from the core of the rod stock.
Samples were cut and weighed to a resolution of 0.01 mg and ranged in mass from approximately 7 to
10 mg. An attempt was made to produce plate-like samples and keep the approximate dimensions
consistent in order to minimize dimensional effects on the thermogram variability. The DSC cycle
consisted of a 10 min equilibration at 30 ◦C, followed by heating to 180 ◦C at 10 ◦C/min rate, and
cooling to 30 ◦C at 10 ◦C/min. For all of the thermograms, an empty aluminum crucible was used as
the reference. First, an empty aluminum crucible was run as a baseline correction. The samples were
crimped into aluminum crucibles and placed in the DSC chamber, which was continuously flushed
with research-grade nitrogen gas at a flow rate of approximately 30 mL/min. Five samples (n = 5)
were run per material condition with this heating profile. The resultant thermograms were analyzed to
determine the extrapolated onset (TOM) and peak melting (TPM) temperatures and the heats of fusion
(ΔHm). For the determination of ΔHm, the integration limits were systematically placed at 50 ◦C and
160 ◦C. The percent crystallinity (%X) was estimated as:

%X =
ΔHm

291
× 100 (1)

where 291 J/g is the enthalpy associated with the melting of 100% crystalline polyethylene.

2.4. Molecular Network Parameters

The molecular network parameters were evaluated by Cambridge Polymer Group (Boston, MA,
USA). Three cubes (n = 3) with nominal dimensions of 5 × 5 × 5 mm were prepared from each lot of
material by Cambridge Polymer. It should be noted that the orientations of the samples relative to the
compression axes can affect the results [18] but were unknown in this study. The virgin samples were
evaluated according to ASTM D2765-01. The highly crosslinked samples were evaluated according to
ASTM F2214-02, and the swell ratio (qs) and crosslink density (νd) were reported. Two lots of virgin
UHMWPE, 7 lots of 5-XLPE, 6 lots of 7.5-XLPE, and 3 lots of 10-XLPE were evaluated. The repeat
measurements were averaged for each lot of material, and the replicate measurements for each lot
were averaged for each level of crosslinking. Briefly, the initial heights (Ho) of the cube specimens
were first measured using a digital micrometer with a resolution of 1 μm. The specimens were then
immersed in o-xylene with 0.1 wt % Irganox™ antioxidant, and the specimen height was monitored
with a lightweight, ceramic dilatometer probe until steady-state conditions were achieved (Hf = final
height). As specified in the standard, the swell ratio was calculated according to Equation (2):

qs =

(Hf

Ho

)3

(2)
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Once qs was determined, the crosslink density and molecular weight between crosslinks were
calculated for all materials according to the following equations delineated in ASTM F2214:

Crosslink Density = νd =
Ln

(
1 − q−1

s
)
+ q−1

s + χ1q−2
s

φ1

(
q
−1
3

s − q−1
s
2

) (3)

Molecular Weight Between Crosslinks = Mc = (ννd)
−1 (4)

Where:

χ1 = Heat of mixing for the polymer-solvent system (Flory interaction parameter) = 0.33 + 0.55qs
−1

Φ1 = Molar volume of the solvent = 136 cm3/mol
ν = Specific volume of the polymer = 920 g/dm3

2.5. Wear Resistance

The wear resistances of the virgin, 5-XLPE and 7.5-XLPE materials were evaluated on a knee
simulator against pristine (i.e., new) CoCr (ASTM F75) and OxZr [19] (ASTM F2384) femoral
components. Per standard processing, the cast CoCr femorals were hot isostatic pressed (HIPed)
followed by solution heat treating. In addition, testing was conducted with CoCr and OxZr femoral
components that were subjected to a tumbling protocol to simulate the effects of microabrasion by
third-body debris in vivo [20]. This protocol involved tumbling the femoral components in a centrifugal
barrel mass-finisher for approximately 30 s in a 25 μm alumina powder and plastic cone media. These
tumbled femoral components were then tested on a knee simulator against the various UHMWPE
materials to evaluate the effect of the microabrasion on UHMWPE wear.

Genesis II™ (Smith and Nephew, Memphis, TN, USA) cruciate-retaining (CR) knee components
(n = 3) were tested on a 6-station, displacement-controlled, knee simulator (AMTI, Watertown, MA,
USA) and rotated weekly to minimize the effect of station variability. Unloaded soak controls (n = 3)
were utilized to account for fluid uptake by the UHMWPE tibial inserts. The lubricant was alpha calf
fraction (Hyclone Labs, Logan, UT) with 20 mM EDTA and 0.2% sodium azide, which was diluted
to 50% with deionized water to achieve an average protein concentration of approximately 20 g/L.
These tests were run for approximately 5 million cycles (Mc) each. The lubricant was replaced and the
tibial inserts were weighed about every 0.5 Mc. The load/motion profiles were the “high kinematics”
inputs described by Barnett et al. [21], which was based on a gait-lab study of young, healthy males by
Lafortune [22]. In this study, the total A/P translation was 11 mm, which is slightly greater than that
used by Barnett et al. The slope of the least squares best-fit line of cumulative volume loss vs. cycles
was determined for each liner, averaged for each bearing combination and defined as the wear rate.

2.6. Roughness Measurements

Roughness measurements of the femoral components were made using a contact profilometer
(Surfcom 1800D, Carl Zeiss, Brighton, MI, USA) with a 2 μm radius stylus tip, a 0.25 mm cut-off length
and a 4.0 mm evaluation length. Roughness measurements (n = 10) were made systematically in
the medial-lateral axis from 0◦ to 45◦ of flexion on each condyle of each femoral component before
wear-simulator testing for both the pristine and tumbled components. Roughness was characterized
using five parameters: Ra, the average surface displacement (of peaks and valleys) from the mean
surface line; Rpm, the average peak height above the mean surface line; Rp, the maximum peak height
above the mean surface line; Rpk, the average peak height above the mean surface line; and Rsk, the
skewness, or asymmetry of the profile about the mean surface line.
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2.7. Electron Spin Resonance

Evaluation of the residual free-radical concentrations in these materials was conducted to verify
the effectiveness of the post-irradiation re-melting process in reducing the free radicals. Samples (n
= 5) for electron spin resonance (ESR) with diameters of 3 mm and lengths of 10 mm were punched
from the center of the rod stock for each material. A 7.5 Mrad gamma-irradiated material without any
subsequent heat treatment was utilized as a positive control in this experiment.

The free-radical concentration (FRC) in each material was determined with an X-band ESR
spectrometer (Bruker EMX300, University of Memphis) operating at a microwave frequency of
approximately 9.8 GHz and employing a high-sensitivity universal X-band resonator cavity. ESR
test parameters were constant for all measurements at 1 mW microwave power, 5 Gauss amplitude
modulation, 200 G sweep width, 3500 center field, and a relatively high gain and Q-value. The absolute
magnitude of the free-radical concentration was analyzed and computed with WinEPR analysis
software. The area under the absorption curve of a test specimen was compared to that of the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) intensity standard SRM-2601, and these results were
normalized to the specimen’s weight.

2.8. Delamination Evaluation

A unidirectional, reciprocating pin-on-disk wear test was conducted to evaluate the susceptibility
of the 7.5-XLPE material to delaminate under worst-case conditions. Virgin, unirradiated UHMWPE
was used as a negative control in this test because delamination in virgin polyethylene has not been
observed clinically. Samples that were gamma sterilized in air were used as a positive control due to
the well-known history of in vivo delamination for that material [16]. Three replicate samples (n = 3)
were evaluated per material treatment. Prior to delamination testing, these samples were subjected to
accelerated aging according to ASTM F2003-02 for 21 days.

Delamination testing was conducted on a multidirectional pin-on-disk device (OrthoPOD, AMTI,
Watertown, MA, USA) with CoCr pins articulating against UHMWPE disks. The CoCr pins were
fabricated with a tip radius of 19.81 mm (0.78 in) and polished to a fine, mirror-like finish. A load of
444.8 N (100 lbf) was applied to each pin to produce an initial, maximum Herztian contact stress of 60.4
MPa, which is at the upper limit of contact stresses reported for TKA in vivo [23]. The stroke length
was approximately 19 mm. These tests were conducted with reciprocating motion at a frequency of
1.24 Hz for a total of 3 million cycles in 100% alpha calf fraction serum (HyClone, Logan, UT, USA)
that was changed at approximately every 500,000 cycles. At those times, the UHMWPE samples were
rinsed and examined for signs of delamination with the naked eye. In the case of one gamma-air
sample, delamination caused complete wear-through of the UHMWPE and resulted in the removal of
this specific sample at less than 3 Mc.

Upon completion of 3 Mc, the samples were removed and any signs of delamination were noted.
The samples were then sectioned along the long axis of the wear track, cut with a microtome to
produce a relatively smooth cross-section, sputter-coated with gold, and examined with a scanning
electron microscope (SEM) in secondary electron mode. Both the wear surface and the sub-surface
were examined for any signs of cracking or delamination.

2.9. Statistical Analyses

Statistical analyses of the results were performed with Minitab 16 (Minitab, Inc., State College,
PA, USA). The homogeneity of variances within the various data sets was evaluated with Levene’s
test. If the variances were homogeneous, either the Student’s t-test with pooled variances or analysis
of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey’s post hoc test was conducted to determine statistically significant
differences in the properties. If the variances were not homogeneous, either the Student’s t-test with
separate variances or Welch analysis of variance (ANOVA) with a Tukey’s post hoc test was conducted
to determine statistically significant differences in the properties. The level of significance (α) was 0.05.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Mechanical and Physical Characterization

While the yield strength (YS) exhibited small, but significant decreases (p < 0.001) of approximately
8%–9% upon irradiation to any dose (Table 1), the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and elongation
at break decreased linearly with increasing radiation dose with statistically significant differences
between each dose (Figure 1). Compared to virgin, the UTS decreased 10%–21% (p < 0.001) and
elongation decreased 27%–45% (p < 0.001) depending upon the selected irradiation dose (Figure 1b,c).
Likewise, the impact strength decreased approximately 45%–59% upon crosslinking with statistically
significant differences (p < 0.001) between each dose (Figure 1d).

Table 1. Summary of the mean (±standard deviations) properties evaluated in this study for
compression-molded GUR1020 UHMWPE in the virgin and highly crosslinked, re-melted conditions.

Material Property
Nominal Radiation Dose (Mrad)

0.0 5.0 7.5 10.0

Yield Strength, YS (MPa) 22.6 ± 0.4 20.7 ± 0.3 20.8 ± 0.5 20.6 ± 0.2
Ultimate Tensile Strength, UTS (MPa) 54.9 ± 1.4 49.4 ± 2.3 46.9 ± 1.8 43.6 ± 2.5

Elongation at Break, EL (%) 516 ± 29 379 ± 16 323 ± 8 282 ± 15
Izod Impact Strength (kJ/m2) 164 ± 13 90 ± 4 76 ± 2 67 ± 3

Density (g/cm3) 0.936 ± 0.001 0.932 ± 0.001 0.932 ± 0.001 0.932 ± 0.002
Onset Melting Temperature, TOM (◦C) 125.9 ± 0.5 123.6 ± 0.4 122.2 ± 0.6 120.9 ± 1.0
Peak Melting Temperature, TPM (◦C) 140.8 ± 0.6 139.8 ± 0.4 141.2 ± 0.7 141.6 ± 0.4

Crystallinity (%) 55.9 ± 0.8 50.6 ± 0.6 50.7 ± 1.2 50.7 ± 0.9
Swell Ratio, q 17.57 ± 0.26 3.57 ± 0.10 3.08 ± 0.10 2.82 ± 0.17

Extract (%) 18.5 ± 3.5 – – –
Crosslink Density, νd (mol/dm3) 0.011 ± 0.003 0.151 ± 0.008 0.204 ± 0.024 0.237 ± 0.018

Molecular Weight Between Crosslinks, Mc (103 g/mol) 90.55 ± 16.39 6.11 ± 0.31 4.62 ± 0.54 3.94 ± 0.30
Free-Radical Concentration, FRC (spins/g) Not Detectable Not Detectable Not Detectable Not Detectable

Maximum Oxidation Index, OImax 0.02 ± 0.00 0.02 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.00 –

Figure 1. Plots of the (a) yield strength; (b) ultimate tensile strength; (c) elongation at break; and (d)
Izod impact strength for GUR1020 UHMWPE irradiated with various gamma-radiation doses and
subsequently re-melted.
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3.2. Thermophysical Analysis

As demonstrated in Table 1, the TOM was found to decrease by up to 4% in the crosslinked
materials compared to the virgin materials with statistically significant differences (p < 0.001) for virgin
compared to 7.5-XLPE and 10-XLPE and for 5-XLPE compared to 10-XLPE. The TPM changed by ±1%
or less in the crosslinked materials, relative to the virgin material, and some of these differences were
statistically significant (p < 0.001). Finally, the %X decreased by approximately 10%, compared to
virgin, upon irradiation to any of the irradiation doses examined in this study (p < 0.001).

3.3. Molecular Network Parameters

The mean swell ratio, percent extract, crosslink density, and molecular weight between crosslinks
for the virgin and highly crosslinked materials are summarized in Table 1. The swell ratio (Figure 2)
and molecular weight between crosslinks decreased with increasing radiation dose, and the crosslink
density (Figure 3) increased with increasing radiation dose. The changes in all of these metrics
were statistically significant (p < 0.001) as the dose increased to 7.5 Mrad. The differences in these
metrics between the 7.5-XLPE and 10-XLPE materials was not significant at the levels evaluated in
this study. Within the dose range examined, these values were similar to those reported by Greer and
co-authors [24] as demonstrated in Figures 2 and 3.

Figure 2. Plot of swell ratio for compression-molded GUR1020 UHMWPE in the virgin state and
gamma-irradiated to various doses and re-melted. The results reported by Greer et al. [24] are also
plotted for comparison. The error bars represent the standard deviations.
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Figure 3. Plot of crosslink density for compression-molded GUR1020 UHMWPE in the virgin state and
gamma-irradiated to various doses and re-melted. The results reported by Greer et al. [24] are also
plotted for comparison. The error bars represent the standard deviations.

3.4. Roughness Measurements

The mean roughness parameters in the pristine conditions met the applicable quality specifications
and standards for both femoral materials (Tables 2 and 3). After the CoCr femoral components were
subjected to the tumbling protocol, all of the roughness parameters evaluated in this study increased
(p ≤ 0.016, Table 2). For the OxZr femorals (Table 3), all of the roughness parameters except for Ra (p =
0.062) and Rsk increased by statistically significant amounts (p ≤ 0.031) after tumbling. In contrast, Rsk
decreased significantly (p < 0.001) after tumbling. Comparing the materials in the tumbled conditions,
all of the roughness parameters were significantly higher for CoCr relative to OxZr (p < 0.001).

Table 2. Summary of the mean (± standard deviations) roughness parameters for the CoCr femoral
components in the pristine and roughened conditions. The levels of significance (p) for the differences
between the pristine and roughened components are also reported.

Roughness Parameter Pristine CoCr Roughened CoCr p

Ra (μm) 0.035 ± 0.004 0.077 ± 0.009 <0.001
Rpm (μm) 0.140 ± 0.013 0.510 ± 0.057 <0.001
Rp (μm) 0.216 ± 0.028 1.658 ± 0.160 <0.001
Rpk (μm) 0.066 ± 0.008 0.253 ± 0.022 <0.001

Rsk 0.618 ± 0.115 2.008 ± 1.363 0.016

Table 3. Summary of the mean (± standard deviations) roughness parameters for the OxZr femoral
components in the pristine and roughened conditions. The levels of significance (p) for the differences
between the pristine and roughened components are also reported.

Roughness Parameter Pristine OxZr Roughened OxZr p

Ra (μm) 0.044 ± 0.007 0.050 ± 0.002 0.062
Rpm (μm) 0.152 ± 0.027 0.179 ± 0.011 0.001
Rp (μm) 0.248 ± 0.088 0.397 ± 0.066 0.019
Rpk (μm) 0.052 ± 0.009 0.072 ± 0.006 <0.001

Rsk −1.443 ± 0.683 −2.801 ± 0.557 <0.001
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3.5. Wear Resistance

Wear testing of pristine CoCr femoral components against virgin and highly crosslinked
UHMWPE tibial inserts reflected documented trends in the literature [14] in that the mean wear
rate decreased significantly (p < 0.001) with each increase in the radiation dose examined in this study
(Figure 4). The mean wear rates (± standard deviations) of the virgin, 5-XLPE, and 7.5-XLPE tibial
inserts were 23.4 ± 2.4 mm3/Mc, 10.9 ± 0.9 mm3/Mc, and 6.4 ± 0.6 mm3/Mc, respectively. As a result,
5-XLPE produced a 53% reduction in wear while the use of 7.5-XLPE resulted in a 73% reduction in
wear compared to virgin UHMWPE. Based on this trend with pristine CoCr femoral components, it is
estimated that a nominal radiation dose of about 10 Mrad is necessary to produce a wear rate that is
not measurable by the gravimetric technique.

Knee simulator wear testing of pristine OxZr femoral components against virgin, 5-XLPE, and
7.5-XLPE tibial inserts yielded wear rates of 11.7 ± 1.9 mm3/Mc, 3.1 ± 1.0 mm3/Mc, and 1.4 ±
0.2 mm3/Mc, respectively. As a result, 5-XLPE produced a 73% reduction in wear while the use of
7.5-XLPE resulted in an 88% reduction in wear compared to virgin UHMWPE against pristine OxZr
femoral components. Statistical analysis demonstrated that the wear rates for the highly crosslinked
materials were significantly lower than that of the virgin material (p < 0.001), but there was insufficient
evidence of differences between the 5-XLPE and 7.5-XLPE at the levels tested in this study. This data
suggests that an estimated, nominal radiation dose of about 8 Mrad is necessary to produce a wear
rate that is not measurable by the gravimetric technique when paired with pristine OxZr (Figure 4).
More importantly, pristine OxZr femoral components alone reduced wear by 50% to 79% (p ≤ 0.001)
compared to pristine CoCr femoral components tested against the same UHMWPE materials.

Figure 4. Plot of the mean wear rates (±standard deviations) in a knee simulator for UHMWPE
crosslinked to various doses against either CoCr or OxZr femoral components in pristine (solid
symbols and lines) and tumbled (open symbols and dashed lines) conditions. The regression lines have
been extrapolated to radiation doses greater than 7.5 Mrad.

When the CoCr femoral components were tumbled to simulate in vivo microabrasion of the
surfaces due to third-body debris, the wear rates for each material increased by statistically significant
amounts (p ≤ 0.001) compared to those calculated against pristine CoCr femoral components (Figure 4).
In these tests, the mean wear rates (± standard deviations) of virgin, 5-XLPE, and 7.5-XLPE tibial
inserts were 41.2 ± 2.3 mm3/Mc, 32.5 ± 0.7 mm3/Mc, and 24.0 ± 1.2 mm3/Mc, respectively. This data
demonstrates that, although the trend between radiation dose and wear rate is similar, the dramatic
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improvements in wear resistance for highly crosslinked materials are degraded by abrasion of the
CoCr femoral components.

In contrast, no statistically significant changes in wear rates (p ≥ 0.113) were observed, relative to
pristine OxZr, when each material was tested against OxZr femoral components that were exposed to
the same microabrasive challenge (Figure 4). For these simulator tests, the mean wear rates (±standard
deviations) of virgin, 5-XLPE, and 7.5-XLPE tibial inserts were 12.2 ± 1.7 mm3/Mc, 1.8 ± 0.4 mm3/Mc,
and 1.3 ± 0.1 mm3/Mc, respectively. Under these microabrasive conditions, the wear rates against
tumbled OxZr remained 49% to 83% lower (p ≤ 0.003) than the wear rates observed for pristine CoCr
femoral components tested against the same UHMWPE materials.

3.6. Electron Spin Resonance

The virgin, 5-XLPE, 7.5-XLPE, and 10-XLPE specimens did not show detectable ESR signals,
indicating that the free-radical concentration (Table 1) was below the sensitivity of the instrument,
which is approximately 1 × 1013 spins/g. In contrast, the 7.5 Mrad irradiated, unannealed material
(positive control) exhibited a high mean FRC (±SD) of 2.36 × 1016 ± 0.36 × 1016 spins/g, which is 3
orders of magnitude greater than the instrument sensitivity.

3.7. Delamination Study

The virgin and highly crosslinked samples endured 3 Mc of testing without any evidence of
cracking or delamination on the wear surfaces (Figure 5a,b) or on the longitudinal cross-sections of
the wear tracks in the post-test examinations. In contrast, all of the gamma-air-sterilized samples
(Figure 5c) exhibited the onset of delamination prior to the completion of the full 3 Mc test protocol.

Figure 5. Photomacrographs of the (a) virgin; (b) 7.5-XLPE; and (c) gamma-air-sterilized samples after
3 million cycles of reciprocating pin-on-disk testing. Although wear tracks are visible on the virgin and
7.5-XLPE samples, no cracking or delamination was observed.
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In this pin-on-disk study, the highly crosslinked UHMWPE materials did not exhibit a propensity
for delamination under worst-case testing conditions. In addition, this particular test protocol was
validated by the absence of delamination in the negative control and mild to extensive delamination
in the positive controls, which replicated the damage observed in clinical retrievals. The resistance
of highly crosslinked and re-melted UHMWPE to delamination has been similarly demonstrated by
others in both pin-on-disk [25] and knee simulator testing [26].

4. Discussion

This study confirmed that increasing crosslink density (i.e., increasing the radiation dose) results
in significant reductions in wear rates. This trend was independent of the femoral bearing material.
When the femoral component was pristine CoCr alloy, the wear rate versus radiation dose trend
suggests that a crosslink dose of 10 Mrad would result in wear rates that are not measurable by the
gravimetric technique. This does not mean that the wear rate is zero, rather that the wear rate is low
enough that gravimetric measurement errors cannot distinguish it from zero as has been previously
reported for hip simulator testing on 10 Mrad irradiated and re-melted UHMWPE [27].

This study also confirmed that the ceramic bearing surface of oxidized zirconium resulted in
greater reductions in wear of crosslinked UHMWPE than a pristine CoCr bearing surface. When the
relationships between wear rate and radiation dose for pristine CoCr and ceramic oxidized zirconium
are compared, it was found that oxidized zirconium was more effective in reducing the wear of
UHMWPE at a given radiation dose. This finding was expected considering the widely documented
advantage of ceramic bearing materials when tested against UHMWPE in both THA [28,29] and
TKA [30–32]. Subsequent knee-simulator testing has demonstrated that the low wear provided by
OxZr femorals paired with 7.5-XLPE tibial inserts is maintained for an unprecedented 45 Mc of
simulator testing [33,34].

The factorial (or percent) differences in UHMWPE wear rates between CoCr and OxZr increase as
the crosslinking dose increases; 50% for virgin UHMWPE and 79% for 7.5 Mrad UHMWPE. However,
the absolute difference in wear rates between CoCr and OxZr diminishes as the crosslink dose increases;
11.7 mm3/Mc for virgin vs. 5 mm3/Mc for 7.5 Mrad UHMWPE. The ramification of these trends is that
a lower crosslinking dose can be used with OxZr than with CoCr to achieve a given wear reduction.
For instance, in order to achieve a wear rate of approximately 3 mm3/Mc, one would need to use a
crosslinking dose of about 6 Mrad with OxZr vs. approximately 9 Mrad with CoCr. This additional 3
Mrad of radiation has consequences to the mechanical and structural properties of UHMWPE, as will
be discussed later.

The discussion thus far has focused on knee simulator wear testing of femoral components in
the pristine condition. When the femoral components were subjected to a microabrasive tumbling
protocol, as expected the metallic, CoCr surfaces roughen to a greater extent than the harder [35],
ceramic surfaces of OxZr. After tumbling, the roughness metrics measured on the CoCr components
were well within the range reported previously for clinical retrievals [36]. Because the ceramic surface
of OxZr is twice as hard as CoCr (12.1 GPa and 5.5 GPa, respectively, based on nanoindentation per
the Oliver-Pharr method [35]), it was expected to roughen to a lesser degree than CoCr. However, the
finding that the wear rates of UHMWPE against OxZr were unaffected by the tumbling protocol was
unexpected, because OxZr did, indeed, exhibit increases in the roughness parameters. Understanding
this observation requires a more detailed review of the roughness data.

The tumbling of CoCr and OxZr resulted in increases in the average surface roughness (Ra) for
both materials. However, the increase in Ra was greater for CoCr (+122%, p < 0.001) than for OxZr
(+12%, p = 0.062) relative to the respective pristine materials. Similar trends were observed for Rp,
Rpm, and Rpk. The surface skewness (Rsk) exhibited a different behavior and illustrates the primary
difference between metallic and ceramic counterfaces. CoCr femorals almost always exhibited positive
values of Rsk, which means that there were more peaks than valleys on the bearing surface. After the
CoCr femorals were subjected to the tumbling protocol, the scratches resulted in a greater quantity of
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larger peaks due to pile-up on the sides of the scratches, and the Rsk generally increased to greater
positive values (+225%, p = 0.016). In contrast, the OxZr femorals always exhibited negative values of
Rsk, which means that there are more valleys than peaks. After the tumbling protocol, Rsk decreased
(−94%, p < 0.001) to more negative values due to scratching of the surface (i.e., valleys) with little
pile-up (i.e., peaks), which is characteristic of ceramic bearing surfaces [37].

The wear rates of each of the UHMWPE formulations increased when CoCr was roughened
compared to the corresponding wear rates under pristine conditions. During articulation of these
components, the hard peaks on the CoCr femorals plow into the softer UHMWPE tibial inserts and
generate greater amounts of wear. When UHMWPE was tested against OxZr subjected to the same
microabrasive challenge, the resulting knee simulator wear rates were not elevated compared to the
corresponding wear rates under pristine conditions. This lack of increase in wear after tumbling is
primarily due to the smoother counterface with negative skewness. In other words, the tumbled OxZr
femorals do not have many peaks that can plow into the UHMWPE tibial inserts and generate wear
debris. As a result, wear does not increase even after a microabrasive challenge.

When these tumbled components were tested in a knee simulator against virgin and the various
formulations of highly crosslinked UHMWPEs, the trends in wear rates were similar to those noted
above for pristine femoral components. Increasing the crosslink dose resulted in improved wear
resistance against both femoral materials. However, the wear rates increased when CoCr was
abraded, while they did not change when OxZr was tumbled. If one wanted to achieve a wear
rate of approximately 3 mm3/Mc with tumbled OxZr as the counter bearing surface, a crosslink
dose of about 6 Mrad would be required. To achieve that same 3 mm3/Mc wear rate with abraded
CoCr as the counter bearing surface, a predicted crosslink dose of approximately 18 Mrad would be
required. Such a high crosslink dose is unlikely to be useful clinically because of the attendant loss of
mechanical properties.

The wear-test results discussed above have highlighted the following trends: (1) the wear rates
decrease with increasing radiation dose (crosslink density); (2) this trend is similar for both of the
femoral bearing materials evaluated; (3) this trend is independent of the surface roughness of the
counter bearing surface; (4) ceramic bearing surfaces result in lower UHMWPE wear rates than CoCr
alloy bearing surfaces independent of the crosslinking dose; (5) wear rates of all formulations of
UHMWPE increase markedly when CoCr counter bearing surfaces are abraded; and (6) wear rates
of all formulations of UHMWPE are unaffected when OxZr ceramic counter bearing surfaces are
subjected to a microabrasive challenge.

This study also confirmed previous studies [24,38,39] that showed that mechanical properties
are affected by radiation crosslinking, particularly ultimate tensile strength (UTS), elongation at
break, and impact strength. It stands to reason that the mechanically strongest material would be the
ideal choice for use in orthopaedic implants. However, the mechanically strongest material (virgin,
non-crosslinked UHMWPE) is also the least resistant to wear. Therefore, a balance between wear
resistance and mechanical properties needs to be achieved and should also take into account the design
of the orthopaedic implant. As discussed above, the ability to use a ceramic counter bearing surface
affords greater reduction in wear rates with a given level of crosslinking as compared to CoCr surfaces.
This study demonstrated that ceramic surfaces provide reductions in wear that are equivalent to an
additional 3–5 Mrad crosslinking dose compared to pristine CoCr. When CoCr is roughened, this
advantage of ceramics is elevated by an estimated 12 Mrad of crosslinking dose.

The crosslinked UHMWPE materials tested in this study were all re-melted after irradiation,
and did not undergo any further irradiation. Because of this thermal treatment, all crosslinked
formulations were found to have no measurable free radicals, which improves the resistance to
oxidation [40]. However, it should be noted that UHMWPE that is prone to oxidation is also prone
to in vivo degradation, particularly subsurface delamination wear [16]. This study confirmed that
virgin (non-irradiated) and crosslinked, re-melted UHMWPEs are resistant to delamination wear after
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accelerated aging. Under identical conditions, the UHMWPE material that was irradiated in air, and
subsequently aged showed copious delamination as has been documented clinically.

In summary, this study confirmed that crosslinking of UHMWPE for improved wear resistance
comes at the expense of reduced mechanical properties. For applications in TKA, a majority of the
research to-date has focused on striking the right balance between wear resistance and mechanical
properties through selection of the irradiation dose alone. This study, however, showed that the counter
bearing surface can have a profound effect on the wear rates of UHMWPEs. Compared to CoCr, the
ceramic surface of OxZr allows the use of a lower irradiation dose to achieve equivalent reductions in
wear rates. As a result, a given wear rate can be achieved without sacrificing the mechanical properties
to the same extent that is necessary if a CoCr femoral component is used. The advantage of ceramic
counter bearing surfaces extends to both pristine and microabrasive conditions.

5. Conclusions

This study confirmed that the wear resistance of crosslinked UHMWPE in TKA improves with
increasing irradiation dose. However, along with this advantage is the concomitant reduction in
key mechanical properties in highly crosslinked UHMWPE. When CoCr is used as the counter
bearing surface, the appropriate balance between the wear resistance and the mechanical properties of
crosslinked UHMWPE can be controlled only by the choice of the irradiation dose within a narrow
range. On the other hand, when a ceramic counter bearing surface (e.g., oxidized zirconium) is used in
the bearing couple under ideal, pristine conditions, the resultant improvement in wear resistance is
equivalent to an additional 3–5 Mrad of radiation without sacrificing additional UHMWPE mechanical
properties. This improvement in wear resistance is expanded even further to the equivalent of an
approximate dose of 12 Mrad under microabrasive conditions.

The oxidized zirconium ceramic bearing surface articulating against UHMWPE crosslinked to
a dose of 7.5 Mrad can provide a wear resistance that is similar to pristine CoCr articulating against
approximately 10 Mrad crosslinked UHMWPE. If microabrasion of the CoCr femoral occurs in vivo,
this difference in wear resistance grows even greater. Furthermore, the mechanical properties of the
UHMWPE are preserved due to the lower irradiation dose that is necessary to achieve a given wear
rate against oxidized zirconium.

Finally, re-melting of the radiation crosslinked UHMWPE results in elimination of all
measurable free radicals and imparts oxidative stability to the material and attendant resistance
to delamination wear.
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Abstract: Joint replacement has proven to be an extremely successful and cost-effective means of
relieving arthritic pain and improving quality of life for recipients. Wear debris-induced osteolysis
is, however, a major limitation and causes orthopaedic implant aseptic loosening, and various cell
types including macrophages, monocytes, osteoblasts, and osteoclasts, are involved. During the
last few years, there has been increasing concern about metal-on-metal (MoM) hip replacements
regarding adverse reactions to metal debris associated with the MoM articulation. Even though
MoM-bearing technology was initially aimed to extend the durability of hip replacements and to
reduce the requirement for revision, they have been reported to release at least three times more
cobalt and chromium ions than metal-on-polyethylene (MoP) hip replacements. As a result, the
toxicity of metal particles and ions produced by bearing surfaces, both locally in the periprosthetic
space and systemically, became a concern. Several investigations have been carried out to understand
the mechanisms responsible for the adverse response to metal wear debris. This review aims at
summarising in vitro analyses of the toxicity, immunological, and gene expression effects of cobalt
ions and wear debris derived from MoM hip implants.

Keywords: wear debris; cobalt; metal-on-metal; hip implants

1. Introduction

Joint replacement has proven to be an extremely successful and cost-effective means of relieving
arthritic pain and improving quality of life for recipients [1]. A primary replacement is an initial
replacement procedure undertaken on a joint and involves replacing either part (partial) or all (total)
of the articular surface. Revision hip replacements are repeat-operations of previous hip replacements
where one or more of the prosthetic components are replaced, removed, or one or more components
are added [2].

The total number of joint replacement procedures recorded by the National Joint Registry of
England, Wales, and Northern Ireland (NJR) exceeded 1.6 million records between 1 April 2003 and 31
March 2013, with 2012/13 having the highest ever annual number of submissions at 205,686. The total
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number of primary hip procedures was 620,400. Of these, 76,274 were entered into the NJR during 2013,
as reported in the NJR 11th Annual Report [3]. Similarly, there have been 410,767 hip replacements
reported to the Australian Registry up to 31 December 2013. Of these, 40,180 were entered during
2013 [2].

Total joint replacement surgery has traditionally been reserved for elderly patients with
advanced arthrosis who postoperatively would be less active. However, this scenario has now
substantially changed, and many patients now receive total hip arthroplasty at a younger age.
For example, Furnes et al. [4] compared implant survival of metal-on-metal (MoM) with that of
metal-on-highly-cross-linked-polyethylene in patients between 45 and 64 years old. Kanda et al. [5]
reported the case of a 42-year-old patient presenting with femoral head migration after an arthroplasty
performed 22 years earlier. Moreover, it has been estimated that 10,000 to 30,000 patients less than 25
years of age have undergone joint replacement procedures in the last five years, and it is likely that
many of those are paediatric patients [6]. It can also be anticipated that the rate of joint replacement in
paediatric patients will increase, particularly given the popularity of this surgery and the incidence of
diagnoses that may result in joint replacement surgery. Currently, over 294,000 individuals younger
than 21 years of age are estimated to have juvenile arthritis [7]. The clinical outcome is generally
excellent, but many young patients still need implant replacement within 10–15 years [8], and some may
experience complications, including implant failure. Out of the 620,400 procedures recorded by the NJR,
14,903 had an associated first revision. The most commonly cited indications were aseptic loosening
(cited in 3659 procedures), pain (3489), dislocation/subluxation (2545), and infection (2072) [3]. In
accordance with this, the Australian registry reported the most common reasons for revision of primary
total conventional hip replacement were loosening/lysis (2550 procedures), followed by prosthesis
dislocation (2251), fracture (1576), and infection (1534) [2].

Wear debris-induced osteolysis is a major cause of orthopaedic implant aseptic loosening, and
various cell types including macrophages, monocytes, osteoblasts, and osteoclasts are involved [9].
During the last few years, there has been increasing concern about MoM hip replacements regarding
adverse reactions to metal debris associated with the MoM articulation [10]. As a consequence, on
22 July 2008, there was a voluntary recall of the Zimmer Durom® Acetabular Component (“Durom
Cup”) because the instructions for use/surgical technique were inadequate, which led to a higher
than expected revision rate. Following this, on 24 August 2010, there was a voluntary recall of the
DePuy ASR™ total hip system because of new, unpublished data from the UK joint registry indicating
the revision rates within five years were approximately 13%. Two years later, on 1 June 2012, Smith
& Nephew Orthopaedics initiated a market withdrawal for metal liners of the R3 acetabular system
due to a higher than expected number of revision surgeries associated with the use of the device in
total hip replacements outside the US [11]. Since a patient with an adverse reaction to metal debris
can be asymptomatic [12], may have low metal ion levels [13], and may have normal cross-sectional
imaging [14], diagnosing an adverse reaction is challenging. Even though MoM-bearing technology
was initially aimed to extend the durability of hip replacements and to reduce the requirement for
revision, they have been reported to release at least three times more cobalt and chromium ions than
metal-on-polyethylene (MoP) hip replacements [15,16]. As a result, the toxicity of metal particles and
ions produced by bearing surfaces, both locally in the periprosthetic space and systemically, became a
concern [17]. Several investigations have been carried out to understand the mechanisms responsible
for the adverse response to metal wear debris. This review aims at summarising in vitro analyses of
the toxicity, immunological, and gene expression effects of cobalt ions and wear debris derived from
MoM hip implants.

2. Wear Particle Generation and Metal Ion Release

The degradation products of any orthopaedic implant include two basic types of debris: particles
and soluble (or ionic) debris [18]. MoM joints are exposed to a complex in vivo environment with
mechanical and electrochemical degradation mechanisms that influence the longevity of the device [19].
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The wear of MoM joints is of particular concern because particulate debris and release of Co/Cr ions
can lead to adverse tissue reactions including necrosis, hypersensitivity, and pseudotumors [20,21].

Wear characteristics of MoM total hip replacements have two distinctive stages. Initially, the
femoral and acetabular components show a relatively rapid but decreasing wear rate over the first
1–2 × 106 cycles in a hip joint simulator, or for one or two years in vivo, generally referred to as the
“bedding-in” or “running-in” stage. Once this process has been completed, the rate of wear becomes
reasonably steady and hence is referred to as “steady-state” [22,23]. Most wear debris particles are
created in the running-in phase [23]. Wear debris is released from the articular surfaces after joint
arthroplasty as a result of friction between articulating implant components or between cement and
implant [24]. There are three types of mechanical wear mechanisms: fatigue, abrasive, and adhesive [9].
The first is caused by cyclic stresses inducing micro-fractures to occur within materials due to fatigue;
once these micro-fractures reach the surface, wear particles are generated through delamination [25].
Abrasive wear can be split into two sub-categories; two-body and three-body. Two-body abrasive wear
involves the roughness of a hard surface in contact with a softer material; particulates are released
from the softer material due to ploughing. Three-body abrasive wear involves three materials instead;
for example, they can include bone cement or fragments of bone between two articulating surfaces.
Finally, adhesive wear involves intermolecular bonds of the weaker material bonding to the stronger
material, resulting in shearing [9].

Metal corrosion is the degradation process affecting the surface of metallic materials due to their
reaction with the surrounding environment. Most metallic materials are susceptible to corrosion attack
if a tenacious surface oxide layer does not exist. Where the surface layer is permeable to oxygen
and moisture, the corrosion process will continue and lead to eventual failure. Among the variety
of corrosion mechanisms, metal corrosion is driven mainly by electrochemical potential. During
exposure to aqueous environments, atoms of the metal surface experience an anodic process; electrons
are released from the atoms forming metallic ions (oxidation). The localized electrical potential
accelerates the oxidation process until the electrochemical potential is balanced [26]. Fretting corrosion
is a type of mechanically assisted chemical degradation. Fretting corrosion damage is determined
by a combination of metal atom dissolution through the fractured passive layer and metal oxide
reformation. The oxide film is fractured by the contact and friction of rough articulating surfaces and
exposure of the pure metal surface to a corrosive medium [27,28]. The physiological environment is
considered corrosive. This makes the corrosion of metallic materials a slow and continuous process,
which leads to the release of metal ions [29,30]. Corrosion damage is a very important issue for metallic
implants that can affect their biocompatibility and mechanical integrity [31]. Chloride ions, amino
acids, and proteins in the body can accelerate corrosion. Metallic biomaterials in aqueous solutions
comprise active and passive surfaces that are simultaneously in contact with electrolytes. In this
environment, the surface oxide film repeats a process of partial dissolution and re-precipitation. Metal
ions are gradually released when dissolution is faster than re-precipitation [32]. Under physiological
conditions, corrosion occurs as an electrochemical process in which electron exchange occurs at the
metal surface [33]. The rate of this phenomenon is determined, in part, by the surface area. Since wear
debris released from metal components is, for the most part, in the nanometre size range, it has a high
surface area that increases the rate of corrosion [28]. When CoCr alloy is in contact with body fluids,
cobalt is completely dissolved, and the surface oxide changes into chromium oxide containing a small
amount of molybdenum oxide [34]. Elevated levels of Co and Cr ions occur in the peripheral blood
and in the hip synovial fluid after CoCr alloy MoM hip replacement, and there is concern about the
toxicity and biological effects of such ions both locally and systemically [35,36] (Table 1).

It has been reported that 20%–30% material loss can be attributed to corrosion-related damage, and
that not only includes the pure corrosion process but also the wear induced/enhanced corrosion process
that is defined as tribocorrosion [23]. Mechanically assisted corrosion, also referred to as tribocorrosion,
is an irreversible process that occurs on the surface causing a deterioration of the material due to the
combined wear and corrosion actions that simultaneously take place [31]. Tribocorrosion, present
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at bearing surfaces and within modular taper connections between components of the arthroplasty
device, has been proposed to be the primary process by which ions and particles are generated [37].
The released ions can activate the immune system by forming complexes with native proteins [38].
Chromium and cobalt have similar protein binding affinity, and bind to proteins in proportion to
the concentration ratio [39]. Once a metal is bound to a protein, it can be systemically transported
and either stored or excreted [28]. Additionally, the presence of wear debris in the peri-implant area
leads to macrophage phagocytosis of particulate debris and activation to stimulation of the release
of a variety of mediators, such as free radicals and nitric oxide, and a myriad of proinflammatory
cytokines and chemokines [40]. It has been reported that local acidification may develop during acute
and chronic inflammation [41] and high hydrogen ion concentrations down to pH 5.4 have been found
in inflamed tissue [42]. In turn, such an acidic environment, created by actively metabolizing immune
cells, may enhance the corrosion process, increasing the metal ions being released. To illustrate this,
Posada et al. [43] showed that significantly higher concentrations of Co and Cr were released when
CoCr metal wear debris were incubated at low pH (Figure 1). Their findings suggest that the osteolysis
process generated by wear debris may be exacerbated by the lowering of pH at an inflammation site.
This is in line with reports of synovial fluid acidosis correlating with radiological joint destruction in
rheumatoid-arthritis knee joints [44,45].

Figure 1. Metal ions released in vitro from CoCr alloy into RPMI-1640 medium at pH 7.4 and 4.0.
Results are expressed as mean values (±standard error of the mean (SEM), n = 3). FCS = foetal
calf serum. * Significantly different from control values (p < 0.05) by one-way Analysis Of Variance
(ANOVA) followed by Dunnett’s multiple comparison test. Significant difference between pH 7.4 and
pH 4.0.

2.1. Chromium

After entering the body from an exogenous source, Cr3+ binds to plasma proteins such as
transferrin, an iron-transporting protein. Regardless of the source, Cr3+ is widely distributed in
the body and accounts for most of the chromium in plasma or tissues. The Cr3+ is taken up as a
protein complex into bone marrow, lungs, lymph nodes, spleen, kidney, and liver, with the highest
uptake being in the lungs [46]. It has been shown that cell membranes are relatively impermeable to
Cr3+. When varying amounts of radioactive Cr3+ were added to whole blood in vitro, almost all of the
radioactivity (94%–99%) remained in the plasma with an insignificant amount retained in the red blood
cells (RBC). Similar results were obtained in vivo [47]. Similarly, low permeability of Cr3+ was found in
Chinese hamster lung V79 cells exposed to Cr3+ complexes [48]. Additionally, it has been shown that
the cellular uptake of Cr6+ is several-fold greater than that of Cr3+ ion, because trivalent chromium is
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predominantly octahedral and diffuses slowly [49]. In contrast to Cr3+, Cr6+ is rapidly taken up by
RBCs and reduced to Cr3+ inside the cell. Cr6+ enters the cell through non-specific anionic channels,
such as the phosphate and sulphate anion exchange pathway [50,51]. Once within the cell, Cr6+ is
reduced metabolically by the redox system to short-lived intermediates Cr5+, Cr4+, and ultimately
to the most stable species Cr3+ [52–54]. Cr3+ interacts and forms complexes with DNA, protein, and
lipids resulting in increased chromium intracellular levels [51–53].

Table 1. Metal ion levels measured in whole blood and synovial fluid from patients with metal-on-metal
(MoM) hip replacements.

Author Implant Body fluid Follow up
Mean Concentration (μg/L)

Co Cr

Daniel, et al. [55] MoM resurfacing Whole blood Up to 4 years
Pre-op 0.2 0.3
1 year 1.3 2.4
4 years 1.2 1.1

Ziaee, et al. [56] MoM resurfacing Whole blood Mean of 53
months

Control 0.3 0.2
Patients 1.4 1.9

Antoniou, et al. [57]
MoM (THA and

resurfacing), MoP
(THA)

Whole blood 1 year

Control 1.8 0.1
MoM THA 2.6 0.6

MoM
resurfacing 2.4 0.5

MoP THA 1.7 0.1
non-steep

(component
abduction

<55◦)

2.4 3.6

Wretenberg [58] MoM THA (Case
report) Whole blood 37 years - 22.9 19.4

Hart, et al. [59]
Painful MoM
resurfacings Whole blood median of 27

months
Unilateral 4.5 * 3.0 *
Bilateral 10.6 * 7.9 *

Hart, et al. [60] Failed MoM
resurfacing Whole blood Mean 51

months - 112.6 61.7

Langton, et al. [61] MoM resurfacing
(ASR, BHR) Whole blood minimum of

12 months

ASR 2.7 * 4.2 *
BHR 1.8 * 4.2 *

Adverse
reactions 69.0 29.3

Davda, et al. [62]
Symptomatic MoM,

THA and resurfacing
Synovial

fluid
Mean of 36

months

Unexplained
pain 1127.0 * 1337.0 *

Defined
cause of
failure

1014.0 * 1512.0 *

Hart, et al. [63]
MoM, THA and

resurfacing Whole blood
39–42

months

Failed 6.9 * 5.0 *
Well-functioning 1.7 * 2.3 *
Non-pseudotumor 1.9 * 2.1 *
Pseudotumor 9.2 * 12.0 *

Malviya, et al. [64] MoM, MoP, THA Whole blood 2 years MoM 5.2 2.8
MoP 1.6 0.8

Fritzsche, et al. [65]
bilateral MoM

resurfacing followed
by unilateral MoM
THA (Case report)

Whole blood,
aspirate of

pseudotumor

3 months
after revision

surgery

Blood 138.0 39.0
Aspirate of

pseudotumor 258.0 1011.0

Well-functioning 2.3 1.6

Matthies, et al. [66]
MoM, THA and

resurfacing Whole blood Median of 39
months

No
pseudotumor 2.9 3.2

Pseudotumor 11.0 6.7

Lass, et al. [67] MoM, THA Synovial
fluid

minimum of
18 years - 113.4 * 54.0 *

* Ion concentrations expressed as median values. Pre-op = previous to operation, THA = total hip arthroplasty,
MoM = metal-on-metal, MoP = metal-on-polyethylene, BHR = Birmingham Hip Resurfacing, ASR = Acetabular
System Resurfacing, DePuy.

Excretion of Cr occurs primarily via urine, with no major retention in organs. Approximately 10%
of an absorbed dose is eliminated by biliary excretion, with smaller amounts excreted in hair, nails,
milk, and sweat. Clearance from plasma is generally rapid (within hours), whereas elimination from
tissues is slower (with a half-life of several days) [68].
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The toxicity, mutagenicity, and carcinogenicity of chromium compounds are well-established
phenomena [46,50,69,70]. Long-term occupational inhalational exposure to Cr levels 100–1000 times
higher than those found in the natural environment have been associated with squamous cell carcinoma
and adenocarcinoma in exposed workers [71]. Epidemiological studies carried out in the UK, Europe,
Japan, and the United States have consistently shown that workers in occupations where particulate
chromates are generated or used have an elevated risk of respiratory disease, fibrosis, perforation
of the nasal septum, development of nasal polyps, and lung cancer [72]. Additionally, during the
intracellular reduction of Cr6+ to the stable Cr3+, reactive intermediates (for example, reactive oxygen
species (ROS), pentavalent and tetravalent chromium species) are generated, which causes a wide
variety of DNA lesions including Cr-DNA adducts, DNA-protein crosslinks, DNA-DNA crosslinks,
and oxidative damage [68,73].

Cr toxicity is associated with its oxidation state. However, it is still controversial whether Cr is
released as Cr6+ in patients with MoM devices, with some reports supporting this idea and others
disproving it [60,70,74]. In the authors’ experience, analysis of the speciation of Cr is fraught with
difficulty due to the instability of Cr6+, which tends to oxidise to Cr3+ very rapidly. There is a general
consensus, however, that Cr(III) is elevated in the biological fluids of all patients with MoM-type
implants [63,75].

2.2. Cobalt

For the general population, diet is the main source of exposure to Co and it is readily absorbed
from the small intestine [68,76]. Most of the consumed Co is excreted in the urine and the little that
is retained is mainly in the liver and kidneys [68]. Under physiological conditions, this element is
mostly accumulated in the liver, kidneys, heart, and spleen, while minimum concentrations are found
in the blood serum and tissues of the brain and pancreas [77]. Molecular details of the mode of Co
uptake into cells are not well known [76,78]. However, it is likely that it is transported into the cells
by broad-specificity divalent metal transporters [78]. It has been shown that P2X7, a transmembrane
ionotropic receptor, is involved in the uptake of divalent cations and Co [79]. In the same way, a protein
named divalent metal transporter 1 (DMT1) has been shown to have a broad substrate specificity
favouring divalent metals including Co2+ [80–82]. Additionally, the cellular uptake of Co may be
mediated both by active transport ion pumps (i.e., Ca2+/Mg2+ ATPase and Na+/K+ ATPase) and
endocytosis [84].

The only biological known function of Co is as an integral part of vitamin B12, which is
incorporated into enzymes that participate in reactions essential to DNA synthesis, fatty acid synthesis,
and energy production [76,78]. Even though Co has a role in biological systems, overexposure results
in toxicity [78], which involves development of hypoxia, increases in the level of ROS, suppression of
Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) synthesis, and initiation of apoptotic and necrotic cell death [77]. Co
ions can directly induce DNA damage, interfere with DNA repair, and cause DNA-protein crosslinking
and sister chromatid exchange [68]. The exact mechanism for Co carcinogenicity remains to be
elucidated, but it has been established that free radical generation contributes to its toxicity and
carcinogenicity [83].

3. Biological Effects

3.1. Toxicity

Particulate wear debris generated by MoM has an average particle size range of 30 to 100 nm [84].
The reduced size of the particles allows their entry into tissues and organs and diffusion throughout
the body, and interaction with different types of cells [85]. Concern about the toxicity of such particles
has led to a number of studies assessing the effects of CoCr metal wear debris in vitro on a variety
of cells [86–88]. It has been established that both Co ions and Co nanoparticles are cytotoxic and
induce apoptosis and, at high concentrations, they induce necrosis with an inflammatory response [89].
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Papageorgiou et al. [86] compared the cytotoxic and genotoxic effects of nanoparticles and micron-sized
particles of CoCr alloy using human fibroblasts. Their results showed that exposure to both nano-
and micron-sized particles of CoCr alloy, at the same particle mass per cell, causes different types and
amounts of cellular damage. Posada et al. [88] investigated the effects of the combined exposure to
CoCr nanoparticles and cobalt ions released from a resurfacing implant on monocytes (U937 cells),
and used much lower concentrations of nanoparticles than the previous study [85]. They showed
that metal debris in combination with Co ions had a direct effect on cell viability. Interestingly,
they showed that previous exposure to Co ions seems to sensitise U937 cells to the toxic effects of
both Co ions themselves and to nanoparticles, pointing to the potential for interaction in vivo. Their
results indicate that even low doses of CoCr nanoparticles can exert cytotoxic effects. Dalal et al. [87]
compared the responses of human osteoblasts, fibroblasts, and macrophages exposed to different
metal-based particles (i.e., cobalt-chromium (CoCr) alloy, titanium (Ti) alloy, zirconium (Zr) oxide, and
Zr alloy). They found that CoCr-alloy particles were by far the most toxic and decreased viability and
proliferation of human osteoblasts, fibroblasts, and macrophages. VanOs et al. [90] used commercially
available 60 nm and 700 nm round chromium oxide (Cr2O3) particles to analyse the cytotoxic effects of
chromium oxide particles on macrophage responses in vitro. With both particle sizes, cell mortality
increased, resulting in a significant decrease in total cell numbers, as well as a significant increase
in late apoptosis and necrosis. Tsaousi et al. [91] investigated the in vitro cytotoxicity and genotoxic
effects of alumina ceramic (Al2O3) particles in comparison with CoCr alloy particles. They found
no significant differences in cell viability between control and ceramic-treated cells, at all doses and
time-points studied. However, and in agreement with the studies mentioned above, cells exposed to
CoCr alloy particles showed both dose- and time-dependent cytotoxicity including damage to, and
loss of, chromosomes.

The apoptotic effects of Co ions have mainly been reported at concentrations starting from 100
μM, where Co induced cell death and apoptosis in a dose- and time-dependent manner [92–94].
Catelas et al. [95] demonstrated that macrophage mortality induced by metal ions depends on the
type and concentration of metal ions as well as the duration of their exposure. Overall, apoptosis was
predominant after 24 h with both Co2+ (0–10 ppm) and Cr3+ (0–500 ppm) ions, but high concentrations
induced mainly necrosis at 48 h. This same group also showed that Co2+ and Cr3+ induced mortality
and apoptosis in J774 macrophages [96,97]. In a similar way, Akbar et al. [94] reported that exposure to
high concentrations of metal ions (10 and 100 μM Cr6+, 100 μM Co2+) initiated apoptosis that resulted
in decreased lymphocyte proliferation. A variety of soluble metals, including Co2+ and Cr3+, at a range
of concentrations between 0.05 and 5 mM, were found to induce Jurkat T-lymphocyte DNA damage,
apoptosis, and/or direct necrosis in a metal- and concentration-dependent manner [98].

From all these reports, it seems evident that CoCr nanoparticles and metal ions released from
MoM implants have toxic effects in vitro and may pose a health risk to patients, regardless of whether
their implant is well-functioning or failing. This toxicity helps explain the higher prevalence of
adverse reactions to metal debris when compared to ceramic or polyethylene particles. The long-term
effects of the exposure to these particles and ions remain a concern. Adverse health effects caused
by accumulated metal particles in the periprosthetic tissues include osteolysis [99], inflammation,
pain, and pseudotumours [100]. Case et al. [101] reported that the accumulation of metal particles in
lymph nodes causes structural changes such as necrosis and fibrosis. Multiple reports [102–109] have
described patients with MoM implants who presented systemic adverse effects including neurological
symptoms such as auditory impairment/deafness, visual impairment/blindness, peripheral
neuropathy/dysesthesia of the extremities, poor concentration/cognitive decline, cardiomyopathy,
and hypothyroidism. Several authors have associated these adverse effects with grossly elevated
systemic Co blood levels. For example, Devlin et al. [110] reviewed 10 cases of suspected prosthetic
hip-associated cobalt toxicity and reported that these patients had findings consistent with cobalt
toxicity, including thyroid, cardiac, and neurologic dysfunction. Similarly, Bradberry et al. [111]
reviewed some cases in which patients exposed to high circulating concentrations of cobalt from failed
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hip replacements developed neurological damage, hypothyroidism, and/or cardiomyopathy. Finally,
Clark et al. [112] reported that chronic exposure to MoM hip resurfacing is associated with subtle
structural changes in the visual pathways and the basal ganglia in asymptomatic patients. Consistent
with this notion, revision surgery to remove the defective metal hip prostheses resulted in lowered
blood concentrations of metal ions and improved symptoms. Evidence is accumulating that systemic
elevated concentrations of Co ions, due to the presence of wear debris, pose a serious health risk for
some patients bearing CoCr MoM implants. There has also been speculation of a potential carcinogenic
effect, however, recent reports [113,114] suggest that CoCr-containing hip implants are unlikely to be
associated with an increased risk of cancer.

3.2. Immunological

Wear debris products generated at the articulation site may lead to a chronic inflammatory reaction
in the periprosthetic region, resulting in implant failure caused by macrophage-stimulated osteolysis
and aseptic loosening [115,116], which is the principal biological mechanism underlying prosthesis
failure according to the National Joint Registry of England, Wales, and Northern Ireland [117].

It has been established and accepted that the presence of implant devices and wear debris
incites a foreign body inflammatory reaction [118]. Metallic debris derived from alloy implants
induces macrophage activation and triggers immune responses resulting in the release of an array
of proinflammatory mediators including Tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF)-α, IL-1β, IL-6, and
IL-8 [119]. TNF-α, IL-1, and IL-6 induce osteoclast differentiation and maturation, which lead to
bone resorption and, ultimately, aseptic loosening [120] (Figure 2). Dalal et al. [87] reported an increase
in TNF-α and IL-8 production by human osteoblasts, fibroblasts, and macrophages in response to
different metal-based particles. Interestingly, they observed that the greatest cytokine responses of
macrophages were to CoCr alloy particles. Posada et al. [88] also reported higher levels of secretion
of IL-6, TNF-α, and interferon (IFN)-γ by resting monocyte-like cells (U937) after exposure to high
concentrations of metal debris and the combination of metal debris and Co ions. Devitt et al. [121]
investigated the in vitro effect of Co ions on a variety of cell lines by measuring production of IL-8 and
Monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1) and found that Co ions enhanced the secretion of both
cytokines in renal epithelial cells, gastric and colon epithelium, monocytes and neutrophils, and small
airway epithelial cells. These investigations suggest a key role of Co ions in the immune response to
wear debris.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of macrophage-stimulated osteolysis.

Despite the understanding of implant-related cytokine/chemokine networks that are released by
different peri-implant cell types, knowledge about the mechanisms mediating cellular interaction with
debris particles and the subsequent activation of macrophages to produce and release the inflammatory
mediators remain incomplete [122]. This has led to a number of studies seeking to define such
mechanisms. Toll-like receptors (TLRs) are mainly found on monocytes and macrophages, and
have been previously shown to activate the inflammatory cascade by triggering the expression of
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various cytokines (IL-1, IL-6, TNF-a), growth factors (macrophage colony stimulating factor-1), and
chemokines (MIP-1 a, MCP-1), and activating various downstream signalling pathways (nuclear
factor-κB (NF-κB), protein kinase B (AKT/PKB), and mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) [123].
Tyson-Capper et al. [124] demonstrated that Co ions released from MoM joint replacement implants
stimulate innate immune responses via direct activation of TLR4. Similarly, Potnis et al. [125] also
demonstrated that Co-alloy particles trigger immune responses via the Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4)
myeloid differentiation primary response protein 88 (MyD88)-dependent signalling pathway. Since a
key element in the initiation of the innate immune response against pathogens is the recognition of
components commonly found on the pathogen, referred to as pathogen-associated molecular patterns
(PAMP) [126], these studies suggest that wear particles could have a PAMP-like behaviour and bind
to TLRs being expressed by macrophages, which then initiates signalling pathways leading to the
stimulation of the immune response. Additionally, endogenous molecules generated upon tissue injury,
termed damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs), directly activate TLRs [127]. Proteins released
by the damaged periprosthetic tissue include several heat shock proteins, biglycan, and fragments of
extracellular molecules, such as oligosaccharides of hyaluronic acid and heparan sulphate, all of which
are known activators of TLR2 and TLR4 [1].

Metal debris and ions can activate the immune system by inducing a delayed-type
hypersensitivity reaction [38]. The most common sensitizing orthopaedic metals are nickel, cobalt, and
chromium [38,128–130]. It is thought that stimulated T-cells generate pro-osteoclastogenetic factors
that can alter bone homeostasis [115] and therefore contribute to osteolysis. The prevalence of metal
sensitivity among the general population is approximately 10% to 15% and the prevalence of metal
sensitivity among patients with well-functioning and poorly functioning implants has been reported
to be ~25% and 60%, respectively, as measured by dermal patch testing [38]. The response of
metal-specific lymphocytes to metals as debris or in the form of metal ions has been linked to poor
implant performance. Cell-mediated type-IV hypersensitivity reaction characterized by vasculitis
with perivascular and intramural lymphocytic infiltration of the postcapillary venules, swelling of the
vascular endothelium, recurrent localized bleeding, and necrosis has been reported following MoM hip
replacements [131]. Lymphocyte infiltrates have also been reported in the soft-tissue masses, described
as pseudo-tumours, following MoM resurfacing arthroplasty [21,132]. Additionally, metal-specific
T-cells have been isolated from patients with contact dermatitis, indicating a T-cell-led inflammatory
reaction against a metal-derived antigen [133]. For example, Cr exposure has been shown to upset
the immunoregulatory balance between Th1 and Th2 cells that controls different immune effects or
functions through the production of distinct cytokines [134]. In the work of these authors, the effects
of cadmium, chromium, inorganic mercury, and inorganic lead exposure on the immune system were
determined by measuring cytokine production of human peripheral blood mononuclear cells. Their
results showed that the cytokines assayed were differentially affected by heavy metal exposure. Of
particular interest, Cr significantly increased the production of IL-1β while decreasing the production
of IFN-γ, IL-6, IL-8, and IL-10.

It has been suggested that activation of T-cells following exposure to biomaterial particles
is driven by macrophages and requires synergistic signals primed by both antigen presentation
and costimulation [135–137]. Bainbridge et al. [138] examined the expression of CD80 and CD86
costimulatory molecules in U937 cells that had been exposed to titanium aluminium vanadium alloy
(TiAlV) implant wear debris. This was compared to the expression of these costimulatory molecules
in tissues taken from patients with aseptic loosening. They demonstrated the increased expression
of costimulatory molecules in response to wear particles both at the bone implant interface and
in vitro. These findings reinforce the hypothesis that macrophages have the potential to aid T-cell
activation in response to metal or metal ions from orthopaedic implants, as well as to augment any
T-cell mediated response.

Several studies have described perivascular lymphocytes in tissue membranes around failed
MoM implants apparently not associated with infection, and the authors have interpreted this
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inflammation as an immunologic reaction against metal ions or metal particles associated with those
articulations [131,139–142]. Polyzois et al. [143] reviewed the evidence of local and systemic toxicity
of wear debris from total hip arthroplasty and found extensive evidence and experimental data
supporting the fact that orthopaedic metals induce local immunological effects characterized by an
unusual lymphocytic infiltration and cell-mediated hypersensitivity. Thomas et al. [144] reported
the case of a patient who developed eczema and impaired wound-healing following the fixation
of an ankle fracture with titanium-based implants. Histological analysis of the tissue around the
implant demonstrated inflammation primarily with lymphocytes, and a contact allergy to nickel and
cobalt was found in the absence of titanium hyper-reactivity, raising the question of a prior unknown
nickel exposure as the source of the complications. Similarly, Gao et al. [145] reported a case of
systemic dermatitis caused by Cr (serum Cr level of 61.9 μg/L) after total knee arthroplasty. Another
feature reported as a metal-induced systemic T-lymphocyte-mediated hypersensitivity reaction is the
formation of periprosthetic soft-tissue masses in patients with MoM devices [132,146]. A delayed
T-lymphocyte-mediated self-perpetuating response can also create extensive tissue damage [122].
To date, the only means to predict/diagnose those individuals that will have an excessive immune
response to metal exposure that may lead to premature implant failure are lymphocyte transformation
test and patch testing (for skin reactions). However, they are not so useful in the evaluation of deep
tissue metal allergy [122,145]. Although complications in metal-allergic patients appear to be generally
rare [115], metal nanoparticles and high metal ion concentrations remain a concern as they could
trigger early events leading to implant failure or a shorter implant lifespan in sensitized patients.
Moreover, it remains unclear whether sensitization is a direct cause of implant loosening and failure,
or if it is a consequence of particle loading due to device loosening.

3.3. Gene Expression

Over the past few years numerous investigations have been carried out to study the effects of
different ions and particulate wear debris on the expression of an array of cytokine and toxicology
related genes in vitro. TNF-α, IL-1, and IL-6 are cytokines that have been reported to play a central
role in the induction of implant osteolysis [147,148]. Extensive work has been carried out on cytokine
production by macrophages in response to wear debris. Sethi et al. [40] studied the macrophage
response to cross-linked ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) and compared it to
conventional UHMWPE as well as TiAlV and cobalt-chrome alloy (CoCr). At 24 and 48 h, macrophages
cultured on TiAlV and CoCr alloy expressed higher levels of IL-1α, IL-1β, IL-6, and TNF-α than when
grown on UHMWPE materials according to real time reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction
(qRT-PCR) analysis. Jakobsen et al. [149] compared surfaces of as-cast and wrought CoCrMo alloy
and TiAlV alloy when incubated with mouse macrophage J774A.1 cells and reported a significant
increase in the levels of expression of TNF-α, IL-6, IL-1α, and β from cells incubated with alloys
compared to non-stimulated cells. Garrigues et al. [150] used microarrays to investigate alterations
in the phenotype of macrophages as they interact with UHMWPE and TiAlV alloy particulate wear
debris. Their findings further validate the important roles of TNF-α, IL-1β, IL-1α, IL-6, MIP1α, and
MIP1β in osteolysis. In a recent study, Posada et al. [43] examined the ability of the metal debris and
Co ions to induce general toxicology-related gene expression of human monocyte-like U937 cells. In
some experiments, they pre-treated the cells with Co ions prior to exposure to CoCr particles, in order
to simulate the in vivo situation where a patient may receive a second MoM implant in either a bilateral
or a revision procedure. Analysis of qRT-PCR results found significant up-regulation of inducible
nitric oxide synthase (NOS2) and Bcl2-associated athanogene (BAG1) in Co pre-treated cells which
were subsequently exposed to Co ions and debris. They showed that metal debris was more effective
as an inducer of gene expression when cells had been pre-treated with Co ions. Overexpression of
NOS2, which leads to an over production of NO, could have a predominant role in the inflammation
and acidification of the peri-implant microenvironment, which in turn could exacerbate the corrosion
of the nanoparticles. Co-expression of BAG1 and Bcl-2 has been shown to increase protection from
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cell death [151,152]. Consequently, up-regulation of BAG1 could be interpreted as part of a defence
mechanism for delaying cell death in response to metal toxicity, particularly Co toxicity, in this case.
Since the main gene expression fold changes were observed in cells pre-treated with Co ions, patients
with a MoM implant undergoing revision surgery or receiving a second MoM device may potentially
be at higher risk of implant failure.

As well as macrophages, other cell types have been reported as being involved in the biological
response to implant wear debris. As a result, there are similar studies on monocytes, lymphocytes,
osteocytes, and osteoblasts. For example, the effects of CoCr particles on osteocytes were tested by
Kanaji et al. [148]. CoCr treatment of murine long bone osteocyte Y4 (MLO-Y4) osteocytes significantly
up-regulated TNFα gene expression after 3 and 6 h and TNF-α protein production after 24 h, but
down-regulated IL-6 gene expression after 6 h. MG-63 osteoblasts were treated by Vermes et al. [153]
with titanium, titanium alloy, chromium orthophosphate, polyethylene, and polystyrene particles and
they reported that each type of particle significantly suppressed procollagen alpha1[I] gene expression
(p < 0.05), whereas other osteoblast-specific genes (osteonectin, osteocalcin, and alkaline phosphatase)
did not show significant changes. The effect of particulate derivatives of nickel and cobalt alloys on
the mRNA levels of chemokine receptors CCR1 and CCR2 on monocytes/macrophages from whole
blood were analysed by Fujiyoshi and Hunt [154]. Although there were no significant differences in
the level of CCR1 mRNA in monocytes/macrophages incubated with NiCr particulates, there was
a down-regulation in the level of CCR2 in cells incubated with NiCr and CoCr particles. All these
investigations indicate that wear debris and metal ions derived from MoM implants can cause an
adverse tissue response by modulating gene expression on several types of cells, which suggests
that osteolysis and subsequent aseptic loosening is the result of the concerted action of the different
cell types.

Previous studies have stated that ions released from the wear debris could also affect gene
expression. It has been reported that Cr+3 and Co+2 ions could induce damage to proteins
in macrophage-like cells in vitro, probably through the formation of reactive oxygen species
(ROS) [155,156]. U937 cells were exposed to Cr+6 and Co+2 ions by Tkaczyk et al. [157]. Cr+6 induced the
protein expression of Mn-superoxide dismutase, Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase, catalase, glutathione
peroxidase, and heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1) but had no effect on the expression of their mRNA, whereas
Co+2 induced the expression of both protein and mRNA of HO-1 only. Co+2 had no effect on the
expression of the other proteins. The overexpression of HO-1 has been suggested to play an important
role in cellular protection against oxidant-mediated cell damage [158]. This suggests that the results
from Tkaczyk et al. [157] show that Cr and Co ions cause oxidant-mediated cell damage. Type-I
collagen gene expression was evaluated by Hallab et al. [159] after treating MG-63 cells with increasing
concentrations (from 0.001 to 10 mM) of a variety of metal ions including Co and Cr. At toxic
concentrations (1 mM), Co depressed osteoblast function by significantly decreasing the levels of type
I collagen gene expression to 40% of control values. Queally et al. [160] showed that 10 ppm Co ions
induce chemokine secretion in primary human osteoblasts by measuring the up-regulation of IL-8 and
MCP-1 gene expression in osteoblasts stimulated with 0–10 ppm Co2+. The level of expression of one
of the principal proteinases capable of degrading native fibrillar collagens in the extracellular matrix,
MMP-1, and its tissue inhibitors (TIMP-1) in U937 cells exposed to Co2+ and Cr3+ ions for 24 h, was
determined by Luo et al. [161] who showed that these ions induce up-regulation in a dose-dependent
manner. Their expression was studied to gain insight into the regulation of extracellular matrix
degradation and tissue remodelling around hip prostheses. Altered expression of MMP-1 and TIMP-1
in the periprosthetic tissues has led to the hypothesis that their imbalance could contribute to the
loosening of total hip prosthesis [162]. The findings from Luo et al. [161] suggest that Co and Cr ions
can up-regulate the MMP-1 expression in vivo. These studies provide more evidence of potential gene
expression modulation by wear debris and ions derived from MoM implants.

Receptor activator of nuclear factor-κB ligand (RANKL), its receptor, receptor activator of nuclear
factor-κB (RANK), and its soluble inhibitor osteoprotegerin (OPG) are recognized as key regulators of
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osteoclast formation that regulate bone resorption in both health and disease [163]. Several studies have
demonstrated the expression of mRNA encoding RANKL, OPG, and RANK in peri-implant tissues
associated with osteolytic zones [164–167]. Jiang et al. [168] demonstrated a significantly elevated gene
expression of RANKL in CoCr particle-challenged osteoblasts. Similarly, Pioletti and Kottelat [169]
showed an increase of osteoblast gene expression for RANKL after exposure to Ti particles. Zijlstra
et al. [170] determined the effects of Co and Cr ions on the expression of bone turnover regulatory
proteins RANKL and OPG on human osteoblast-like cells. They found that the RANKL/OPG ratio
increased after 72 h of exposure to 10 μg/L Co, 1 μg/L Cr, and higher, and at 1 μg/L Co + Cr and
higher, indicating net bone loss. These findings are interesting since they seem to suggest that even in
well-functioning MoM implants with systemic Co and Cr levels around 1 μg/L, local periprosthetic
osteolytic reactions may take place. In a pilot study in our laboratory, gene expression of RANK,
RANKL, and OPG in peripheral blood from six patients that had MoM hip implants for at least one
year was investigated and correlated with the whole blood metal ion levels at the time of the analysis.
There was a significant up-regulation of RANK and RANKL and significant down-regulation of OPG
when compared to controls (no implant) (Figure 3). It has been suggested that the RANKL/OPG
ratio is raised significantly in patients with severe osteolysis and that this imbalance is involved
in bone resorption mechanisms [171]. Since OPG was down-regulated, patients had higher ratios
(27.69 ± 10.53, mean ± SEM) when compared to controls (1 ± 0.15, mean ± SEM), suggesting an
imbalance in the bone turnover system favouring bone resorption. However, a clear relationship
between RANKL/OPG ratios and ion levels could not be established. Although changes in gene
expression were identified, the lack of pre-surgery data made it impossible to determine whether the
presence of the MoM implant was the cause of such changes.

All the studies mentioned in this section have been carried out in order to understand how wear
debris affects the levels of expression of genes involved in osteolysis in tissues surrounding the joint
implant. They suggest different mechanisms for transcriptional activation of the genes investigated,
which could indicate that gene expression is modulated in a dose- and particle-dependent manner and
as the result of several signals coming together.

Thus, the biological responses to metal wear debris are complex, involving regulation at different
cellular and molecular levels to try and maintain intra- and extra-cellular homeostasis. When cells
fail, they tip the balance towards inflammation and acidification. This acidification of the peri-implant
microenvironment in turn enhances the corrosion of the nanoparticles and release of metal ions, which
exacerbates the adverse reaction ultimately resulting in osteolysis and subsequent aseptic loosening.

Figure 3. Fold variations of target genes in blood samples from controls and from patients with MoM
hip implants. Results are mean values ± standard deviation (SD) (six biological samples with three
technical replicates per gene assayed) expressed as the negative reciprocal. * Significantly different
from control values by Analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Dunnet’s comparison test (p < 0.05)
(Posada et al., unpublished data).
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4. Discussion

Since the recall of MoM devices in 2010, the trends in bearing surface materials have changed,
showing ceramic-on-polyethylene becoming more popular (Figure 4). The use of MoM has declined
dramatically and the proportion of MoM resurfacing implants has decreased from a peak in 2006 to
account for only 1.1% of implants in 2013 [117]. Although the recalls have taken most of the defective
implant designs off the market, there are still tens of thousands of patients in the UK alone with these
implants still in situ.

Figure 4. Number of primary hip replacements registered in 2013 by bearing surface.
Metal-on-polyethylene (MoP): 45,944. Metal-on-metal (MoM, includes both total and resurfacing): 1014.
Ceramic-on-polyethylene (CoP): 14,258. Ceramic-on-ceramic (CoC): 14,433. Ceramic-on-metal (CoM):
32. Others/unsure: 593 [3].

The Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) issued information and
advice about the follow-up of both symptomatic and asymptomatic patients implanted with MoM
hip replacements, which include appropriate imaging (Metal Artifact Reduction Sequence (MARS)
MRI/ultrasound), whole blood metal ion levels, and situations where revision may need to be
considered. The MHRA has suggested that MARS MRI scans (or ultrasound scans) should carry
more weight in decision-making than blood ion levels alone, and combined whole blood cobalt and
chromium levels of greater than 7 ppb (7 μg/L), indicates potential for soft tissue reaction [172]. This
decision is becoming more established among orthopaedic surgeons, but it does leave the quandary of
the patients with circulating metal ion levels in several hundreds of μg/L and normal cross-sectional
imaging. For these patients, many of whom have a well-functioning implant, it is difficult to understand
whether or not the effects of particles and ions will ultimately impact their health locally or distally
to their implant. It remains unclear whether these patients should be advised on a revision to avoid
long-term systemic adverse effects on organs such as the heart and brain. It is worth noting that the 7
ppb threshold is a means of understanding how well the hip is performing in vivo [173], and revision
is only considered if imaging is abnormal and/or blood metal ion levels rise [174]. Additionally,
although this threshold is not based on soft tissue damage, levels of greater than 7 ppb are associated
with significant soft-tissue reactions and failed MoM hips [63].

Although there has been widespread research on the various functions of different cytokines,
questions concerning how inflammatory responses are triggered by wear particles remain largely
unanswered. Specific organelles could play an important role in the cellular response triggered
by wear particles. A growing body of evidence has suggested a role for endoplasmic reticulum
(ER) stress in initiating inflammation, which is now thought to be fundamental to the pathogenesis
of inflammatory diseases [175,176]. There is evidence suggesting that metal particles can cause
increasing ER stress in various types of cells [177,178]. This presents the possibility that wear particles,
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produced around the prosthesis, have the potential to stimulate ER stress and thus may play a role in
particle-induced osteolysis.

Chronic environmental exposure to some metal compounds, including arsenic, nickel, chromium,
and cadmium, has been known to induce cancers and other diseases in exposed individuals [179].
While it has been shown that these metals disturb a vast array of cellular processes, such as redox
state and various intracellular stress-signalling pathways, their ability to induce acute and/or chronic
pathologies remains poorly understood. Sources of potential environmental exposure to these metals
include occupational exposure and environmental contamination from industrial production [180].
Additionally, with all the evidence on particles and ions derived from metal orthopaedic implants, such
replacements should be considered as an additional source of exposure. Emerging epidemiological
studies show that the carcinogenic potential of some toxic metals may involve epigenetic changes,
including silencing of DNA repair and tumor-suppressor genes [179]. The combinations of mechanisms,
which confer long-term programming to genes and could bring about a change in gene function without
changing gene sequence, are termed epigenetic [181]. As artificial articulations are being implanted
in younger people, epigenetic studies could help assess how long-term exposure to metal debris
and ions could bring about epigenetic changes altering gene expression which may have significant
health-related consequences for these patients.

5. Conclusions

Despite the clinical success of hip replacements, this review has summarised some of the work
addressing the still-present concern regarding the toxicity of metal particles and ions produced at the
articulation site of a MoM implant. A vast literature on the effects of different kinds of debris as well
as ions exists with many groups engaged in the discussion of mechanisms involved.

The potential dangers to patient health from CoCr alloy wear debris generation and the release of
Co and Cr ions into circulation have been recognized. However, until the regulations for thoroughly
testing the safety of medical devices such as hip replacements and other orthopaedic implants is more
stringent, there is a very real possibility that 20 years from now we will be reading articles on the
award of compensation for the next generation of articulations.
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Abstract: Carbon nanotubes are highly versatile materials; new applications using them are
continuously being developed. Special attention is being dedicated to the possible use of multiwall
carbon nanotubes in biomaterials contacting with bone. This study describes the response of murine
macrophage-like Raw 264.7 cells after two and six days of culture in contact with artificially generated
particles from both, ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene polymer and the composite (multiwall
carbon nanotubes and ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene). This novel composite has superior
wear behavior, having thus the potential to reduce the number of revision knee arthroplasty surgeries
required by wear failure of tibial articulating component and diminish particle-induced osteolysis.
The results of an in vitro study of viability, and interleukin-6 and tumor necrosis factor-alpha
production suggest good cytocompatibility, similar to that of conventional ultra-high molecular
weight polyethylene.

Keywords: in vitro macrophages response; knee replacement; multiwall carbon nanotubes; ultra-high
molecular weight polyethylene; wear debris cytotoxicity

1. Introduction

Knees carry half of the body weight and provide support and mobility to the human body. In
recent years, the incidence of joint degeneration has increased considerably in the young and elderly
population; the National Center for Health Science reported that there are more than 300,000 knee
replacements per year in the United States [1]. In total knee replacements (TKRs) the production of
wear debris is expected because of the sliding and rotating movements of the femoral component
against the bearing surface. The articular component material must be completely biocompatible to
avoid strong immune reactions due to the interaction of this wear debris with the human body fluids
and tissues surrounding the knee joint. Wear debris and degradation products created while using the
implant should not cause any inflammatory responses or secondary effects.

Ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) has been proven to be a good counterpart
material when articulating against cobalt-chromium-molybdenum (Co-Cr-Mo) femoral components
in TKRs [2,3]. It displays a very low friction coefficient and it is widely used in the orthopaedic field
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as a bearing surface in different artificial joints. Because of its high wear resistance and high impact
strength, this material remains the material of choice for the fabrication of articular tibial components.
Nevertheless, its performance is affected by high creep when compared to metal and bone [4,5]. Also,
there has been ongoing concern about the use of UHMWPE because wear of this material often leads
to the generation of numerous micron and submicron sized particles (wear debris), which can cause
a number of immunological responses and ultimately lead to osteolysis and loosening of the knee
implant [4–6].

One of the most researched areas in the last years is the addition of multiwall carbon nanotubes
(MWCNT for different applications in the biomedical field; nonetheless, before such material can be
incorporated into biomedical devices, the toxicity and biocompatibility of CNTs needs to be thoroughly
investigated [7]. The effect of carbon nanotubes on living organisms has been recently studied [7,8].
However, the results of these studies remain controversial [2,3]. Even though carbon nanotubes seem
to be a viable option to improve the tribological properties of polymer/composite materials used in
orthopedic implants, the biological response of UHMWPE reinforced with carbon nanotubes remains
unknown [2,3,9]. This study will focus on the analysis of UHMWPE reinforced with multiwall carbon
nanotubes (UHMWPE/CNT) and its cytotoxicity when compared to commercial UHMWPE. The
usefulness of UHMWPE/CNT composite must be accompanied by a positive cell interaction to be
considered as a viable biomaterial for orthopedic implant consideration.

2. Materials and Methods

The material of interest in this study is the wear debris obtained mechanically from produced
samples made from a composite formed by a polymer matrix (UHMWPE) and MWCNT, which is
simultaneously compared to the wear debris of samples produced using UHMWPE (orthopedic grade).
The multiwall carbon nanotubes are commercial products that were purchased from Sky Spring
Nanomaterials, USA. According to the specifications of the manufacturer, the nanotubes are 20–30 nm
in diameter and about 10–30 μm in length. Their characteristics, as specified by the manufacturer, are
display in Table 1. In literature, one aspect that is considered for MWCNTs to be used in biomedical
applications is the purity of this material; this is essential to avoid detrimental reactions when the
material is in contact with the human body [8]. Moreover, the XEDS spectrum of the MWCNTs was
obtained in a Hitachi S4800 field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) and is displayed on
Figure 1.

Table 1. Multiwall nanotubes (MWCNTs) general characteristics as specified by the manufacturer.

Multiwall Nanotubes (MWCNTs) Characteristics

Purity >95 wt%
Outside diameter 20–30 nm
Inside diameter 5–10 nm

Length 10–30 μm
SSA >110 m2/g
Ash <1.5 wt%

Amorphous carbon <3.0%
Electrical conductivity >100 s/cm

Bulk density 0.28 g/cm3

True density ~2.1 g/cm3

Manufacturing method Catalytic CVD
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Figure 1. XEDS analysis displaying chemical composition of carbon nanotubes in
as-received conditions.

The XEDS analysis did not revealed the presence of any impurities other than oxygen in the
carbon nanotubes. Additionally, UHMWPE powder, engineered CNTs and the composite, in a powder
form, were tested to observe how the cells reacted to each individual material and the effect of the
material size. The materials were tested with the murine macrophage cell line Raw264.7. Macrophages
(MΦ) are part of the innate immune system, and their main function is to engulf and digest any cellular
debris or pathogen present in the body. The focus of the study was to examine the cell response in the
presence of UHMWPE/MWCNTs and determine the cytokine production, specifically, the production
of Interleukin-6 (IL-6) and tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α), pro-inflammatory markers.

2.1. Nanocomposite Material

Medical grade UHMWPE was supplied by Ticona Engineering Polymers, Inc. (Bishop, TX, USA);
the trade name of the material used in this study was GUR®1020. The manufacturer specifications of
UHMWPE powder were: density = 0.930 g/m3, mean particle size 137 μm, and average molecular
weight = 3.5 million g/mol. The MWCNTs were purchased from Sky Spring Nanomaterials (Houston,
TX, USA). The manufacturer specifications of CNTs were: diameter range = 20–30 nm, length of the
tubes = 10–30 μm, and purity >95%.

The CNTs were mixed with UHMWPE using the experimental protocol developed Xue et al. [10]
to produce a homogeneous mixture to be used as the raw material in a compression molding machine.
Figure 2 presents a SEM image of the raw composite material, where it can be noticed that the
nanotubes are entangled on the UHMWPE particles. The compressed samples of both UHMWPE
polymer and UHMWPE/CNT nanocomposites (1.25 wt% of MWCNT) were prepared under optimized
testing conditions of pressure, temperature, and time, as determined from our previous studies [10,11].
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Figure 2. Micrographs of composite powder at 40 kx.

Hardness is defined as the resistance of a material to penetration; in the case of polymers, hardness
is usually measured with a durometer that measures the resistance of the plastic to penetration of a
spring loaded needle-like indenter by Shore D scale, in the case hard “plastics”. In order to assess the
effect of carbon nanotubes on the hardness of UHMWPE, twelve different concentrations were tested,
ranging from 0.25 to 20 wt%. From the hardness results, an optimal concentration was chosen for the
cytotoxicity studies.

The wear particles from the polymer and the nanocomposite were generated mechanically in
the presence of ethanol. After draining the ethanol from the system, the particles were collected and
oven-dried, and then sterilized by γ rays at a dose of 25 kGy in a X-Rad 160 irradiatiot. The sterilized
particles were used as the raw material in this study. Micrographs of the generated wear particles show
that the particles of both materials are in the form of fibrils and have an irregular shape. The size of the
particles (0.5–2 μm) was comparable to the phagocyte range for biological response studies associated
with secretion of cytokines inductive of osteolysis, as described by Green et al. [12], Revell [5], Kurtz [2]
and Mcgee [6].

2.2. Dose Response

The control group comprised Raw264.7 macrophage-like cells that were seeded in the wells of
12-well plates at a density of 100,000 cells/well and cultured in the presence of growth medium. Cells
were grown in HyClone DMEM hyglucose culture media, 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 1% 1-glutamin,
1% of antibiotics (penicillin and streptomycin) and 1% of sodium bicarbonate per container of 500 mL
of media. The sterilized particles used in this study (UHMWPE and UHMWPE/CNT particles with
an average particle size of 130 μm, engineered MWNTs and, UHMWPE and UHMWPE/CNT debris)
were suspended in dimethylsulfoxyde (DMSO) at a concentration of 5 mg/mL, and vortex to ensure a
homogenous suspension of the particles immediately prior to pipetting. The concentrations studied
ranged from 1 μg/mL to 50 μg/mL for all treatments. Media and campthotecin were used as positive
and negative controls and were included in each experiment; also, DMSO was assessed in the dose
response analysis, since DMSO was used as the vehicle control. The particles were added to the cells
after the 24-h growth period (day 1); then, the culture plate was placed in the incubator for another 24
h. The medium and treatments were refreshed on day 2, and the cell viability was assessed on day 3.
All experiments were carried out in triplicates.

Viability was assessed using a luminescent cell viability assay (Cell Titer-Glo Luminescent). The
reagent lyses the cells and interacts with the adenosine triphosphate (ATP) within the cells. When
the reagent interacts with the ATP, the cells luminesce and produce a signal that is later on detected
by the luminometer, where the viability is assessed; the more luminescence, the higher the viability.
Briefly, the viability assessment takes place on day 3, the cells are scrapped from the well walls and
100 μL of the cell suspension from each well are transferred to an opaque 96-well plate. Then, 100
μL of cell titer Glo Luminescent are added to each well for the viability assay. Medium was added
to three wells in the opaque 96-well plate and were used as blanks. The cells well then placed in the
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luminometer (Luminoskan Ascent from Labsystems), and the viability was assessed. The voltage used
was 900 V and each well was analyzed for 10 s. Once the viability was assessed, the half maximal
effective concentration (EC50) was established and used in the acute and chronic exposure studies.

2.3. Acute and Chronic Exposure

In the acute and chronic exposure, viability and pro-inflammatory cytokine production were
assessed to establish the macrophage response to the nano-particles (wear debris and carbon nanotubes)
and micro-particles (raw material). Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) endotoxin served as a positive control
for the activation of the cells, LPS provides the most robust stimulus to macrophages and it attest to
the cell viability and reaction in the culture. All assays were run in duplicates.

Viability for the acute exposure was assessed using the same luminescent cell viability assay as in
the dose response and the same protocol was followed: the cells were seeded in 12-well plates at a
density of 300,000 cells per well on day 0, the particles were added on day 1 and refreshed on day 2 at
a concentration of 12.5 μg/mL, the LPS and negative control were also activated on day 3, and the
viability was assessed in the luminometer on day 3. On the other hand, for the chronic exposure, cells
were seeded on day 0 in 12-well plates at a density of 40,000 cells per well. The particles were added
on day 1 and refreshed on days 4 and 6. The LPS and camptothecin controls were activated on day 6
as well, and finally, viability was assessed in the luminometer on day 7.

Pro-inflammatory cytokine production, specifically, TNF-α and IL-6, were assessed using
commercially available enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA) kits (BioLegend and BD
Biosciences, San Diego, CA, USA). The ELISA analyses were performed according to manufacturer’s
instructions. For the TNF-α production, microtiter ELISA plates were coated with anti-TNFα
capture antibody over night at 4 ◦C. The ELISA kit used to measure the IL-6 production included
coated plates with anti-IL-6 capture antibody. The plates were then blocked at room temperature
with 3% bovine serum albumin in deionized water. Cell culture supernatants from treated MΦ
were added to the plates. Following binding of cytokines to the capture antibodies, the plates
were incubated with biotin-conjugated anti-TNFα and IL-6 antibodies, respectively, followed
by streptavidin-HRP (Biosource/Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY, USA). The chromogenic
substrate 3,3′5,5′-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) (BD OptEIA, San Jose, CA, USA) was utilized for color
development and absorbance was measured by microplate spectrophotometer (VersaMax Microplate
Reader, Molecular Devices, Silicon Valley, CA, USA). Cytokine concentrations were calculated against
murine recombinant cytokines (BD Pharmingen, San Jose, CA, USA).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Hardness Testing

Hardness of pure and reinforced samples was measured with a durometer. In order to understand
the effect of carbon nanotubes in the polymer matrix, samples with twelve different concentrations
were also fabricated (See Table 2). The load applied on each sample, according to the specifications of
the Shore D scale for UHMWPE (ASTM standard D2240), was 4536 g. Figure 3 displays the average
hardness value dependig on CNTs concentration. From the graph in Figure 3, it can be concluded
that low and high concentrations of CNTs are detrimental for UHMWPE, since these concentrations
present the lowest hardness values.
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Figure 3. Graph displaying CNT effect on hardness values. The red line stands for the hardness value
of the CNT concentration used in this study.

Table 2. Experimental hardness of nanocomposite at different CNT concentrations.

Machine Asker Durometer Model EX-D Serial No. 004011 Type D

Scale Shore D

Analysis CNT Concentration Effect on Hardness

Test
date

11-Jun-12

CNT Indent

Percentage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Average

0 60 60 62 61 62 62 62 61 61.5
0.25 59 61 60 58 58 59 60 60 59.4
0.50 57 57 58 58 58 59 58 59 58.0
0.75 60 59 61 61 61 61 61 61 60.6
1.00 59 60 60 61 60 60 60 59 59.9
1.25 64 64 64 64 64 65 64 64 64.1
2.50 65 64 65 65 66 64 65 65 64.9
5.00 65 64 64 66 66 65 64 66 65.0
10.00 65 64 64 64 66 64 66 65 64.8
20.00 63 64 64 64 64 65 64 63 63.9

The wear particles from the polymer and the nanocomposite generated mechanically were
observed under the scanning electron microscope at 15 kV (SEM-Hitachi TM-1000) and they are
displayed in Figure 4. The polymer and nanocomposite particles displayed irregular shapes and
variable size. However, the nanocomposite debris was characterized by its fibrillar structure.
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Figure 4. Polymer (a) and nanocomposite (b) wear debris micrographs.

3.2. Dose Response

The results from the dose response and viability assays showed that UHMWPE micro-particles
displayed the lowest EC50 (between 6–7 μg/mL) while the UHMWPE wear debris displayed an
EC50 between 10–15 μg/mL, both of these are way below the EC50 from the DMSO, which is the
vehicle control. In other words, from the dose response it can be concluded that UHMWPE is
cytotoxic in a micro and nano-scale. On the other hand, UHMWPE/CNT in any of its forms did
not reach the EC50; because of this, additional concentrations had to be explored. For the composite
treatments, 5 additional concentrations were analyzed from 50 to 100 μg/mL. Nevertheless, the EC50 for
UHMWPE/CNT debris was about 66 μg/mL while the EC50 for the UHMWPE/CNT micro-particles
could not be reached.

3.3. Acute and Chronic Exposure

In the acute and chronic exposure it was necessary to use a single dose for all the treatments.
Moreover, because this is a comparative study between the cytotoxicity of UHMWPE and the
UHMWPE/CNT, it was important to assess the cells under the same conditions. It was decided
that the dose at which the EC50 for the UHMWPE debris was reached, was the most adequate for the
assays. Figures 5 and 6 display the results of the viability assays performed for the acute and chronic
exposure, respectively.

Figure 5. Viability assay for the acute exposure.
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Figure 6. Viability assay for the chronic exposure.

The viability and proliferation assays (acute and chronic exposure) showed no significant
differences between the control (DMSO) and UHMWPE/CNT in any of its forms. As a matter
of fact, in the chronic exposure, UHMWPE/CNT displayed a viability of 98.5% ± 4.6% (raw material)
and 75.3% ± 1.1% (wear debris) while UHMWPE displayed a viability of 86.6% ± 3.4% and 52.2% ±
1.2% for the raw material and the debris, respectively. Comparing viability results in the chronic and
acute exposure, it can be concluded that MΦ recover from the initial exposure to UHMWPE in its raw
form, since viability when from 50.1% ± 4.5% to 86.6% ± 3.4%. On the other hand, the opposite effect
was seen in the UHMWPE wear debris, with this material, the longer the exposure, the lower viability
values are seen. The same effect is observed in the presence of UHMWPE/CNT. Nevertheless, the
decrement in vitality is less obvious.

Tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) production for acute and chronic exposure where measured
by ELISA and the results are displayed in Figures 7 and 8. TNF-α production in the presence of
the particles was compared to the negative control (media). Furthermore, the results of UHMWPE
where compared to those obtained for the polymer/composite. All tests were run three times and in
duplicates. From the graph in Figure 7 it can be observed that there is a significant difference (39.8%)
in the TNF-α production when the cells are exposed to UHMWPE alone and when they are exposed to
the reinforced polymer at 48 h. However, when the exposure time increases, the difference between the
TNF-α production becomes non-significant. Another conclusion that can be drawn from this analysis
is that bigger particles will increase the inflammatory response of the cells.
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Figure 7. TNF-α production after 48 h of exposure.

Figure 8. TNF-α production after 168 h of exposure.

Finally, IL-6 production was also assessed to determine the inflammatory response to the cells in
the presence of the different particles. Figures 9 and 10 display the graphs with the results obtained
in the acute and chronic exposure. Even though UHMWPE stimulated the cells enough for them to
produce IL-6, the amount that the MΦ produced is extremely low. Nevertheless, it has to be mentioned
that UHMWPE/CNT did not cause any effect on the cells when it referred to the IL-6 production. These
results are in agreement with those reported by Chlopek et al. [13] where IL-6 production was measured
in the presence of polysulfone (PSU) with high purity carbon nanotubes. Additionally, this study
measured the potential of macrophages to release free radicals when exposed to carbon nanotubes or
carbon particles of similar dimensions [13]. Chlopek et al. [13] confirmed a good biocompatibility of
carbon nanotubes, characterized by a lack of IL-6 production as well as free radicals induction.
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Figure 9. IL-6 production after 48 h of exposure.

Figure 10. IL-6 production after 168 h of exposure.

Figure 11 displays cells that have been exposed to different particles. Photographs A and B
display MΦ exposed to UHMWPE, in its raw and debris form, respectively, while photographs C and
D display MΦ exposed to UHMWPE/CNT, also in its raw and debris form, respectively. As it can be
observed from the photograph B, the cells seemed to have morphed their appearance more and their
pseudopods are larger when compared to those on the other images. Moreover, the cells appeared to
be less confluent in presence of UHMWPE debris. For cells exposed to the polymer/composite, the
micro size composite seemed to have enlarged the cells when compared to the debris. Nonetheless,
the shape of the cells and confluence in the wells appears to be similar.
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Figure 11. Micrographs of cells after 48 h of exposure to different micro and nano particles (160X). (A)
Raw UHMPWE, (B) UHMWPE debris, (C) Raw UHMWPE/CNT, and (D) UHMWPE/CNT debris.

3.4. Discussion

Different concentrations of carbon nanotubes in the polymeric matrix were evaluated for this
study. Hardness testing showed higher values for UHMWPE/CNT at concentrations above 1 wt%
and below 42 wt% CNT than that obtained for pure UHMWPE. The increase in hardness was not very
significant from the chosen CNT concentration (1.25 wt%) (2.6 points in the D-Shore scale). However, a
small increment in hardness value translates into better creep and wear resistance. It was concluded
that the higher the concentration of carbon nanotubes, the higher the values for hardness testing.
However, it was noted that after an addition of about 10 wt% or more, the hardness values plateaued.
Also it was noted that when the addition of carbon nanotubes exceeded 20 wt%, lower hardness values
were obtained.

Viability, and tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) and interleukin-6 (IL-6) production
were assessed by macrophage Raw264.7 cells. The results of this in vitro study suggest good
cytocompatibility of the UHMWPE/CNT material when compared to UHMWPE (current commercial
material); these results are in agreement with those reported by Reis et al. [8] in his studies with
osteoblasts. Viability assays demonstrated that in an initial exposure (acute study), macrophages
react strongly to particles with the micron and sub-micron size particles (debris). However, when
the cells stay in the presence of the material, bigger size particles (raw material) decreases the
viability. Even though there were no significant differences between the cells viability when exposed
to UHMWPE than when exposed to UHMWPE/CNT, cell viability was slightly higher in the presence
of UHMWPE/CNT, especially in its debris form. On the other hand, when pro-inflammatory cytokine
production, specifically TNF-α and IL-6, was measured, it was noted that a while IL-6 was barely
present in the supernatants obtained after 48 and 168 h of exposure to the particles, TNF-α levels were
relatively high, especially for the polymer/composite debris after only 48 h of exposure. Nonetheless,
TNF-α levels stabilized themselves and no significant difference can be observed among UHMWPE,
polymer/composite, and controls.

The use of carbon nanotubes in the medical field has been questioned in the last years because of
the controversial results of the biocompatibility of CNTs. However, in this study, the lack of presence
of IL-6 in the composite group suggests good cytocompatibility, since IL-6 is a powerful inductor of
bone resorption through osteoclast activation. The use of this novel composite in the orthopaedic field
could benefit patients in different ways. The composite has demonstrated to be not only superior in
mechanical properties, but also it seems that the use of this material could decrease the number of total
knee replacement failures due to osteolysis.
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4. Conclusions

The cellular response associated with engineered wear debris from UHMWPE (current commercial
material for tibial articular inserts in TKRs) was compared to the cellular response associated with
wear debris from UHMWPE/CNT samples. Murine macrophage-like cells (Raw264.7) were used to
assess the cytotoxicity of these materials. A dose response was first performed to establish the EC50

to be used in the acute and chronic exposure to the micro and nanoparticles. Viability was assessed
through a luminescent cell viability assay and the cytokines production, specifically TNF-α and IL-6,
were assessed by ELISA.

The viability and pro-inflammatory cytokine production was assessed by macrophage-like cells
Raw264.7. The main purpose of this study was to compare the cytotoxicity of UHMWPE and
UHMWPE/CNT. In the first stage of this research, a dose response assessment was performed to
calculate the half maximal effective concentration (EC50) to be used in the acute and chronic exposure.
The dose response was assessed through the viability of the cells with a commercial luminescent cell
viability assay. The results of the dose response display a higher EC50 for UHMWPE/CNT in both
forms (raw material and artificially generated debris) than that found for UHMWPE.

The viability assessment in an acute and chronic exposure displayed similar results. There were
no significant difference between UHMWPE and the composite or the controls and the composite.
However, UHMWPE in its raw form displayed a significant difference when compared to the vehicle
control (DMSO). This suggests that the presence of carbon nanotubes in the polymer matrix actually
protects the cells from the plastic and increases the viability of MΦ.

On the other hand, pro-inflammatory cytokine production assessment showed different results.
UHMWPE/CNT displays a higher production of TNF-α than UHMWPE, especially in micron and
sub-micron size (wear debris) in an initial exposure (acute). Nevertheless, the chronic exposure
revealed similar levels of TNF-α production in controls, UHMWPE, and polymer/composite. It was
noted that in the chronic exposure, bigger particles (raw materials) elicit a higher cytokine production.
Finally, the production of IL-6 was assessed by ELISA. From the different materials studied, UHMWPE
was the only one that produced IL-6. However, the IL-6 production was so low, that it was not
significant when compared to the controls.
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